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Abstract
In this thesis we consider the anti-ferromagnetic Potts model on lattice graphs. A spin
system under this model is characterised by an underlying connected graph and two
parameters: q, the number of spins, and A = exp(—(3), where (3 is the “inverse temper
ature”. Two questions of interest are to determine if a spin system has strong spatial
mixing and if the Glauber dynamics is rapidly mixing on the configuration space. These
two properties are closely related, in particular it is known that strong spatial mixing
often implies that the Glauber dynamics is rapidly mixing. Rapidly mixing Glauber
dynamics implies that there is a fully-polynomial randomised approximation scheme
for the partition function. For graphs in which the distance-d neighbourhood of a ver
tex grows sub-exponentially in d, strong spatial mixing implies that there is a unique
infinite-volume Gibbs distribution.
We use recursively-constructed couplings to derive mixing bounds for any graph
and any temperature. The result improves previously known general mixing bounds.
Our main objective is to have results which are applicable to the lattices studied in
statistical physics. In this thesis we focus on the square lattice (Z2), the triangular
lattice and the kagome lattice. By considering the geometry of the lattice we are able
to achieve better mixing bounds. Rather than constructing recursive couplings from a
single recurrence, we use a system of recurrences, which is highly dependent on the
geometry of the lattice. For the square lattice we give a proof of strong spatial mixing
and rapid mixing for q > 6 and any A. We also show that mixing occurs for a larger
range of A than was previously known for q = 3, 4 and 5. Certain probabilities that
are used in the proof are obtained with computer assistance which makes the proof
machine assisted.
The anti-ferromagnetic Potts model corresponds to proper colourings when the
temperature is zero. By refining the technique of recursively constructing couplings,
we provide proofs of mixing for the triangular lattice with q = 9 and A = 0, and the
kagome lattice with q = 5 and A = 0. This improves previously known mixing bounds.
The systems of recurrences we use here are rather large and require a computer to be
constructed. This makes the proofs machine assisted. The Glauber dynamics is not
necessarily irreducible on the kagome lattice with q = 5 and A = 0 if we impose a
boundary condition. However, we show rapid mixing under the free boundary.
We also study the mixing time of a systematic scan Markov chain for sampling
from the uniform distribution on proper 7-colourings of a finite rectangular sub-grid of
the square lattice. A systematic scan Markov chain updates finite-size subsets of vertices
in a deterministic order. We use a heuristic-based computation in order to establish a
rigorous result about the mixing time. The proof is computer assisted and improves
previously known mixing bounds for systematic scan on the square lattice.
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Preface
The results presented in this thesis are on the whole the product of my own work.
However, some of the results come from joint work with others. Chapter 3 summarises
the contribution by this thesis in terms of theorems that improve previously known
results. Theorem 3.1 and 3.2 are due to Goldberg, Jalsenius, Martin and Paterson, and
are published in [GJMP06]. Theorem 3.6 is the result from joint work with Pedersen,
to which we have both contributed equally.
The idea of showing strong spatial mixing and rapidly mixing Glauber dynam
ics for lattice graphs by recursively constructing couplings, represented as trees, was
introduced by Goldberg, Martin and Paterson in [GMP05], We exploit their idea in this
thesis in order to derive new improved mixing bounds for certain spin systems. We use
notation from the very same paper, although we modify it slightly such that it will suit
the contents of this thesis. It is clearly stated when ideas are borrowed from others.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Spin systems are a class of models that originated in Statistical physics. A spin system
consists of a collection of sites which are the vertices of an underlying connected graph.
The spin space is a finite set of spins, where a spin represents some physical property
of a site. A configuration of the spin system is an assignment of a spin from the spin
space to each site. The set of all configurations is referred to as the configuration space.
The sites interact locally according to potentials specified by the spin system. This
interaction gives rise to a well-defined probability distribution over configurations of
any finite subset of the sites. Such a distribution is referred to as a finite-volume Gibbs
distribution and is regarded as the equilibrium state of the given subset of the sites.
Probably the best known example of a spin system is the Ising model, introduced
in the 1920’s by Wilhem Lenz [Len20] and his student Ernst Ising [Isi25] as a simple
model for magnetism. Let G — (V. E ) be a finite connected graph where each vertex
v e V is a site. Each site can be seen as hosting a little magnet which is directed either
up or down. Thus, the number of spins in the spin space is only two (spin up and
spin down). The system has a certain temperature and we let /3 > 0 be the inverse
temperature. There may be an external field characterised by a real value h. Given a
configuration a (an assignment of a spin to each vertex of G), let m = be the number
of edges in G between two sites that are assigned the same spin, and let

be the

number of edges between sites that are assigned different spins. Let nup be the number
of sites with spin up, and let n down be the number of sites with spin down. We now
define the potential
H(cr) =

~ m=) + hf3(nup - ndown),

which is a function from the configuration space to the real numbers. The potential H
depends on the interaction between neighbouring sites, as well as on sites individually
when there is an external field (h ^ 0). The potential H is called the Hamiltonian and
is defined differently for different spin systems. What characterises the Hamiltonian is
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that it depends on local interactions between sites. When the system is in equilibrium,
the probability of finding the system in configuration a is proportional to exp(—AT(cr)).
For the Ising model we therefore have that configurations in which many neighbouring
sites are assigned the same spin are favoured by the Gibbs distribution. This effect
increases with the inverse temperature (3. That is, at high temperatures (low 6) the
spins behave almost independendy, and at low temperatures (high if) there is a strong
dependence between sites. Frequendy, one imposes a boundary condition on the model,
which corresponds to fixing the spin at some specified “boundary” vertices of G. The
term free boundary is used to indicate that no boundary condition is specified.
In this thesis we focus on a much studied spin system known as the anti
ferromagnetic Potts model. It is similar to the Ising model above with the difference
that we allow more than two spins, and adjacent sites that receive different spins are
now favoured by the Gibbs distribution, whereas adjacent sites that receive the same
spin are not favoured. As for the Ising model there are parameters representing the
temperature and an external field. In this thesis we study the case with no external
field. In the zero-temperature setting, a configuration in which two neighbouring sites
have the same spin is not allowed. Such a configuration has zero probability under
the Gibbs distribution. The tolerance towards equally-spinned neighbours is increasing
with the temperature, and any configuration will have a positive probability at temper
atures above zero.
Often the underlying graph of a spin system is infinite, in particular it is a
lattice graph (an infinite graph for which the vertices are points that are regularly
spaced). For a finite subset of the sites, referred to as a region, the boundary of a
region R consists of the sites that are not in R but are incident to R. The finitevolume Gibbs distribution is defined for a region, whereas an infinite-volume Gibbs
distribution is defined over configurations of the whole underlying graph. A distribution
7r on configurations of the underlying graph is an infinite-volume Gibbs distribution
if, for any region R, the 7r-induced probability distribution on configurations of R,
conditioned on a fixed assignment of spins to the boundary of R, is the finite-volume
Gibbs distribution (under this fixed boundary). The physical intuition for an infinitevolume Gibbs distribution is that it describes a macroscopic equilibrium, for which all
parts of the system are in equilibrium with their boundaries. There is always at least
one infinite-volume Gibbs distribution, but in general, several infinite-volume Gibbs
distributions can coexist [BW99]. The question of whether the infinite-volume Gibbs
distribution is unique or not is central in statistical physics because it corresponds to
the number of macroscopic equilibria for a given system. Non-uniqueness is known as a
phase transition. For more background on Gibbs distributions, see for instance [Geo88]
and [GHM01].
It is of interest to study what effect the boundary of a region has on sites that
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are far away from it. For instance, if we change the spin of a site u on the boundary,
then we ask what effect this change has (under the finite-volume Gibbs distribution)
on the spin of a site v that is far away from u. If this effect is sufficiently small then
it implies that the system has only one equilibrium (one unique infinite-volume Gibbs
distribution). If the spins on the boundary has far-reaching effect on other sites, it
might imply that there are several equilibria. We will study a concept called strong
spatial mixing. A spin system that has strong spatial mixing has the property that the
influence of a site u on the boundary dies out exponentially in the distance from u. If
the system has strong spatial mixing then there is a unique equilibrium. In this thesis
we analyse various spin systems under the anti-ferromagnetic Potts model in order to
establish when there is strong spatial mixing.
We will present a general theorem that states sufficient conditions for when a
system has strong spatial mixing under the anti-ferromagnetic Potts model. Whether
there is strong spatial mixing or not depends on the maximum degree of the underlying
graph as well as on the number of spins and the temperature. We let the parameter q
denote the number of spins, and we let A e [0,1] denote the “temperature”. More
precisely, A = exp(—¡3), where 0 is the inverse temperature, and we allow 0 = oc
(zero-temperature) and 0 = 0 (infinitely high temperature).
Often the believed bounds for strong spatial mixing do not match the mixing
bounds that have been rigorously proved. For instance, it is believed [SS97] that there
is strong spatial mixing on the square lattice (Section 2.4.1) for every q > 4 and A e
[0,1]. However, for q = 4 and q = 5, strong spatial mixing has only successfully
been shown for A > 0.262 and A > 0.127, respectively (this is proved in this thesis).
The gap between the believed mixing bounds and the mixing bounds that follow from
general theorems can often be narrowed by focusing on particular underlying graphs.
Especially lattice graphs are suited for this because they enable us to make use of the
regular geometry of the lattice. In this thesis we give proofs of improved mixing bounds
for three types of lattices (see Figure 2.3 on page 24): the square lattice (Section 2.4.1),
the triangular lattice (Section 2.4.2) and the kagome lattice (Section 2.4.3). These
are all natural lattices that are of interest in statistical physics. Proofs of mixing that
make use of the geometry of a particular graph sometimes depend on a great number
of computations that are preferably (or necessarily) carried out with the help of a
computer. Several of the proofs in this thesis are computer assisted.
Strong spatial mixing is a static property of a spin system. However, much
attention has been on the dynamic properties of a system. A question of interest is to
determine how quickly the system converges to equilibrium. From a statistical physics
point of view, this question is important for understanding phenomena such as how
long it takes for the system to return to equilibrium after a shock forces it out of it. In
this thesis we consider a process called the Glauber dynamics, which is a Markov chain
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on the set of configurations of a region. The heat-bath version of the Glauber dynamics
works as follows. Suppose that R is a region and B is a fixed assignment of spins to
the boundary of R. Let 7rg be the finite-volume Gibbs distribution on configurations
of R under the boundary B. In one step of the Glauber dynamics we pick a vertex v
of R uniformly at random, and replace the spin at v by a random spin drawn from
the distribution on spins of v conditional on all the neighbouring spins. The stationary
distribution of the Glauber dynamics is 7t b . The Glauber dynamics is a plausible model
for the evolution of the underlying physical system towards equilibrium. Also, the
Glauber dynamics can be used for sampling configurations from the Gibbs distribution.
The concept of sampling is a major motivation for this thesis. Not only is sampling
from the Gibbs distribution important in computational physics, but also there is a
connection between sampling and counting. We will describe this connection shortly.
In order to use the Glauber dynamics as an efficient sampling tool we want
to know how many steps it must be run for to get close to its stationary distribution.
The notion of rate of convergence we study here is the mixing time of a Markov chain.
The mixing time is defined as the number of steps required to get within total varia
tion distance 6 from the stationary distribution, starting from an arbitrary state of the
Markov chain. If the mixing time of the Glauber dynamics is polynomial in the size
of the region and 1/6 then we say that it is rapidly mixing. It has been shown that
strong spatial mixing and rapid mixing are two intimately related concepts. For ex
ample, [CesOl, DSVW04, Mar99, M 094a, M094b, SZ92, Wei04] describe how strong
spatial mixing implies rapid mixing in some settings. In this thesis we will describe in
detail how the two concepts are related in our setting, and the results of strong spatial
mixing are also presented as rapid-mixing results.
Recall from above that the probability of a configuration a in the finite-volume
Gibbs distribution 7r is proportional to exp(-fT(cr)), where H is the Hamiltonian for the
spin system. That is,
exp(-tf(<r))
-------z -------’
where Z is a normalising factor that makes the sum of the probabilities over all configu
rations a add up to one. The normalising factor Z is known as the partition function. In
this thesis we will use a more graph theoretical terminology instead of the terminology
that is commonly used by the physics community. This means that we will always refer
to sites as vertices, and instead of using the word spin we will use the word colour. The
spin space is therefore a set of colours, and a configuration is referred to as a colouring.
A proper colouring is a colouring where no two adjacent vertices share the same colour.
Thus, under the zero-temperature anti-ferromagnetic Potts model, the finite-volume
Gibbs distribution is the uniform distribution on proper colourings. The partition func
tion at zero temperature is therefore the number of proper colourings. Approximating
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the partition function is a hard problem. In particular, the problem of counting proper
colourings of a region is #P-complete [BDGJ99], where #P is the complexity class con
taining counting problems. For an introduction to #P, see for example [Jer03]. One
implication if a #P-complete problem can be solved in polynomial time is that NP = P.
Although exact counting of proper colourings is #P-complete, it does not rule out the
possibility of approximate counting. If there is a known efficient method for uniformly
sampling proper colourings then this method can be utilised in order to approximately
count the number of proper colourings in an efficient way. For more background on the
connection between sampling and counting, see for instance [Jer03, JW 86]. There
fore, if the Glauber dynamics mixes rapidly then it can be used (in a non-trivial way)
to approximately count colourings in polynomial time.
At the end of the thesis we look at a dynamics referred to as a systematic scan
Markov chain. It is similar to the Glauber dynamics and has gained increased attention
recently ([DGJ06a, DGJ06b, Ped07]). As for the Glauber dynamics, the state space of
the systematic scan Markov chain is the configuration space and the stationary distri
bution is the finite-volume Gibbs distribution. However, sites are updated in determin
istic order instead of being chosen uniformly at random as in the Glauber dynamics.
Here we analyse the systematic scan Markov chain on the square lattice under the
zero-temperature anti-ferromagnetic Potts model, and we will present improved mix
ing bounds in this setting.

Organisation of the thesis
We summarise the outline of the thesis below.
Chapter 2 — Preliminaries. This chapter can be seen as a more detailed introduc
tion to the thesis. We introduce notations and definitions and give examples of
spin systems — in particular the anti-ferromagnetic Potts model. The concept of
strong spatial mixing is formally defined and we explain in detail how sampling
is achieved with the Glauber dynamics and the systematic scan Markov chain.
Chapter 3 — Statement of results. In this chapter we state the results that are proved
in this thesis. Apart from Theorem 3.1 and 3.2, which have been published
in [GJMP06], all other theorems represent new unpublished results that improve
previously known mixing bounds. This chapter also covers some previous results
on mixing which can be compared to the improvements presented in this thesis.
Chapter 4 — Rapidly mixing Glauber dynamics. In this chapter we explain the tech
nique we use to show that the Glauber dynamics is rapidly mixing. We will see
how the two concepts of rapid mixing and strong spatial mixing are related.
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Chapter 5 — Boundary pairs. Here we introduce the framework we use when prov
ing the mixing results in this thesis. This chapter introduces notation and defini
tions that were first used by Goldberg, Martin and Paterson in [GMP04], however
we have modified them slightly to suit the contents of this thesis.
Chapter 6 — Recursive coupling. In order to prove the mixing theorems, we con
struct couplings of Gibbs distributions. A coupling is a joint distribution such that
the marginal distributions are preserved. Using the framework from the previous
chapter, this chapter explains how these couplings are constructed. We prove a
general mixing result here and introduce some notation and lemmas that will be
used in subsequent chapters when exploiting the geometry of the lattices in order
to achieve better mixing bounds.
Chapter 7 — The square lattice. In this chapter we prove the mixing results for the
square lattice.
Chapter 8 — The triangular lattice. In this chapter we prove the mixing results for
the triangular lattice.
Chapter 9 — The kagome lattice. In this chapter we prove the mixing results for the
kagome lattice.
Chapter 10 — Systematic scan on the grid. In this chapter we prove the rapid-mixing
result with the systematic scan Markov chain on the square lattice.
Chapter 11 — Conclusion. Here we give thoughts on future work and discuss im
provements of the results in this thesis.

7

Chapter 2

Preliminaries
In this chapter we give an introduction to the thesis that is more detailed and technical
than in the previous chapter. We give definitions of all concepts needed in order to fully
understand the theorems in Chapter 3 — Statement of results.
The organisation of this chapter is as follows. In Section 2.1 we introduce
some basic notation and definitions, and we define the finite- and infinite-volume Gibbs
distributions. We give a few examples of common spin systems, in particular the anti
ferromagnetic Potts model which is the spin system we focus on in this thesis. In
Section 2.2 we give a formal definition of strong spatial mixing and define the notion
of a /^-coupling cover, which is related to strong spatial mixing. In Section 2.3 we
define the Glauber dynamics and the systematic scan Markov chain, which are both
used for sampling colourings. We give the definition of a rapidly mixing Markov chain
and present a theorem which says that the Glauber dynamics is converging quickly
to the desired distribution (i.e., it is rapidly mixing) if the system has a /^-coupling
cover. We also discuss the connection between efficiently sampling and approximating
the partition function, or counting colourings. Lastly, in Section 2.4 we define what it
means when an infinite graph is uniformly sub-exponential. The proofs of rapid mixing
in this thesis require that the graph is neighbourhood-amenable, which is a property
that follows if the graph is uniformly sub-exponential. In this section we define the
square lattice, the triangular lattice and the kagome lattice, which are the lattices we
focus on in Chapter 7-10. We show that they are uniformly sub-exponential.

2.1

Spin systems

A spin system is defined by a set of parameters: a connected, undirected, finite or
infinite graph Q = (Vg,Eg), an integer q > 1 representing the number of colours, and
a function H referred to as the Hamiltonian. The Hamiltonian describes the interaction
between colours of vertices in Q. In the literature (especially the physics literature),
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vertices of Q are referred to as sites and colours are referred to as spins. In this thesis
we will use the terms vertices and colours. We assume that the graph Q is locally finite,
which mean that the each vertex has a finite number of neighbours. We use A to denote
the maximum degree of Q. Two vertices u and v are adjacent if (u, v ) is an edge in Eg.
We let d(u, v) be the distance between vertex u and v in Vg, and we let d(u, V) be the
distance between vertex u and the subset V C Vg. For an edge e = (u i,u 2) £ Eg, we
let d(e, v ) be the minimum of d(u\, v) and d(u2, v ).
A region R is a finite non-empty subset of Vg. The subset dR C Vg denotes
the vertex boundary of R such that dR is the set of vertices that are not in R but are
adjacent to some vertex in R. The edge set E{R) of R is the set of all edges (u , v) £ Eg
such that at least one of the vertices u and v is in R. The edge boundary £ R C E(R) of
R is the set of all edges (u, v) £ Eg such that exactly one of the vertices u and v is in R
and the other one is in OR.
The set Q = {1, . . . , q} denotes the set of q colours, and the set Q0 = {0} U Q
denotes the set of q colours with the additional colour 0. The colour 0 represents “no
colour”. A q-colouring of a region R is a function from R to the set Q, and a go-colouring
of R is a function from R to Q0. A 0-colouring of R is a function from R to the set {0},
which means that all vertices in R are assigned colour 0. We often write only colouring
when it is obvious from the context if it is a q-, g0- or 0-colouring, or if any colouring
will do. Let a be a colouring of a region R. If R' is a subset of R then o(R ') is the
colouring of R ’ induced by a. Furthermore, o(v) is the colour of vertex v £ R under
a. The set f2+ denotes all g-colourings of Vg and f d e n o t e s all g-colourings of the
region R. A colouring is proper if no two adjacent vertices receive the same colour. The
set ft denotes all proper g-colourings of Vg and

denotes all proper g-colourings of

the region R. Given a go-colouring B of dR, a proper g-colouring a of R agrees with
B if a{u) ^ B(v) for all [u,v) £ £ R , where u £ R. The set CLr (B) denotes the set
of all proper g-colourings of R that agree with B. For two colourings a, a 1 £ ft^, the
Hamming distance between a and a' is the number of vertices in R on which a and o'
differ. In the physics literature the set Q of colours is often referred to as the state space
or spin space, and a colouring is referred to as a configuration. The set ft+ of colourings
is referred to as the configuration space.
When illustrating graphs or regions in this thesis we denote vertices with faces
instead of drawing the graph in the traditional way where a vertex is denoted with a
solid circle and an edge is denoted with a line segment. Using faces gives us space to
label vertices or write other useful information. See Figure 2.1 for an example. When
a vertex is labelled with a number, this number is referring to the colour of the vertex.
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Vl

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.1. We illustrate a graph (a) such that faces correspond to vertices (b). Short line
segments represent edges (c).

2 .1 .1

Gibbs distributions

In this thesis we consider spin systems with nearest-neighbour interactions only. A
colouring is assigned a weight, and the weight depends on the colours assigned to
adjacent vertices. We define the Hamiltonian as follows. The definition is general and
is based on parameters that are specific for different spin systems.
Definition 2.1 (Hamiltonian). For any region R and any q-colouring a of the whole
graph Ç, the Hamiltonian
H r {<7 )=

U {a(u),a(v )) +

FF(cr(w)),

(u,v)eE(R)
where U : Q x Q —*■R u {oo} is a symmetric function that maps a pair of colours to a
real value or infinity, and W : Q —►R U {oo} is a function that maps a colour to a real
value or infinity.
The Hamiltonian assigns a value to each colouring a of a region R. This value
can in physics be interpreted as the contribution to the energy from the region R given
by the configuration a. What defines the spin system is specified with the functions U
and W . The function U describes the weight contributed by neighbouring vertices, and
W describes the weight contributed by a single vertex. In physics, U is the potential as
sociated with neighbouring sites, and W is associated with a self potential which might
come from the action of an external field. The Hamiltonian is used in the definition of
a finite-volume Gibbs distribution below. For details and more on Gibbs distributions,
see [Geo88] or [GHM01].
Definition 2.2 (Finite-volume Gibbs distribution). For any region R and any q-colouring
r] o f the whole graph Q, the finite-volume Gibbs distribution 7r^ on the set if+ of all qcolourings of Q is
iia (Ç \R ) = V(Ç\R)0

otherwise,

where Z ^ is a normalising factor that makes X]<jen+ 7rfi(cr) = 1-
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In the finite-volume Gibbs distribution -kvr , a colouring a of Q cannot have a
positive probability unless a is identical to 77 on all vertices outside of R. The probability
of choosing a colouring cr from nvR that is identical to 77 outside of R is proportional
to exp(-fifl(<7)). Since the Hamiltonian depends only on neighbour interactions and
single vertices in R, it is sufficient to know the colouring of dR under 77 in order to
specify the finite-volume Gibbs distribution. The normalising factor Z R is referred to
as the partition function. Approximating the partition function is sometimes desirable
and will be discussed in Section 2.3.3.
After defining finite-volume Gibbs distributions we define infinite-volume Gibbs
distributions in terms of conditional probabilities.
Definition 2.3 (Infinite-volume Gibbs distribution). A distribution tx on the set

of all

q-colourings of Q is called an infinite-volume Gibbs distribution if for all regions R, all
colourings o e Q+ and 77 € Cl+ with 77(77) > Q>
Pr[C(i?) = a(R ) | C(G\R) = rj(G\R)} =
where C is a colouring drawn from 77.
Thus, if a colouring C is drawn from 77 with the vertices outside of region
R coloured identical to 7/, then the conditional probability that the colouring of the
vertices in R is identical to o is 77^ (a). This definition of an infinite-volume Gibbs
probability goes back to the work of Dobrushin [Dob68] and Lanford and Ruelle [LR69]
in the late 1960’s. The physical intuition for an infinite-volume Gibbs distribution is
that it describes a macroscopic equilibrium, for which all parts of the system are in
equilibrium with their boundaries. There is always at least one infinite-volume Gibbs
distribution, but in general, several infinite-volume Gibbs distributions for the same
Hamiltonian can coexist [BW99]. The question of whether the infinite-volume Gibbs
distribution is unique or not is central in statistical physics because it corresponds to
the number of macroscopic equilibria for a given system. The phenomenon of non
uniqueness corresponds to what is referred to as a phase transition. For more on Gibbs
distributions and details on the connection with physics, see [Geo88] or [GHM01]. For
more on different criteria for uniqueness, see for example [DSVW04, Wei04, Wei05].
The following example illustrates a spin system for which an infinite number of infinitevolume Gibbs distributions exist.
Example 2.4 (Many infinite-volume Gibbs distributions). Consider the spin system
defined by q = 2 colours on the square lattice Q = Z2. The is Hamiltonian defined by

U(c,c') =

if c = d\
if c / c7,

and

W (c) = 0,
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where c, d e Q. Let 771 and 772 be the two different colourings of Q that colour the
vertices like a chessboard. That is, each vertex has a colour that is different from
its four neighbours. The colourings 771 and 772 are each other’s inverse. Let -k be the
distribution on

that assigns probability p to 771 and probability 1 —p to 772, where

p € [0,1] is chosen arbitrarily. All other colourings in il+ are assigned zero probability.
It can now be verified that 7r satisfies the condition of being an infinite-volume Gibbs
distribution. To see this, consider any region R. If 77 = 771 then for a — 771 we have that
both the conditional probability in Definition 2.3 and nvR (a) are 1. For a ± 771 we have
that the conditional probability and nvR (cr) are both zero. Similarly, if 77 = 772 then for
er = 772 we have that both probabilities are 1. For a ^ 772 we have that both probabilities
are zero. Thus, 7r is an infinite-volume Gibbs distribution. Since the probability p can be
chosen arbitrarily there is an infinite number of infinite-volume Gibbs distributions n.
Next we will give a few examples of some very common spin systems that have
been studied extensively in the literature, one of them is the anti-ferromagnetic Potts
model, which is the spin system we focus on in this thesis.
Example 2.5 (The ferromagnetic Ising model). Probably the best known spin system
is the Ising model, introduced in the 1920’s by Wilhem Lenz [Len20] and his student
Ernst Ising [Isi25] as a simple model for magnetism. The number of colours q = 2,
representing two spins: up and down. The Hamiltonian is given by

and

where c, d e Q and ¡3 > 0 is the inverse temperature and h e R is an external field.
The infinite-volume Gibbs distribution assigns higher weight to colourings in which
many adjacent vertices receive the same colour, as well as to colourings in which many
vertices receive the colour that is favoured by the sign of h. At high temperatures
(low /?), the colours of adjacent vertices have a smaller impact on the weight of a
colouring. At low temperatures (high (3), the colours of adjacent vertices become more
important and large connected regions of equal colours tend to form. The higher the
magnitude \h\ of the external field, the less symmetric is the model in the two colours.
If | ft| = 0 there is an equal chance of having many adjacent vertices with colour 1 or
having many adjacent vertices with colour 2 .
Example 2.6 (The anti-ferromagnetic Ising model). The anti-ferromagnetic Ising model
is very similar to the Ising model, only with the difference that the sign before (3 in the
function U has changed. This means that adjacent vertices now prefer to take opposite
colours.
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Example 2.7 (The hard-core model). The hard-core model (independent sets) has been
used in statistical physics as a model of lattice gases [Geo88]. The number of colours
q = 2, where a vertex with colour 1 is occupied and a vertex with colour 2 is unoccupied.
A colouring therefore specifies a subset of occupied vertices. The Hamiltonian is given
by
U(c,c')

<

oo

if c = d = 1 ;

0

otherwise

W (c)

and

—ln^

if c = 1 ;

0

if c = 2,

where t > 0 is referred to as the activity parameter and plays a similar role to that of
temperature in the Ising model. The Hamiltonian forbids two neighbouring vertices
from both being occupied. Thus, in this model, a colouring is valid if, and only if, it
specifies an independent set. The finite-volume Gibbs distributions are over independent
sets and the probability of an independent set a is proportional to t\°\. For low values
of t (that is i < 1) the density of occupied vertices is low. On the other hand, for
large values of t (that is t > 1) the density of occupied vertices is high, which means
that the constraint of not having two adjacent occupied vertices has a greater impact
on the distributions of colourings. Weitz shows in [Wei06] uniqueness of the infinitevolume Gibbs distribution for t < (A — 1 )A-1/(A - 2)A, where A is the maximum
degree of Q. This is an improvement of the general result t < 2 / (A - 2) by Dyer and
Greenhill [DGOO] andVigoda [VigOl].

Example 2.8 (The ferromagnetic Potts model). A natural generalisation of the ferro
magnetic Ising model is the ferromagnetic Potts model [Pot52], in which the number of
colours q may be more than two. Hence the Ising model is the special case when q = 2.
For the case without an external field we have that the Hamiltonian is given by

U(c,c')

where c, c'

0

if c = c';

P

if c

and

W (c) = 0,

c'

e Q and P > 0 is the inverse temperature.

As for the Ising model the system

favours colourings with many adjacent vertices receiving the same colour. In this thesis
we focus on the anti-ferromagnetic Potts model, which is described in the next section.

2 .1 .2

The anti-ferrom agnetic Potts m od el

The anti-ferromagnetic Potts model is similar to the ferromagnetic Potts model, only
with the difference that different colours on adjacent vertices are favoured. The spin
system is specified by q > 2 number of colours and an inverse temperature d > 0. The
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Hamiltonian is given by
I (3
U (c,c) = <
[0

if c = c';

and

W(c) = 0,

if c / d

where c, d e Q. Instead of explicitly using the inverse temperature ¡3 we will use the pa
rameter A = exp(-/3), where A € [0,1] when allowing (3 = oo (zero-temperature) and
(3 = 0 (infinitely high temperature). The zero-temperature case (A = 0) is particularly
interesting since it corresponds to proper colourings of the graph.
Consider any region R and let a be any colouring of R and let B be any colour
ing of dR. An edge (u, v) e E(R) is monochromatic if u and v receive the same colour
under a and B. For a set E C E (R) of edges, let moncr s(JE) denote the number of
monochromatic edges in E under a and B. A proper colouring is a colouring with no
monochromatic edges. Using the notion of monochromatic edges and the parameter A
above, the finite-volume Gibbs distribution from Definition 2.2 is given by
_^ m on ¡ ,(B ),,( 9 H )( E ( f l))

ifa(G\R) = ti(G\R);
otherwise,

where Z^ is a normalising factor such that

(jen+
The distribution on

= L

all g-colourings of R, induced by the finite-volume Gibbs dis

tribution, will be denoted ttb and is defined by

where B is a colouring of the boundary dR, and
ZB =

E

is the partition function. For any subset A C R, let
colourings in

n s, a

denote the distribution on

induced by -kb .

A proper colouring a of R agrees with a boundary colouring B of OR if no edges
in E (R ) are monochromatic under a and B. Note that for A = 0, the distribution ttb is
the uniform distribution on proper colourings of R that agree with the colouring B of
the boundary.
Remark 2.9. In this thesis, we will always assume that q > A + l in the zero-temperature
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setting. The reason for this is that it will guarantee that for any region R and any qcolouring B of dR, there is at least one proper colouring a of R that agrees with B.
Thus, txq is well-defined with non-empty support. Note that a greedy colouring of R
would yield a proper colouring that agrees with B. That is, for each vertex of R, assign
a colour that is not assigned to any of its neighbours. This is always possible since the
number of colours q > A + 1.

2.2

Strong spatial mixing

The concept of strong spatial mixing is central in this thesis and it has two important
consequences. One consequence is that strong spatial mixing (Definition 2.10) often
implies that there is a unique infinite-volume Gibbs distribution (see [Mar99, Wei04]).
The second consequence is that strong spatial mixing implies that the Glauber dynamics
(Definition 2.14) is rapidly mixing. The Glauber dynamics, introduced in Section 2.3.1,
is a Markov chain used for sampling colourings of a region R.
Informally, strong spatial mixing means that for any region R and two colour
ings B and B' of dR that differ only at one vertex w e dR, the effect that this difference
has on a subset A C R decays exponentially with the distance from w to A. The effect
is measured with the total variation distance. For two distributions D \ and D2 on a set
S, the total variation distance between D 1 and D2 is defined as
dTv ( D i , D 2) = \ ^ \D i(s) - d 2(s )\ = max \D\(A) - D 2(A)\.
Z ses
The following formal definition of strong spatial mixing is taken from [DSVW04].
Definition 2.10 (Strong spatial mixing). The anti-ferromagnetic Potts model on the infi
nite graph Q has strong spatial mixing for parameters q and A if there are two constants
a > 0 and 0 < e < 1 such that, for any region R, any A C R, any vertex w e dR, and
any pair (B, B') of q0-colourings of d R which differ only at w,
dTv(^B,Ai k b ' , a ) < a|A|(l - e ) d(w’A),
where d(w, A) is the distance within R from the vertex w to the region A. We assume
that w is not a free-boundary vertex in either colouring. That is, B(w) ^ 0 and B' (w) ± 0.
Note that strong spatial mixing is defined for <70-colourings of the boundary of
the region. The reason we allow the colour 0 (interpreted as “no colour”) on the bound
ary is to strengthen the strong spatial mixing results. This will be important further on
when we derive techniques for sampling colourings. For a region R and parameters
q and A, we want to sample colourings from 7re , where B is a go-colouring of dR. In
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particular, under no boundary condition, B is the O-colouring (free boundary). To anal
yse sampling under the free boundary, it will be important to include the colour 0 in
the strong spatial mixing results. Chapter 4 explains the relationship between strong
spatial mixing and sampling in detail.
One approach to show exponential decay of the total variation distance in the
distance between w and A in Definition 2.10 is to construct a suitable coupling of the
distributions -kb and ttb' ■ For two distributions D\ and D 2 on a set S, a coupling 4> of
Di and D 2 is a joint distribution on S x S with marginal distributions D \ and D2. If
the pair (Afi, X 2) is a random variable drawn from 4> then
dTy (D 1 ,D 2) < P r ( X x ^ X 2).
Thus, in order to upper-bound the total variation distance, one can find some suitable
coupling 4' and compute the the probability of having X i ^ X 2. In the case of strong
spatial mixing in Definition 2.10, the aim is to construct a coupling 4> of ttb and 7

such

that if the pair (cr, a') of colourings is drawn from 4», then the probability that a and
a' differ on A C R decreases exponentially with the distance between the discrepancy
vertex w e OR and A. If such a coupling 4> can be constructed then strong spatial
mixing follows (Lemma 5.4). Furthermore, if the graph Q is of sub-exponential growth
(see Section 2.4) then it follows that the expected number of vertices in R on which
a and cr' differ is bounded by a constant (Lemma 5.5). We will make use of this fact
when showing rapid mixing of the Glauber dynamics. Next we introduce the notion of
a K-coupling cover, which is equivalent to Goldberg, Martin and Paterson’s notion of an
e-coupling cover in [GMP05, Definition 4].
Definition 2.11 (A'-coupling cover). The anti-ferromagnetic Potts model on an infinite
graph Q with parameters q and A has a A'-coupling cover if, for every region R and any
pair (B,B') of q0-colourings of OR, which differ only at a vertex w e dR (and B(w)

0

and B'(w ) f 0), there is a coupling 4/ of 7re and ttb>with the following property: If the
pair (a, a') of colourings is drawn from 4' then the expected number of vertices in R on
which a and a' differ is bounded by the constant K.
Note that the constant K depends on the graph Q, the number of colours q and
the parameter A.

2.3

Sampling

In previous sections we described what an equilibrium state is in terms of the finiteand infinite-volume Gibbs distributions. A question of interest is to determine how
quickly the system converges to equilibrium. From a statistical physics point of view,
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this question is important for understanding phenomena such as how long it takes for
the system to return to equilibrium after a shock forces it out of it. In this thesis we con
sider two dynamical processes that model how the system converges. Both processes
are Markov chains which are used to sample from finite-volume Gibbs distributions.
Under the anti-ferromagnetic Potts model, for a given region R and colouring B of the
boundary dR, these processes can be used for sampling colourings from the distribu
tion 7rB. The notion of rate of convergence we study in this thesis is the mixing time of
a Markov chain, which is a common notion of convergence (see for instance [Jer03]).
The mixing time is defined as the number of steps required to get within total varia
tion distance 5 from the stationary distribution, starting from an arbitrary state of the
Markov chain. The formal definition is given next.
Definition 2.12 (Mixing time). Consider a Markov chain M with state space Cl and
stationary distribution ir. Let P t {a,a') be the probability of moving from state a to a' in
exactly t steps. For any

6

> 0, the mixing time of M is

t m {$)

= max min{f : d-rvi-P*^
cren

< <$}•

A Markov chain M that is used for sampling colourings from the distribution
7tb,

given a region R and a colouring B of dR, is said to be rapidly mixing if tm (S) is

upper-bounded by a polynomial in n and log(l/5), where n is the number of vertices
in R.
The main dynamical process we focus on in this thesis is called the {heat-bath)
Glauber dynamics. A step in this Markov chain is a random update of the colour of a
single vertex, depending on the colours of its neighbours. The vertex to be updated
is chosen uniformly at random from R. As we will see, this process converges to the
distribution nsThe other process we look at, referred to as a (heat-bath) systematic scan Markov
chain, is similar to the Glauber dynamics, but instead of choosing the vertex to update
uniformly at random, all vertices in R are randomly updated in deterministic order.
Rather than updating a single vertex, often a subset of the vertices of R is updated,
conditional on the colours of the boundary of the subset. A dynamics that updates
more than one vertex is referred to as a block dynamics. As we will see, the systematic
scan Markov chain also converges to the distribution -k b In the literature, the term “Glauber dynamics” usually refers to any Markov
chain that makes single-vertex updates. Here we use the term Glauber dynamics exclu
sively for the first Markov chain described above. That is, the process in which a vertex
is chosen uniformly at random.
The term “heat-bath” means that the update of a vertex v (or set V of vertices)
is done according to the stationary distribution on the colours of v (or V ), conditional
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on the colours of the neighbours of v (or the boundary of V). A heat-bath update is
defined as follows.
Definition 2.13 (Heat-bath update). For any region R, any q0-colouring B ofdR , any q0colouring a of R and any non-empty subset 0 C R, a heat-bath update of a with respect
to 0 is a procedure in which a new colouring a 1 of R is obtained from a by recolouring the
vertices in 0 in the following way: Let £1^© be the colouring of dQ induced by a and B.
Obtain the new colouring a' by drawing a colouring from 7tBct0 and assign that colouring
to the vertices in 0. Each vertex in R \ 0 is assigned the colour it has in a.
2 .3 .1

The Glauber dynam ics

We have the following definition of the Glauber dynamics.
Definition 2.14 (Glauber dynamics). For any region R and any qo-colouring B of dR,
the Glauber dynamics is a Markov chain defined as follows.
• The state space is

if A > 0 and Qr (B) if A = 0.

• A transition is made from a state a to a' in the following way:
1. Choose a vertex v uniformly at random from R.
2. For i e Q, let n, denote the number of neighbours of v which are assigned
colour i (either in a or B).
3. Choose a new colour c 6 Q according to the distribution
Pr[c = i]

An*
*nk

for i e Q and with 0° = 1.
4. Obtain the new colouring a’from a by assigning colour c to vertex v.
The reason for defining the Glauber dynamics on two different state spaces (fl+
if A > 0 and Qr (B) if A = 0) is to avoid colourings that are not proper or do not agree
with the boundary colouring B when A = 0. Such colourings have zero probability
in -kb under the anti-ferromagnetic Potts model. If the Glauber dynamics is ergodic
(aperiodic and irreducible) then the distribution ng is the stationary distribution (for a
proof, see Lemma 4.2).
The Glauber dynamics is ergodic for positive values of A; each state can be
reached from any state and there is always a positive probability of not leaving a state.
For A = 0 this is not always the case. However, if the number of colours q > A -f 2 then
Glauber dynamics is ergodic. To see this, take any two colourings a and a' in Qr {B)
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Figure 2.2. A 2-vertex region R of the kagome lattice. The Glauber dynamics on R is not
irreducible for A = 0 and q = 5 under the colouring of dR shown in (a). The two states in (a)
are “frozen”. However, when restricting the boundary to the 0-colouring as in (b), the Glauber
dynamics is irreducible.

and let v i, . . . , vm be the vertices on which a and o' differ. To go from state a to a'
we update the vertices

in order. The vertex u, is updated as follows: If any

neighbours of vt have colour a'(vi), recolour these with the first available colour. They
can always be recoloured since q > A + 2. Note that these neighbours do not have their
final colour in a 1. Once no neighbour of vr has colour a'(vi), recolour u* with colour
The Glauber dynamics is not necessarily ergodic on the set of proper colourings
if q < A + 2 and A = 0. Figure 2.2(a) illustrates two proper colourings of a 2-vertex
region R of the kagome lattice (see Section 2.4.3) with a particular colouring B of dR.
The Glauber dynamics is not irreducible on R under B when q = 5 and A = 0. The
two states in Figure 2.2(a) are “frozen” and it is not possible to leave either of them by
single-vertex updates. However, as Figure 2.2(b) shows, if we restrict the colouring B
to the 0-colouring then it is possible to go between any two states. The conclusion is
that if A —0 and q < A + 2 we need to pay extra attention when studying the Glauber
dynamics.
Theorem 2.15 below, which is proved in Section 4, guarantees rapidly mixing
Glauber dynamics if the spin system has a AT-coupling cover and the parameter A > 0.
If A = 0, rapid mixing is only guaranteed with the additional condition that q > A + 2
(which implies that the Markov chain is always irreducible). In this thesis we also show
that the Glauber dynamics is rapidly mixing on the kagome lattice (A = 4) for q = 5
and A = 0. However, here we restrict the boundary colouring of the region to be the
free colouring (0-colouring) in order to make sure that the Markov chain is irreducible
(see Theorem 3.5). The notion of a uniformly sub-exponential graph that is used in
Theorem 2.15 is defined in Section 2.4. Note that the mixing bound 0 (n [n + log |) ) in
the theorem is not optimal. This will be discussed at the end of Section 4.4.
Theorem 2.15. Consider the anti-ferromagnetic Potts model on a uniformly sub-exponen
tial graph Q with maximum degree A, and parameter q and A. If the spin system has
a K-coupling cover, and \ > 0 o r q > A + 2, then the Glauber dynamics is rapidly
mixing for any region R and any qo-colouring B of OR. More precisely, the mixing time
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log | ) ) , where n is the number of vertices in R.

System atic scan

Previously we have defined the Glauber dynamics. A related dynamics that we study
briefly in this thesis is the systematic scan Markov chain. The difference to the Glauber
dynamics is that the systematic scan Markov chain updates vertices in deterministic
order, as well as updates not necessarily a single vertex but several vertices in each
step. The systematic scan Markov chain M scan is defined as follows.
Definition 2.16 (Systematic scan Markov chain M scan). For any region R, any q0colouring B of OR and any collection 0 i , . . . , 0 m of m subsets @k C R such that

=

R, m G 0(|i?|) and 1 < |0*.| < K, where k = 1 ,..., m and K is a constant, the heat-bath
systematic scan Markov chain M scan is defined as follows.
• The state space is

if A > 0 and FIr (B) if A = 0.

• A transition is made from a state a to o' in the following way:
1. Let (To = cr.
2. For k = 1 ,..., m (starting with k = 1 and then increasing k b y 1 until k = m),
obtain a new colouring ak by performing a heat-bath update of crfc_i with
respect to @k.
3. The new colouring a' = crm.
One could say that in general it has shown to be more difficult to analyse the
mixing time of dynamics that update vertices in deterministic order compared to ran
dom updates as in the Glauber dynamics. That is, several spin systems have been
shown to converge quickly to the Gibbs distribution when using a random update ap
proach, whereas fast convergence using a systematic scan approach still remains to
be proved. For results regarding systematic scan, see for instance Dyer, Goldberg and
Jerrum [DGJ06a, DGJ06b] and Pedersen [Ped07].
As for the Glauber dynamics (see previous section) there could be problems
with ergodicity of A/iscan if the number of colours is too small. In this thesis we only
consider settings where the number of colours is large enough to guarantee that M scan
is ergodic. As for the Glauber dynamics, the stationary distribution of A/iscan is ttb . For
completeness we provide a proof for this fact. Since we only consider systematic scan
Markov chains in the zero-temperature setting, the following lemma is stated with the
restriction that A = 0.
Lemma 2.17. If A = 0 and M scan is ergodic, then the stationary distribution of M SCm is
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Proof. For k = 1 ,..., m, let Pk be the

x |flfl(,B) ¡-transition matrix containing

all transition probabilities under a heat-bath update with respect to 0 fc. Let Pk(i,j)
denote the probability of making a transition from colouring i to colouring j . Note
that we refer to a colouring with the row index i and column index j of the transition
matrix. We have that P = nJcLi Pk *s the transition matrix for the systematic scan
Markov chain 7WSCan- We will show that ixBPk = ttb for all k = 1

Then it

follows that 7tbP = 7rg, which means that 7tb is a stationary distribution.
Fix a value of k € ( 1 ,..., m}. In order to show that 7rBPk = ^ b we will show
that the row vector nB multiplied by the jth column of Pk equals the jth. elem ent in ttb,
for all columns j . Thus, we will show that
Y^rcB(i)Pk(i,j) = TtsO').
i

For a colouring j of R, let f C

(2.1)

Qr (B) be the set of colourings a of R such

that a (R \ 0k) = j( R \ 0k) and a(Q k) is a proper colouring of Qk that agrees with the
colouring of dQk induced by j and B. Then Pk( i , j ) = 0 if i £ Clj since the heat-bath
update only recolours the vertices in 0 fc. If i e Qj then, since A = 0, the heat-bath
update chooses any of the |fi,| colourings in i l ,• uniformly at random, and Pk( i , j ) =
l / l ^ l . Assume that there are N proper ^-colourings of R that agree with B. Then
7TB(i) = 1 /N for all i 6 £Ir (B). Thus, the sum in Equation (2.1) is |f2j|(l/7V )(l/|flj|) =
1/N . The conclusion is that Equation (2.1) holds for all colourings j, and we have
that 7rB is a stationary distribution. When M scan is ergodic it follows that ttb is the
unique stationary distribution. See [Ros06] for details on Markov chains and stationary
distributions.

2 .3 .3

□

A pproxim ate cou n tin g and approxim ating th e partition fu nction

Exact counting of combinatorial structures is rarely possible in polynomial time. As
demonstrated by Jerrum in [Jer03], the number of spanning trees in a graph, and the
number of perfect matchings in a planar graph, are examples of structures that can
be counted in polynomial time. However, counting in general is a hard problem, and
counting the number of proper q-colourings of a graph is an example of this fact.
Counting problems can be viewed as functions / : E* —>N mapping (encodings
of) problem instances to natural numbers. An encoding x of an instance of a problem
is a string of symbols from a finite alphapet E, and the length \x\ of the string x is
proportional to the size of the instance. For example, if the problem is “How many
proper 5-colourings does a given graph have?”, then an encoding x of an instance to
this problem represents a graph. The length of x is proportional to the size of the graph.
The analogue of the complexity class NP for counting problems was introduced
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by Valiant [Val79] and is called #P. For an introduction to the complexity class NP,
Turing machines and basic complexity theory, see for instance the books [GJ90, Pap94].
A counting problem

/ : £* —>■N belongs to

the complexity class #P if there is a non-

deterministic Turing machine M such that the number of accepting paths of M is f ( x )
when given input x. A counting problem / : £ * —* N belongs to the complexity class
FP if f ( x ) can be computed in time polynomial in |:r|. The complexity class FP C #P.
There are counting problems that are complete for the class #P [Jer03]. If there is
an algorithm that solves a #P-complete problem in polynomial time then all counting
problems in #P are solvable in polynomial time and hence FP = #P. Thus, as in the case
of decision problems, it is possible to provide persuasive evidence for intractability of a
counting problem if it can be shown to be #P-complete (or #P-hard, using terminology
from standard complexity theory). The problem of counting the number of proper qcolourings of a graph with maximum degree A is #P-complete whenever q > 3 and
A > 3 [BDGJ99].
If exact counting is not possible (or known to be possible) in polynomial time,
it does not rule out the possibility of approximate counting. If there is a known efficient
method for uniformly sampling combinatorial structures, then this method can some
times be utilised in order to approximately count the number of structures in an effi
cient way. In the case of proper colourings of a graph, approximate counting with good
accuracy can be achieved by collecting sufficiently many samples of colourings using
different boundary colourings. For details on the topic of how sampling and counting
are related, see Jerrum, Valiant and Vazirani [JW 86]. For a concrete example of how
to approximately count the number of matchings in a graph, given an efficient way of
sampling matchings, see Jerrum [Jer03]. Note that the problem of exactly counting
the number of matchings in a graph is #P-complete [Val79].
A counting problem can be generalised to a function / : £ * —> R , where the
range is not only natural numbers but real numbers. For example, for a fixed graph Q,
q colours and a fixed value of

Ain the

anti-ferromagnetic Potts model, / might be the

partition function (see Section 2.1.2). Input to / is (an encoding of) a region R and a

go-colouring B of OR.

Thus, if A= 0 then / returns the number of proper g-colourings

of R that agree with the boundary colouring B.
A randomised approximation scheme for / : £ * - » R is a randomised algorithm
that takes as input an instance x e £* and an error tolerance e > 0, and outputs a
number Y e R. Here Y is a random variable, computed with some randomisation
process in the algorithm, such that

Pr[(l - e)f(x) < y < (1 + e)/(*)] > \The number | above could be replaced by any number in the interval (~, 1], By running
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the algorithm sufficiently many times, the median y of all outputs Y will be between
(1 - e )f(x ) and (1 + e )f(x ) with an arbitrary high probability. The randomised approx
imation scheme is said to be a fully polynomial randomised approximation scheme, or
FPRAS, if it runs in time bounded by a polynomial in |x| and 1/e.
Suppose that / : E* —>R is the partition function under the anti-ferromagnetic
Potts model for some graph Q and parameters q and A. Using ideas of Jerrum, Valiant
and Vazirani [JW 86], an efficient sampling algorithm for 7rg can be turned into an
FPRAS for the partition function / . A straightforward proof is based on Dyer and
Greenhill’s extension [DG99] of [JW 86], however this is outside the scope of this
thesis.
An example of an efficient algorithm for sampling colourings from

is a

rapidly mixing Glauber dynamics. Recall that a rapidly mixing Glauber dynamics runs
in time bounded by a polynomial in \x\ (the size of the graph) and log(l/5), where 5
is the sampling tolerance. Note that the dependence of the run-time on the tolerance
e and

6

is different for the FPRAS and the sampler: polynomial in 1/e and log(l/5),

respectively. As pointed out in [Jer03], this difference is deliberate. If the sampling
tolerance <5 is improved “drastically” (made very small) then the running time of the
sampler will increase only slightly. This however, is not true for the error tolerance e
for the FPRAS.

2.4

Graphs of sub-exponential growth

All graphs Q that we consider in this thesis have a property known as uniformly sub
exponential. The following definition is taken from [GMP05].
Definition 2.18 (Uniformly sub-exponential). For a vertex v in Vg, let rid(v) denote the
number of vertices that are at distance d from v. (Note that n0(v) = 1J We say that Q is
uniformly sub-exponential if there exist a function K,(d) such that
( 1) for all a > 1, n(d) 6 o{ad), and
(2) there exist 62 > bi > 0 such that for all v 6 Vg, bin(d) < rid{v) < &2«(d).
For any vertex v

€

Vg and a non-negative integer d, let Ballot;) denote the

set of vertices that are at most distance d from v. Thus we have Ball0(v) = {«}. The
following definition of neighbourhood-amenability is taken from [GMP05].
Definition 2.19 (Neighbourhood-amenability). For a non-negative integer d, let
Td

|dBalld(t;)|
veVg |Balld(u)| '

The graph Q is said to be neighbourhood-amenable if infd Td = 0.
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We have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.20 ([GMP05], Lemma 39). If the graph G is uniformly sub-exponential then
G is neighbourhood-amenable.
The implication from strong spatial mixing to rapidly mixing Glauber dynamics
is only known to hold for graphs of sub-exponential growth [Wei06]. We will show that
the existence of a AT-coupling cover implies that the Glauber dynamics is rapidly mixing
(Theorem 2.15). In order to do so we will use the fact that the graph is neighbourhoodamenable.
From Definition 2.19 above it follows that for a neighbourhood-amenable graph
and any real number a > 0, there is an integer d > 0 such that
|aB alld(v)| ^
|Balld(T;)|

uniformly in v. Hence the “surface-area-to-volume” ratio can be made arbitrarily small
with a suitable choice of radius d. Most natural lattices are neighbourhood-amenable.
In this thesis we present proofs of strong spatial mixing and rapid mixing for the square
lattice Z2 (also known as the grid), the triangular lattice and the kagome lattice (see
Figure 2.3). These lattices are formally defined in the next sections and we prove
that they are uniformly sub-exponential (and hence neighbourhood-amenable from
Lemma 2.20).
2 .4 .1

The square lattice

The square lattice (Figure 2.3(a)), also denoted Z2, or the grid, is the infinite graph
G with vertex set Vg = {(x,y)}, where x, y e Z. The edge set Eg contains all edges
between vertices that differ by one in exactly one coordinate. Thus, Z2 is a 4-regular
graph and the maximum degree A = 4.
Lemma 2.21. The square lattice is uniformly sub-exponential.
Proof. Let nd(v) be the number of vertices at distance d from a vertex v of the square
lattice. We will show that nd{v) = 4d and then from Definition 2.18 it follows that Z2
is uniformly sub-exponential. Assume without loss of generality that v is the point of
Cartesian coordinates (0,0). Let Vd denote the set of vertices at distance d from v.
For x > 0 and y > 0, there are exactly d - 1 vertices (x, y) in Vd, namely the
vertices (x, d - x ), where 0 < x < d. To see this, first suppose that 0 < x < d. There
is a shortest path of length d from v to (x, d - x) that consists of x moves to the right
followed by d — x moves upwards. Thus a vertex (x, y), where 0 < y < d - x will not
be in Vd. A vertex (x, y), where y > d - x cannot belong to Vd either since following
a shortest path from v to (x, y) would require more than d steps. Now suppose that
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(b)

(c)
Figure 2.3. (a) The square lattice, (b) The triangular lattice, (c) The kagome lattice. The
lattices are drawn in the traditional way in this figure, where a solid circle denotes a vertex.
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Figure 2.4. The triangular lattice, here drawn in a coordinate system, (b) Vertices at distance 2
from the origin are shaded.

x > d. If x = d the a vertex (x, y) belongs to Vd only if y = 0. If x > d the there is no
vertex (x, y) € Vd.
By symmetry we have that there are also d - 1 vertices (x, y) in Vd for x > 0 and
y < 0, x < 0 and y > 0, and x < 0 and y < 0, respectively. Thus, for x ^ 0 and y ^ 0
there are exactly Ad - 4 vertices (x, y) in Vd. Now note that the vertices (0, d), (d, 0),
(0, —d) and (-d , 0) are also in Vd. It is obvious that these are the only four vertices in
Vd for which either x = 0 or y — 0. We have that nd{v) = Ad, and from Definition 2.18
it follows that Z 2 is uniformly sub-exponential.

□

In Chapter 10 we are concerned with a systematic-scan approach for sampling
colourings of a finite rectangular region of the square lattice. It will be convenient to
work on the region as a torus in order to avoid technicalities regarding the vertices on
the boundary of the region. A torus is formed from a rectangular region R of the square
lattice by connecting the topmost vertices of R to the bottommost vertices of R, and by
connecting the leftmost vertices of R to the rightmost vertices of R. Each vertex in the
torus has degree four and the torus has no boundary vertices.
An nxm-block is a rectangular region of the square lattice that has height n
vertices and width m vertices.

2 .4 .2

The triangular lattice

The triangular lattice (Figure 2.3(b)) is the infinite graph Q with vertex set Vg =
{(x, y ) } , where x , y € Z are both even or both odd. The lattice is 6-regular (A = 6)
and a vertex (x ,y) € Vg has the six neighbours (x ,y + 2), (x + 1,y + 1), (x + 1, y - 1),
(x, y - 2), (x -

l,y

— 1) and (x -

l,y

+ 1) (see Figure 2.4(a), where faces represent

vertices of the lattice).
Lemma 2.22. The triangular lattice is uniformly sub-exponential.
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Proof. Let n d ( v ) be the number of vertices at distance d from a vertex
lattice. We will show that

n d{v)

v

of the triangular

= 6d and then from Definition 2.18 it follows that the

triangular lattice is uniformly sub-exponential. Assume without loss of generality that v
is the point of Cartesian coordinates (0,0). Let
d

from

v.

Let

Ud

Vd

denote the set of vertices at distance

be the set of all vertices with Cartesian coordinates of the following

form:
( d, d —2 x )

0< x < d

(—d, d —2 x )

0< x < d

( x, 2d —x)

0< x < d

(—x, 2d —x)

0< x < d

( x, —2d + x)

0< x < d

(—x,

0< x < d

—2 d

+ x)

Note that the total number of vertices in Ud add up to 6d. Also note that the sets
Uo, Ui, U2, ... are all disjoint and the union of them is the whole vertex set of the
triangular lattice. See Figure 2.4(b) for an example of vertices in £/2We will use induction on d to prove that Vd = Ud. The base case d = 1 is trivial.
For the inductive step, assume that Vd = Ud for i = 1 ,..., d —1. In order to prove that
Vd = Ud, we will prove two claims:
Claim 1. Every vertex v € Ud has a neighbour in Ud~i.
Claim 2. A vertex v e Ud- i has no neighbour in Ud>, where d' > d.
First we prove Claim 1. Suppose that (d, d - 2x), 0 < x < d, is a vertex in Ud
(the proof for vertices of the other five types is similar). The vertex (d, d - 2x) has six
neighbours: (d, d -

2x

+ 2), (d + 1, d -

2x

+ 1), (d + 1, d -

2x

- 1), (d, d -

2x

- 2),

(d - 1, d - 2x - 1), (d - 1 , d - 2x + 1). We see that both the neighbours ( d - l , d - 2 x - l )
and (d —1, d —2x + 1) are in Ud- 1.
Now we prove Claim 2. Suppose that (d - 1, d - 1 - 2x), 0 < x < d - 1, is
a vertex in Ud~i (the proof for vertices of the other five types is similar). The vertex
(d - 1, d - 1 -

2 x)

has six neighbours: (d - 1, d - 1 -

2x

+ 2), (d - 1 + 1, d - 1 -

2x

+ 1),

(d—1 + 1,d—1—2x—1), (d—1, d—1—2x—2), (d - 1 - 1 , d - l - 2 x - l ) , ( d - 1 - 1 , d - l - 2 x + l ) .
We see that every neighbour is in either Ud- 2 , Ud_i or Ud.
Both claims are proved and hence Vd = Ud. We have nd(v) = \Vd\ = \Ud\ = 6d.
From Definition 2.18 it follows that the triangular lattice is uniformly sub-exponential.

□
2 .4 .3

The k agom e lattice

The kagome lattice (Figure 2.3(c)) is a natural lattice of interest in statistical physics
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Figure 2.5. (a) The kagome lattice, here drawn in a coordinate system, (b) A vertex (x, y) e
Vodd and its right neighbour, (c) A vertex (x, y) € T7even and its four neighbours.

(see [SS97]). The name kagome is derived from the Japanese word kagome, meaning
the pattern of holes (“me”, literally “eyes”) in a basket (“kago”), as the lattice appears
in woven baskets.
Let Vodd and V^en be the following two sets of Cartesian coordinates.
Vodd — {(a:, y) \ x, y € Z are both odd},
keven =

{(x,y)

\ x

=

Ak\

+ r,

y

= 4^2 +

r, k i , k 2

€ Z,

r

G (0, 2}}.

The kagome lattice is the infinite graph Q with vertex set Vg = F^dd U T4ven- Fig
ure 2.5(a) illustrates the kagome lattice drawn in a coordinate system. Here faces
represent vertices of the lattice. The two vertices in Figure 2.5(b) are in Vodd, and the
middle vertex in Figure 2.5(c) is in I4ven- Figure 2.5(b) shows that two adjacent ver
tices in Vodd differ by 2 in their x-coordinate. Figure 2.5(c) shows the position of the
four neighbours of a vertex (x, y ) e

Kven-

Formally, the edge set Eg of the kagome

lattice is defined as
EG =

{((x,y),{x + 2,y)) \ (x, y) € V^d} U
{((x,y),(x + 1,?/+ 1)) | (x,y) E
{ ( ( x ,y ) ,( x + l ,y - 1)) | (x,y)
{ ((x ,y ),(x - l,y +

1))

|

(x,y)

f 'e v e n } U

e Feven}

U

€ Feven}

U

{ ( ( x , y ) , ( x - l , y - l ) ) | (x,y) € FeVen}Lemma 2.23. The kagome lattice is uniformly sub-exponential.
Proof. Let nd(v) denote the number of vertices at distance d from a vertex v. We will
show that nd{v) € 0(d) for all vertices v. Then it follows from Definition 2.18 that the
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triangular lattice is uniformly sub-exponential.
First assume that v € Vodd. In order to derive lower and upper bounds on n ^ v ),
we assume without loss of generality that v = (1,1) is the vertex at x-coordinate 1 and
y-coordinate 1. Fix any positive integer d.
We first derive a lower bound on n<j((l,

1)).

For each odd value of y e

{1,...,

d},

let (x, y) be the vertex at distance d from (1,1) that is reached with the following path:
(1.1) , (2,2), (3 ,3 ) ,..., (y, y ), (y + 2, y ), (y + 4, y ) . . . , (x, y). Note that vertex (y, y) 6
Fodd, and from (y, y) we go as far as possible to the right. Also note that there is no
path from (1,1) to (x, y) that is shorter than length d. Thus, there are at least [d/2J
vertices at distance d from (1,1), and we have «<¿((1,1)) > [d/2J.
When deriving an upper bound on rid((1,1)) we will use two claims:
Claim 1. For any two vertices (x,ylow) and (x,yhigh), where 1 < ylow < yhigh,
the distance between (1,1) and (x, yiow) is strictly smaller than the distance between
(1.1) and (x, yhigh)- We prove the claim by considering two cases:
Case (i). Assume that x is odd, and hence both (x, yiow) and (x,yhigh) are
in Vodd. Consider a shortest path from (1,1) to (x, yhigh)- The path must use a ver
tex (xpass) yiow) C Vodd at y-coordinate yiow From (xpass, yiow) we can reach (x, yiow)
in exactly |x - xpass|/2 steps. The number of steps required to reach (x, yhigh) from
(xpass, yiow) is strictly greater than |x —xpaSs|/2 since some steps must be used to in
crease the y-coordinate so it will eventually reach yhigh, and for each such up-move
the x-coordinate is increased/decreased only by 1. Thus, if x is odd then the distance
between (1,1) and (x, yiow) is strictly smaller than the distance between (x, yhigh)Case (ii). Assume that x is even, and hence both (x, yiow) and (x,yhigh) are
in Feven- We will use the same argument as for odd values of x, only with the differ
ence that we consider a vertex (xpass,yiow - 1) e Vodd on a shortest path from (1,1)
to (x, yhigh). From (xpass, yiow - 1) we can reach (x, ylow) in at most |> - xpass|/2j + 1
steps, where the +1 comes from the fact that we need to go up one y-coordinate.
The number of steps required to reach (x, yhigh) from (xpass, yiow - 1) is strictly greater
than L|z - £pass|/2j + 1 since some steps must be used to increase the y-coordinate
so it will eventually reach yhigh, and for each such up-move the x-coordinate is in
creased/decreased only by 1. Thus, also for even values of x we have that the distance
between (1,1) and (x, yiow) is strictly smaller than the distance between (1,1) and
(®i l/high)Claim 2. For any two vertices (x,ylow) and (x,yhigh), where ylow < yhigh < 1,
the distance between (1,1) and (x, yhigh) is strictiy smaller than the distance between
(1.1) and (x, yiow). We prove the claim by using exactly the same reasoning as for
Claim 1.
Using Claim 1 and 2 we conclude that there are at most two vertices (x, y) and
(x, y'), with the same x-coordinate, at distance d from (1,1). The leftmost vertex that
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is at distance d from from (1,1) is (1 —2d, 1). It is reached by making d consecutive
left-moves. Similarly, the rightmost vertex at distance d from (1,1) is (1 + 2d, 1). Thus,
the x-coordinate of any vertex at distance d from (1,1) is in the set {1 - 2 d , . . . , 1 + 2d},
and hence there are at most 2 x (4d + 1) = 8d + 2 vertices at distance d from (1,1).
That is, nd( ( l,l) ) < 8d + 2. We have now showed that for any vertex v e Vodd,
[d/2j < nd(v) < 8d + 2.
It remains to derive upper and lower bounds on n d(v) for v € Veven- Without
loss of generality we assume that v = (0,0) is the vertex at x-coordinate 0 and ycoordinate 0. Fix any positive integer d.
We derive a lower bound on nd((0,0)) in the same way as when v = (1,1).
For each odd value of y e ( 1 ,..., d}, let (x, y) be the vertex at distance d from (0,0)
that is reached with the following path: (0,0), (1,1), (2, 2 ),. . . , (y, y), (y + 2, y), (y +
4 ,y ) ..., (x, y). Thus, there are at least [d/2j vertices at distance d from (0,0), and we
have nd((0,0)) > |d /2 j.
We now derive an upper bound on nd((0,0)). Vertex (0,0) has exactly four
neighbours: (1,1), (1 ,-1 ), ( - 1 ,- 1 ) and (-1 ,1 ), which are all in Vodd. The shortest
path from (0,0) to any vertex at distance d from (0,0) must use one of these four
vertices. Thus, an upper bound on the number of vertices at distance d from (0,0) is
M (°> °)) < rid-t((l, 1)) +

-1 )) + nd_ i((—1, -1 )) + nd_ i ( ( - l , 1)). From the

upper bound above we have that there are at most 8(d - 1) + 2 vertices at distance
d - 1 from a vertex in Vodd. Hence there are at most than 4 x (8(d - 1) + 2) = 32d - 24
vertices at distance d from (0,0), and we have nd(( 0,0)) < 32d - 24.
Finally, for any vertex v and any positive integer d, we have |_d/2j < nd(v) <
32d — 24. From Definition 2.18 it follows that the kagome lattice is uniformly sub
exponential.

□
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Chapter 3

Statement of results
The results presented and proved in this thesis are summarised in the theorems below.
Theorem 3.1 is proved by hand but the other theorems are proved with computer
assistance. Computer-assisted proofs of mixing, tailored for specific spin systems, can
often provide better mixing bounds than hand proofs. In Section 3.1 we cover some
previous results which can be compared to the improvements presented in this thesis.
Theorem 3.1. Consider the anti-ferromagnetic Potts model on an infinite and uniformly
sub-exponential graph Q with maximum degree A and parameters q and A € [0,1]. Let
a = [(A

—

l )/ (q —2)J, r = (A

—

1) mod (q — 2) (so a(q — 2)

+

r — A —1) and

__________ 1 - A__________
1 + A + r \ a+l + {q — 2 —r)Aa
The system has strong spatial mixing if k < 1/(A —1). Furthermore, i f n < 1 /( A - 1 ) ,
and q > A + 2 or A > 0 , then the Glauber dynamics is rapidly mixing for any region R
and any q0-colouring B of dR. The mixing time t (S) e 0 ( n 2 + nlog |) , where n is the
number of vertices in R.
Note, if q > A + 1 and q > (2A - 1)(1 - A) then k < 1/(A - 1).
Theorem 3.2. The anti-ferromagnetic Potts model on 1? with parameters q and A < 1,
has strong spatial mixing in the following cases.
(i) q > 6 and A > 0,
(ii) q = 5 and A > 0.127,
(Hi) <7 = 4 and A > 0.262, and
(iv) q = 3 and A > 0.393.
Furthermore, for these values of q and A, and any region R of 1?, the Glauber dynamics
is rapidly mixing for any q0-colouring B of dR. The mixing time r(<5) 6 0 ( n 2 + nlog |) ,
where n is the number of vertices in R.
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Theorem 3.3. The anti-ferromagnetic Potts model on the triangular lattice with pa
rameters q = 9 and A = 0 has strong spatial mixing, and the Glauber dynamics is
rapidly mixing for any region R and any q0-colouring B of dR. The mixing time t (S) e
0 ( n 2 + n log A), where n is the number of vertices in R.
Theorem 3.4. The anti-ferromagnetic Potts model on the kagome lattice with parameters
q = 5 and \ ~ 0 has strong spatial mixing.
Theorem 3.5. For any region R of the kagome lattice, q = 5 and A = 0, the Glauber
dynamics is rapidly mixing for the 0-colouring B of dR. The mixing time t (S) e 0 (n 2 +
nlog |) , where n is the number of vertices in R.
Theorem 3.6. Let R be a rectangular region of 1? that is folded into a torus (hence
dR = 0J. For q — 7 and A = 0, the systematic scan Markov chain M scan is rapidly mixing
with 2x2-blocks. More precisely, the mixing time 7> fscan(5) e 0 ( lo g |) , where n is the
number of vertices in R.

3.1

Overview of previous results

Salas and Sokal [SS97] have shown that a spin system under the anti-ferromagnetic
Potts model has strong spatial mixing if the number of colours q > 2A and A e [0,1],
where A is the maximum degree of the graph Q. However, Jerrum [Jer95] has pointed
out that this result can be refined to the following theorem.
Theorem 3.7. The anti-ferromagnetic Potts model on any infinite graph Q with maximum
degree A, and parameter A 6 [0,1], has strong spatial mixing if q > 2A(1 —A).
Theorem 3.1 improves this result and should been seen as the best general
result known today, when the whole interval of A is considered. For A = 0 there are
better results that apply. The zero-temperature case is particularly interesting since it
admits only proper colourings.
In physics, graphs of interest are often lattice graphs of small maximum degree.
It is therefore interesting to study spin systems with small A and few colours q. A
general result by Goldberg, Martin and Paterson [GMP05] is stated in the following
theorem. Note that the proofs of Theorem 3.1, 3.7 and 3.8 are hand proofs.
Theorem 3.8 ([GMP05], Theorem 5). The anti-ferromagnetic Potts model on any infi
nite, triangle-free graph Q with maximum degree A > 3, and parameter A = 0, has strong
spatial mixing if q > a A - 7, where a is the solution to a a = e (so a « 1.763229 and
7 = 4Q32(6a^-TQ+4 ~ 0.47031.
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3.1.1 The square lattice (G lauber dynam ics)
From Theorem 3.7 it follows that there is strong spatial mixing on Z2 for q > 8 and
A € (0,1], and from Theorem 3.8 strong spatial mixing follows for q > 7 and A =
0. Salas and Sokal [SS97] had earlier shown strong spatial mixing on Z2 for q >
7 and A = 0, however, their proof is machine assisted. The case q = 7 and A =
0 is also implied by another computer-assisted result due to Bubley, Dyer Greenhill
and Jerrum [BDGJ99] that applies to 4-regular triangle-free graphs. Another machineassisted result by Achlioptas, Molloy, Moore and van Bussel [AMMV04] states strong
spatial mixing on Z2 for q = 6 and A = 0. For q = 2 (see [Mar99]) it is known that
there is a critical point Ac such that there is strong spatial mixing for A > Ac but not for
A < Ac. The value Ac = y/2 — 1 « 0.414 (see [SS97]). It is believed [SS97] that there
is strong spatial mixing for every A € (0,1] for q = 3 and for every A e [0,1] for q > 3.
The following proposition summarises the results discussed above and makes precise
use of Theorem 3.7 for q < 7.
Proposition 1. The anti-ferromagnetic Potts model on Z2 with parameters q and A < 1,
has strong spatial mixing in the following cases.

(i) q > 8 and A > 0,
(ii) q = 7 and A = 0 or A > | = 0.125,
(Hi) q = 6 and A = 0 or A > § = 0.25,

(iv) q = 5 a n d \> % = 0.375,
(v) q = 4 and A > | = 0.5,
(vi) q = 3 and A > § = 0.625, and
(vii) q = 2 and A > y/2 - 1 « 0.414.
The results in Proposition 1 are improved by applying Theorem 3.1 on the
square lattice. The new, better mixing bounds are stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.9. The anti-ferromagnetic Potts model on Z2 with parameters q and A < 1,
has strong spatial mixing in the following cases.

(i) q > 7 and A > 0,
(ii) q = 6 and A = 0 or A > ^ « 0.1429,
(Hi) q = 5 and A > | « 0.2857,
(iv) q = 4 and A > i(>/33 - 5) ss 0.3723, and
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(v) q = 3 and X > A0 « 0.4735,, where A0 is the real solution of A3 + 4A - 2 = 0.
Furthermore, for these values of q and X, and any region R of 1?, the Glauber dynamics is
rapidly mixing for any qo-colouring B of dR.
Theorem 3.2 improves these mixing bounds even further. Note that the proof
of Theorem 3.2 is machine assisted, whereas the proof of Theorem 3.1 (and so Theo
rem 3.9) is a hand proof.
Finally it is worth pointing out that in the special case of q = 3 and A = 0, two
complementary results of Luby, Randall and Sinclair [LRS01] and Goldberg, Martin
and Paterson [GMP04] give rapid mixing of the Glauber dynamics on a rectangular
region of I? under the free boundary (0-colouring of the boundary).

3 .1 .2

The square lattice (system atic scan)

For the systematic scan Markov chain, rapid mixing on 1? has been shown only for
q > 7 and A = 0 (Theorem 3.6). The proof of Theorem 3.6 is computer assisted.
The previously best result known, due to Pedersen [Ped07] and Dyer, Goldberg and
Jerrum [DGJ06a], states rapid mixing on 1? for q > 8 and A = 0. The result from
Pedersen follows from a general hand-proved result; there is a systematic scan Markov
chain that is rapidly mixing on general graphs with maximum degree A when q > 2A,
and each heat-bath update updates the colours of two adjacent vertices. More precisely,
Pedersen shows that the systematic scan Markov chain mixes in O (logn) scans, where
n is the number of vertices of the graph. Note that each scan updates 0 (n ) vertices.
Earlier, Dyer, Goldberg and Jerrum [DGJ06a] had shown that there is a systematic scan
Markov chain that mixes in O (logn) scans when q > 2A, and in 0 ( n 2 log n) scans
when q = 2A. In their version of the systematic scan Markov chain, only one vertex is
updated in each heat-bath update.

3 .1 .3

The triangular lattice

Salas and Sokal provided in [SS97] a machine-assisted proof of strong spatial mixing
on the triangular lattice for q > 11 and A = 0. This was the best result known on the
triangular lattice until Goldberg, Martin and Paterson [GMP05] applied the technique
they used in their proof of Theorem 3.8 to produce a machine-assisted proof of strong
spatial mixing for q = 10 and A = 0. In this thesis, we refine their technique further
and show (Theorem 3.3) strong spatial mixing on the triangular lattice for q = 9 and
A = 0. It is believed [SS97] that there is strong spatial mixing on the triangular lattice
for q > 5 and A € [0,1]. For more on conjectured mixing bounds for the triangular
lattice, see [SS97].
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The k agom e lattice

It is believed [SS97] that there is strong spatial mixing on the kagome lattice for q > 4
and A e [0,1]. From Theorem 3.7 it follows that there is strong spatial mixing on the
kagome lattice for q > 9 and A = 0, and q > 8 and A e (0,1]. Since the kagome lattice
contains triangles, Theorem 3.8 cannot be applied. Salas and Sokal provided in [SS97]
a machine-assisted proof for q > 6 and A = 0. In this thesis, Theorem 3.4 improves
their result to q > 5 and A = 0. With as few colours as five, the Glauber dynamics
is not necessarily ergodic (states can be “frozen”) if the colouring of the boundary of
the region is chosen arbitrarily. Hence Theorem 3.5 states rapid mixing for five colours
only when the boundary colouring is restricted to the free boundary (0-colouring).
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Chapter 4

Rapidly mixing Glauber dynamics
In this chapter we prove Theorem 2.15. We do this similarly to how Dyer, Sinclair,
Vigoda and Weitz proved that strong spatial mixing implies rapid mixing for Zd in [DSVW04].
The proof is based on path coupling [BD97a, BD97b], which is a technique for deriving
upper bounds on the mixing time of Markov chains. It will be convenient to consider
a Markov chain, denoted M d, that is more general than the Glauber dynamics. The
Markov chain M d updates not necessarily only one vertex in each step, but updates a
set of vertices that lie within a ball of radius d > 0. The Glauber dynamics is therefore
the special case when the radius of the ball is d = 0. We will use path coupling to show
that if the system has a if-coupling cover then there is an integer d > 0 such that M d is
rapidly mixing. Once the mixing time for M d has been established we will use Markov
chain comparison techniques to derive the mixing time of the Glauber dynamics MoThe chapter is organised as follows. In Section 4.1 we define the Markov chain
Md- In Section 4.2 we explain the concept of coupling, in particular path coupling. In
Section 4.3 we use path coupling to derive the mixing time of Md- In Section 4.4 we
use the mixing result of M d to derive the mixing time of the Glauber dynamics.

4.1

The Markov chain

Md

Recall from Section 2.4 that Ballou) denotes the set of vertices that are at most distance
d from a vertex v £ Vg. Thus Ballo(t’) = {«}• For any region R, let

= RCi Bailor;)

and
Rd = {v e Vg I R dv ^ 0}.
For a fixed d > 0 we define the heat-bath Markov chain M d as follows.
Definition 4.1 (Markov chain M d )• For any region R, any q0-colouring B of dR and any
integer d > 0, the heat-bath Markov chain M d is defined as follows.•
• The state space is FT^if A > 0 and FIr (B) if A = 0.
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• A transition is made from a state a to a' in the following way:

1. Choose a vertex v uniformly at random from Rd.
2. Obtain the new colouring a' by performing a heat-bath update o f a with respect
to R dv.

It is easy to verify that the definition of M q is equivalent to Definition 2.14
of the Glauber dynamics. For any d, the stationary distribution of M d is ng, which is
stated in the following lemma. Note that M d is ergodic for all d > 0 if M o is ergodic.
Lemma 4.2. If M d is ergodic then the stationary distribution is irg.
Proof Consider any two states a and a' of M d such that there is a positive probability
of making a transition from a to a'. Let Ea C E (R ) be the set of edges in E (R ) that
are monochromatic under a and B. Similarly, let Ea> C E (R ) be the set of edges in
E (R ) that are monochromatic under a' and B. Let M = Ec

n Eat be

the set of edges

that are monochromatic under both a and a'. Let M a = E a\M be set of edges that are
monochromatic under a but not under a'. Let M a>= EC>\M be set of edges that are
monochromatic under a' but not under a. For each vertex v € R d, let M v = E (R d) n M
be the set of edges that are monochromatic under both a and a', and have at least one
endpoint in R d. Let m = \M\, m a = \Ma\, m a>= \Ma>\ and m v = \MV\. We have
\TTl~\~Tfl(x
Trn(cr) = —
»
where Z is the normalising factor such that
7Tb (0) = 1,
0£OMd
where ^ M d is the state space of Md- Note that Z does not depend on a or a'. Let V
be the set of vertices v such that R d contains all vertices on which a and a 1 differ. The
probability of making a transition from a to a' is
D r

n

(

1

\

where l/\R d\ is the probability of choosing a ball centred at v, and \ mv+m" '/Z v is the
probability of obtaining the new colouring o’ by performing a heat-bath update of a
with respect to R d. The value Zv is a normalising factor and depends only on R d and
the colouring of d R d. Note that the colouring of d R d does not depend on the vertices
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on which o and o' differ. Now,
l
nB(o) Pr[er, o'] =

|f?d| '

ymv+m{ri
Zv

__ !__ • y
Z ■1*1

By interchanging o and o' it follows that 7Tb (o ) Pr[<r, o'] =

ttb(o ')

Pr[er', o\. Thus M d

is reversible with respect to ttb, and ttb is therefore a stationary distribution of Md- If
Add is ergodic then -nb is the unique stationary distribution.

4.2

□

Coupling

Let Ad be any Markov chain on state space fl and with transition matrix PM ■A (Marko
vian) coupling based on Ad is a stochastic process (X t, Yt) on state space f i x Cl such that
each of (X t) and (Yt), considered marginally, is a faithful copy of Ad. In other words,
(X t, Ft) is a Markov chain on state space Cl x Cl with transition probabilities defined by
Pr[Xi = x 1 1X0 = x, F0 = y\ = Pm (x , %')■
Pr[Fi = y '\ X 0 = x ,Y o = y] = PM (y, y').
A cartoonish way of thinking of coupling is to pretend it represents the move
ments of a cat (X t) and a mouse (Ft), both jumping from state to state in the Markov
chain Ad. They both make their moves according to the transition probabilities of Ad.
Their movements could be independent, however, the idea of coupling is to specify
some correlation that brings the cat together with the mouse in a small number of
steps. That is, the cat is hunting the mouse. If there exist a coupling that brings the cat
to the mouse in a sufficiently small number of steps, then it follows that Ad is rapidly
mixing. This is formalised in the coupling lemma below. For details and a proof of the
lemma, see for example [Ald83, Dia88, Jer03].
Lemma 4.3 (Coupling lemma). Let (X t,Y t) be any coupling based on a Markov chain
M on state space fi. Suppose t : [0,1] —>Z+ is a function satisfying the condition: for all
x ,y £ Cl, and all 0 < 5 < 1,
Pr[*t(i) + Yt(6 ) | X 0 = x, Y0 = y] < 8 .
Then the mixing time t m {8 ) of M is bounded above by t( 6 ).
Note that once (X t) and (Ft) coalesce, at say time t = t0, we can arrange for X t
to be equal to Yt for all t > to. That is, (X t) and (Yt) make the same transition in each
step.
The task is to design a coupling based on M d such that t(S) in Lemma 4.3 is
bounded by a polynomial in n and log(l/<5), where n is the number of vertices in the
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region R. Showing the existence of a coupling with this property is not always easy.
One great difficulty is to show that the probability in Lemma 4.3 is bounded by 5 for
all pairs of states (x, y) in Q x fi. A powerful method called path coupling, invented by
Bubley and Dyer [BD97a, BD97b], is an engineering solution to this problem. When
using the path-coupling technique it is not necessary to explicitly consider all pairs of
states (x, y ). The only pairs of states one need to consider are pairs of adjacent states.
For the Markov chain M d, two states (colourings) a and a' are adjacent only if they
differ on vertices in R„, for some vertex v £ R d.

4 .2 .1

Path coupling

Before formally stating the consequence of path coupling, we describe the method by
using the cartoonish example of coupling from the previous section, in which a cat (X t)
is hunting a mouse (Ft) in the Markov chain M . By defining a suitable metric on the
state space, each pair of states will be at a certain distance apart. The general idea
is to show that regardless of which states the cat and the mouse initially start at, the
distance between them will decrease exponentially in the number of moves they make.
Hence the cat will reach the mouse in a small number of steps.
One step of the coupling (X t , Yt) can be thought of in the following way: First
the mouse (Yt) makes a move according to the transition probabilities of M . Then
the cat (X t) makes a move according to the transition probabilities of M . The cat
does not move independently of the mouse but is trying to correlate its move with the
mouse’s move in a clever way in order to get closer. Here closer suggests that there is
a defined metric on the state space. We pretend that the states are islands and some
states are connected with bridges. Two states that are connected with a bridge are
said to be adjacent. Assume that any two states are connected with a path of adjacent
states. The distance between two states is defined to be the length of the shortest
path between them. Hence the distance between any two adjacent states is one. Note
that the location of the bridges (the metric) does not have anything to do with the
transition probabilities of the Markov chain. The cat and the mouse jump from state
to state without necessarily using the bridges (might sound unusual for a cat). Now,
position the mouse at any state Yt and position the cat at any state X t. Let w0, . . . ,
be any shortest-length path between them, where Yt = w 0 and X t — tufc. Along the
path we position some other mouse-hungry cats (Z\ ). That is, cat (Z\) is positioned at
state Z\ = u>i, i = 1, . . . , k - 1. The coupling (X t, Yt) is now defined by composing the
couplings (Z lt ,Z lt +l) along the path. First, the mouse makes a move from Yt to Yt+\.
Then cat {Z}), who is at a state adjacent to where the mouse was at time t, makes a
move from Z \ to Z}+1. Now, this move is correlated (in a clever way) with the mouse’s
move in order to catch the mouse. Then cat {Zf) makes a move from Z} to Zt2+1 that is
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correlated with the move of cat Z}, and so on. This chain of moves propagates through
all cats, with cat (X t) making a move based on the move of cat (Z

In other words,

each cat bases its move on the move of the cat that was (at least originally) closer
to the mouse. The distance between any two adjacent states is one, and hence the
distance between the mouse (Yt) and the cat (X t) is k (originally). If we can show
that for two cats (Z\) and (Z \+1) (and for the mouse (Yt) and the cat Z}), starting at
any two adjacent states, the expected distance between them after one move is at most
p < 1, then, using path coupling, the expected distance between the mouse (Yj) and
the cat (Xt) after one move is at most ipk < k. After the second move it follows that the
expected distance between the cat and the mouse is at most ¡p2 k. After the third move
the expected distance is at most p 3 k, and so on. Thus, the expected distance between
the cat and the mouse is decreasing exponentially regardless of which two states they
started at. This is exactly the desired property of the coupling (X t, Yt) we are after,
since it implies that the probability Pr[Xt ^ Yt] decreases quickly with the time t. For
details and more on path coupling, see [BD97a, BD97b, DG99].
The strength of path coupling is that an upper bound on the mixing time can
be obtained by analysing how the distance changes between (X t) and (1 *) on two
adjacent states. The following theorem, adapted from [DG99], formally summarises
the path-coupling method.
Theorem 4.4 (Path coupling, [BD97a, DG99]). Let M b e a Markov chain on state space
f2, and let S be a relation S C Cl2 such that S has transitive closure Cl2. Let

: S —>Z+

be a “proximity function” defined on pairs in S. We use f to define a function $ on Cl2 as
follows: For each pair (x , y ) € LI2, let
k-

$ 0 ,y)=

1

min y ^ d ) ( w h
w0,...,wk
i —0

w i + 1 ),

where the minimum is over all paths x = wo, . . . , Wk = y such that, for all i e [0, k —1],
(wt, wi+i) £ S. Let (X t, Yt) be a coupling based on M defined over all pairs in S. Suppose
for this coupling there is a ip < 1 such that for all (x, y) e S we have
E[4>(Xm , Yt+1) | (X u Yt) = (x, y)\ < p<L>(x, y).
Let D be the maximum value that 4> achieves on Cl2. Then the mixing time of M is
tM (6)

In TL
< -— —.
1- p

In order to apply path coupling to a particular problem, the relation S and the
proximity function <\>in Theorem 4.4 have to be defined. In particular, the function $
has to be easily deducible from f . The next section will demonstrate how path coupling
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can be applied to prove that the Markov chain M d is rapidly mixing for a suitable choice
of d.

4.3 Rapidly mixing

Md

We prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4.5. Consider the anti-ferromagnetic Potts model on a uniformly sub-exponential
graph Q with maximum degree A, and parameters q and A. If the spin system has a
K-coupling cover then there is an integer d > 0 such that M d is rapidly mixing on any
region R and q0-colouring B of dR. More precisely, the mixing time of M d is TMd(S) €
0 (n log j) , where n is the number of vertices in R.
Proof. We use path coupling to prove the lemma. When defining the metric on the state
space of M d it will help to consider all colourings in Q f even when A = 0. Therefore
we introduce a Markov chain called M j which is defined exactly like M d, only with
the difference that the state space of M ^ is

for all values of A. Once an upper

bound on the mixing time of M J has been established it follows that the same upper
bound also holds for M d since they behave identically on the state space of Md- Note
that we always assume q > A + 1 when A = 0 so the heat-bath move of M% always
selects a colouring from a distribution with non-empty support.
Let the Markov chain M in Theorem 4.4 be M \ (where d is to be specified
later) and let the relation S be the set of pairs of colourings in

that differ at a single

vertex in R. Let 0(<ri,cr2) = 1 for each (<7i ,<j 2) € S, and hence, for any <7i,cr2 € f2^,
$(<ri, erf) is the Hamming distance between o\ and cr2. We describe a coupled transition
from the pair (<tj , <r2) € S' to a new pair of colourings (<j [ , a2) and show that if d is large
enough, then the expected distance E[$(cr/1, o'2)\ < <p for a fixed <p < 1.
Recall Definition 4.1 of M d and let (X t, Yt) be the coupling based on M ^ that
we describe next. Let X t = o\ and Yt = cr2, where o\ and cr2 differ only on a vertex
w e R. In one step of the Markov chain (Xt, Yt) we choose the same vertex v uniformly
at random from R d for both (X t) and (Ft). Hence the heat-bath update will update the
vertices in R d for both (X t) and (Yt). Let B\ be the colouring of d R d induced by o\ and
B, and let 5 2 be the colouring of dR d induced by er2 and B. Let (cr[,a2) be the state
(X t, Yt) makes a transition to. There are now three scenarios that can happen:
(1 ) w i( B * U d R $ ) ,
(2) w € R d, or
(3) w e dR*.
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If scenario (1) happens, then we update R d with the same colouring for both (X t) and
('Yt), which is possible since B\ and

82

are identical. The colourings a\ and cr2 wiU

differ only at vertex w and the Hamming distance between them is therefore still 1.
If scenario (2) happens, then we also update R d with the same colouring for
both {Xt) and (YJ). However, colouring a[ and a'2 will now be identical since w e R d,
and the Hamming distance between them decreases by 1. Scenario (2) happens if and
only if v is any of the vertices in Bailor/;), and hence the probability of decreasing the
Hamming distance by 1 is |Balld(rc)|/|i?d|.
If scenario (3) happens, then B\ and B 2 differ on vertex w. Since the colour of
w is not 0 in either B\ and
cover, there is a coupling

and the spin system is assumed to have a AT-coupling
of ttBi and 7tb2 such that the expected Hamming distance

between two colourings drawn from vE is at most K . We update R d in (X t) and (Ft ) by
choosing two colourings from <I>, and hence the expected Hamming distance between
o\ and a 2 is guaranteed to increase by at most K . Scenario (3) can only happen if
v € <9Balld(u;). If w is adjacent to the boundary dR there could be vertices in SBalldjiy)
that do not belong to Rd. With H d{w) = dBalld(tc)

n R d, it follows that the

probability

of increasing the expected Hamming distance by K is \Hd(w )\/\Rd\, which is upperbounded by |dBalld(u;)|/|Z?d|.
Adding it all up, we see that the expected Hamming distance E[4>(cr/1, a2)\ be
tween erj and <r2 after one step of (X t, Yt) is upper-bounded by
!

,

|Balld(tc)| |
\Rd\

\dBa\ld(w)\
1
\Rd\
~

|Ballrf(w)| - K |aB alld(-u;)|
\Rd\
'

^
t4 J

The graph Q is uniformly sub-exponential and therefore also neighbourhood-amenable
(Lemma 2.20). Hence there is a d > 0 such that
jg g a lld H j
1
|Balld(u;)| - 2AT’

^

J

uniformly in w. If we choose d such that (Ballou;) | > 2 and Equation (4.2) holds, then
|Balld(u;)| —A'|<9Balld(u>)| > 1 and the expected Hamming distance between a[ and a 2
in Equation (4.1) is

1
W \'

So for Theorem 4.4 we can take <p = 1 — l / \ R d\, and the mixing time of M j is
In f
w < 1- p
Since we use Hamming distance, we have that the maximum value D of $ is n, where
n is the number of vertices in R. Using the fact that d and the maximum degree A of Q
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are constants, we see that |/?d| € O(n). This implies that
tm

Finally, M d =

+ (6) e O ( n lo g ^ ) .

when A > 0. If A = 0 then the state space of M d is CIr (B).

By starting the chain M ^ on a proper colouring in CIr (B) we ensure that M % behaves
exactly like M d and will never get to a colouring that is not in f1r (B). We therefore
conclude that the upper bound on the mixing time tm +(6) also holds for Mda

□

An upper bound on the mixing time of the Markov chain M d, for a fixed ball
with radius d > 0, has now been established. In order to prove Theorem 2.15 we will
use Lemma 4.5 to derive an upper bound on the mixing time of the Glauber dynamics
Mo- In the next section we use a Markov chain comparison technique to do so.

4.4 Rapidly mixing Glauber dynamics
We will compare the mixing time of the Markov chain M d and M o by using a method
of Diaconis and Saloff-Coste [DSC93]. Their method has been used before by Goldberg,
Martin and Paterson in [GMP05] to compare the mixing time of M d and M o, where
the Markov chains are defined only on the set of proper colourings (A = 0). Next we
review their comparison in [GMP05], but extend it to any value of A € [0,1]. For a
survey on Markov chain comparison in general, see [DGJM06].
The idea is to “simulate” the Markov chain M d by running the chain M o, which
only updates a single vertex in each step. If we know the mixing time of M d and the
“simulation” of M d can be done efficiently, then it follows that the mixing time of M o
is not very different from the mixing time of Md- That is, if M d is rapidly mixing then
so is .MoLet Pd and P0 denote the transition matrix for the chain M d and M o, respec
tively. For i g {0, d}, let E% be the set of pairs of distinct colourings (07, a2) with
P i{pi, 0 2 ) > 0. The set E x can be thought of as containing the edges of the transition
graph of M i, and hence we sometimes refer to a pair in Ex as an edge. For every edge
(cti, cr2) e Ed, let

be the set of paths from 07 to a 2 using transitions of Mo- More

formally, let V Cu(T2 be the set of paths 7 = (07 = 00, 8 1 , . . . , 8 k = 07) such that
(1 ) each (8 i , 0 i+1) is in Eo, and
(2) each edge in Eo appears at most once on 7 .
We write I7 I to denote the edge length of path 7 . So, for example, if 7 = (0O, • • •, 8 k)
we have I7 I = k. Let V = U(<Tli<T2)e£d'P(Tli<T2 be the set of all paths for all edges in Ed-
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A flow is a function <j>from V to the interval [0,1] such that for every (cti, cr2) €
Ed,
^ 2 <t>(l)
cr^,<j2

=

Pd{cri,a2)TTB{cri).

For every (9\, 92) G Eo, the congestion of edge (91, 92) in the flow f is the quantity

=

5
su ch th a t

|7W7)'

(0i ,02)€7
The congestion of the flow is the quantity
A(4>) =

max Agug2(<p).
(6i,d2)€Eo

Theorem 4.6 below describes how the mixing times of M d and M o are related.
A proof of this theorem can be found in [DGJM06, Observation 13], As pointed out
in [GMP05], this theorem is similar to Proposition 4 of Randall and Tetali [RT00] except
that the latter requires the eigenvalues of transition matrices to be non-negative. Both
results are based closely on the ideas of Aldous [Ald83], Diaconis and Stroock [DS91],
and Sinclair [Sin92].
Theorem 4.6. Let f1m be the state space of M d and Mo- Suppose that <f>is a flow. Let
p = minflgn^ Po{9,9) and assume that p > 0. Then for any 0 < 6' < |

tmo (Ù)

< ln

6 • 7Tn

max

A W ( i* m
ln w

1

+1

2p

where 7rmin = minCTenM ttB(a).
We use Theorem 4.6 to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4.7. Suppose that the mixing time of M d is r_Md(5) € 0 (n log j ) (as in Lemma 4.5)
and suppose that there is a flow 4>such that the congestion A(<p) e 0(1). Then the mixing
time of M o (Glauber dynamics) is
TMo(S) € 0 (n (n + log ^)).
Proof. We apply Theorem 4.6. From Definition 2.14 of Glauber dynamics it follows that
p = minflgn^ P0(9,9) > AA/q. Let n be the number of vertices in R and suppose we
take 5' = 1/n. Then we have TMd(&') G O (nlogn). Since A(<f>) e 0(1), Theorem 4.6
gives
TM0(ti) < ln 7— ----- O (i) • ° ( n ) = f i n —*— + 0 (log 7 )^ • 0 (n ).
0 ' Thnin

V

^ m in

°

/
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The number of monochromatic edges in a colouring of R is upper-bounded by |£’(i?) | <
nA, and the partition function ZB is upper-bounded by the number of colourings
l^j?l = 4n (see Section 2.1.2). Hence
^min —
and ln(l/7rmin) € O(n), which makes rMo(S) € 0 (n (n + log |) ) .

□

In order to prove Theorem 2.15 it remains to construct a flow 0 such that the
congestion A(<f>) e 0(1). The following lemma ensures that such a congestion can be
constructed.

Lemma 4.8. Consider any region R and any q0-colouring B ofdR . If A > 0 or q > A + 2
then there is a flow </>such that the congestion A(<f>) e 0(1).

Proof. Let -< be a fixed canonical ordering of the vertices in R. For every pair (a\, a2) €
Ed we know that a\ and <r2 differ only on vertices that are contained in Balld(v) for
some vertex v e R d. Let V be the set of vertices on which they differ. Let 7CTl)CT2 e ■P(7l,(72
be the path from a\ to a 2 constructed as follows:

• Update the vertices Vi G V in order specified by -<.

• If A > 0 then update Vi by recolouring v%with colour a2(vi).

• If A = 0 then update v%in the following way:

1. Let W be the set of neighbours of v% in R that have colour cr2(vi). The
vertices in W do not have their their final colour in cr2 yet. If W is non
empty, recolour the vertices Wi 6 W (in order specified by -0 by recolouring
Wi with the smallest available colour in Q, such that the colouring of R stays
in CLr (B). There is always such a colour since we assume ^ > A + 2i fA = 0.
2. Recolour Vi with colour a2(vi).

Assign all of the flow from 07 to a2 to path yCl,c2-T hat is, <f>(7^1,<x2) = Pd(<^i,cr2)nB(a1),
and

0(7) = 0 for all paths 7 e Vai^ 2 unless 7 = 7CTi ,ct2- Let 9i

and 02, where (61,62)

€

E 0, be two colourings that disagree on a vertex w. Then the congestion of edge (6\,62)
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is

<

ki ■k 2 ■k 3 < 0 (1 ),

where k\, k2 and k 3 are constants, specified next.
The path length |'7(Tl ,CT21is upper-bounded by a constant k\ since o\ and
only on vertices inside a ball of fixed radius d. The path

02

differ

is constructed such that

only vertices on which o\ and cr2 differ are recoloured, and they are recoloured at most
a constant number of times.
The fraction 7T0(cri)/7rB((9i) is upper-bounded by a constant k2 since o\ and
61

differ only on vertices inside a ball of fixed radius d. Let m ai be the number of

monochromatic edges in E (R ) under a 1 and B, and let m$l be the number of monochro
matic edges in E (R) under 9\ and B. Hence m ai and me¡differ by at most some con
stant. Thus, 7rs(<7i ) / 7TB(0i) = Am<Ti/A mei is upper-bounded by a constant k2.
Lastly, to see that the sum is bounded by a constant k$, note that there are only
a constant number of pairs (<t i , cr2) in the summation. This holds since o\ and er2 agree
with 9\ on all vertices in R except in a constant-sized ball around vertex w on which 6\
and

02

differ. We have

where m is the number of vertices for which the heat-bath update in M d will update
all vertices on which a\ and er2 differ. Note that m is bounded by a constant since o\
and cr2 differ only on vertices inside a ball of fixed radius d. Furthermore, we have
1
1^1
since AA/q is the smallest probability of making a transition in M o from colouring 9i
to 92 once vertex w on which 0 1 and

02

differ has been chosen for a heat-bath update.
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Thus,
Pd{? i,cr2)
€ 0 ( 1)
Po(0i ,92)
and we have that the sum is bounded by a constant k3.
Now, Agu 02 (<fr) € 0(1) for all (# i, 6 2 ) € E 0 and it follows that the congestion
€ 0 ( 1).

□

Finally we have the machinery for proving Theorem 2.15. We repeat the theo
rem and give the proof.
Theorem (2.15). Consider the anti-ferromagnetic Potts model on a uniformly sub-exponen
tial graph Q with maximum degree A, and parameters q and A. If the spin system has
a K-coupling cover, and A > 0 or <7 > A + 2, then the Glauber dynamics is rapidly
mixing for any region R and any q0-colouring B of dR. More precisely, the mixing time
t (S)

< 0(n (n + log ^)), where n is the number of vertices in R.

Proof From Lemma 4.5 it follows that there is an integer d > 0 such that M d has
mixing time rMd(5) € 0 (n log ^). Then Lemma 4.7 together with Lemma 4.8 gives the
desired mixing time t x 0(<5) € 0(n (n + log ^)) of the Glauber dynamics Mo-

□

We make a final remark that the mixing bound 0 (n (n + log £)) of the Glauber
dynamics in Theorem 2.15 is not optimal. From Lemma 4.5 we have that the mixing
time of M d is 0 (n log j ) for some d > 0. The difference in mixing time is due to the
general Markov chain comparison technique we use. It might be possible to reduce
the difference by considering a more graph-colouring specific comparison between M d
and the Glauber dynamics.
It is known that for some graphs (in particular the square lattice [GJMP06])
strong spatial mixing implies 0 (n log j ) mixing of the Glauber dynamics. As explained
in [DSVW04], this can be proved using techniques from functional analysis. Functional
analysis has been used to prove that strong spatial mixing implies optimal mixing of the
Glauber dynamics in the general case [CesOl, Mar99, M 094a, M094b, SZ92], however,
a purely combinatorial proof of this implication has only been given for monotone spin
systems [DSVW04].
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Boundary pairs
When Goldberg, Martin and Paterson showed strong spatial mixing in [GMP05], they
introduced the concept of a boundary pair. Boundary pairs are data structures holding
information about a region R, colourings of the boundary of R, etc. There are two types
of boundary pairs: vertex-boundary pairs and edge-boundary pairs. A vertex-boundary
pair contains information about the colouring of the vertex boundary of a region. The
idea is to derive certain properties of the vertex-boundary pairs which can easily be
translated into properties of the spin system, such as whether there is strong spatial
mixing or not. When Goldberg, Martin and Paterson [GMP05] derived these properties,
it turned out to be convenient to work with edge-boundary pairs. An edge-boundary
pair contains colourings of the edge boundary £ R rather than the vertex boundary dR.
This chapter will define a vertex- and edge-boundary pair and describe how they are
related. The definition of an edge-boundary pair is slightly modified from the definition
in [GMP05] in order to suit the contents of this thesis. In this chapter we will also see
how certain properties of the edge-boundary pairs imply that the system has strong
spatial mixing and a A'-coupling cover. We use the calligraphic font (VF, B, etc.) when
referring to a vertex-boundary pair, and the normal font (X , B, etc.) when referring to
an edge-boundary pair.
The chapter is organised as follows. In Section 5.1 we define the notion of a
vertex-boundary pair. In Section 5.2 we define the notion of an edge-boundary pair
and explain how it is related to a vertex-boundary pair. In Section 5.3 we present some
lemmas stating that if certain conditions of the edge-boundary pairs are satisfied then
the system has strong spatial mixing and a /T-coupling cover.

5.1

Vertex-boundary pairs

For a fixed infinite graph Q and a fixed number of colours q, a vertex-boundary pair is
defined as follows.
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Definition 5.1 (Vertex-boundary pair). A vertex-boundary pair X consists of
• a region Rx,
• a distinguished boundary vertex wx £ dRx, and
• a pair (B x , B'x ) of qo-colourings of d R x that are identical on all vertices except on
wx, where they differ. The colour of wx is in Q for both B x and Bx .
Note that the colour of the distinguished vertex w x has to be in the set Q. That
is, w x cannot be a free-boundary vertex with colour 0. Now, Definition 2.10 of strong
spatial mixing can be rephrased using the definition of a vertex-boundary pair: The
anti-ferromagnetic Potts model on the infinite graph Q has strong spatial mixing for
parameters A and q if there are constants a > 0 and 0 < e < 1 such that, for every
vertex-boundary pair X and every A C Rx ,
dTv(nB xA ,irB>
xiA) < a|A |(l - e)d(w* ’A\
We are interested in the effect that the difference in the colour of w x has on
the vertices in RX - Recall the definition of a coupling in Section 2.2, and let 'P* be a
coupling of txBx and irB'x . For a vertex v £ R x we define the indicator random variable
f°r the event that the colour of v differs in a pair of colourings drawn from
Hence, the quantity YlveRx

^ e expected number of vertices in R x on which

the colour differs in a pair of colourings drawn from 'Px • If E [1 $»*,,>] is small enough
for all vertex-boundary pairs X and vertices v £ R x , then we can use that conclusion
to infer strong spatial mixing. This will be proved in Lemma 5.4. Furthermore, if
YlveRy

is upper-bounded by a constant K then it follows that the system has

a A'-coupling cover (Definition 2.11). One way to show that the sum it small is to
show that E[l®^)t)] decreases rapidly as the distance between w x and v increases. We
want to construct a coupling ^>x such that

decreases exponentially with the

distance between w x and v, and then show that Y1v&rx E [ l ^ )t;] is upper-bounded by
a constant.

5.2 Edge-boundary pairs
When constructing the coupling 'S>x of irBx and ttB’x for a vertex-boundary pair, it
is convenient to work with edge boundaries. Similarly to the definition of a vertex
colouring we define a q-, q0- and 0-colouring of a set E C Eg of edges to be a function
from E to Q, Q0 and {0}, respectively. If B is a go-colouring of E, and E ' is a subset of
E then B (E ') is the colouring of E' induced by B . Furthermore, B(e) is the colour of
edge e £ E under B.
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Let cr be a colouring of a region R, let B be a colouring of dR, let B be a colour
ing of the boundary edges S R and let E C E(R) be a set of edges. Analogous to the
definition of m o n ^ I ? ) in Section 2.1.2, where B is a go-colouring of dR, mona,B{E)is
the number of monochromatic edges in E under a and B. An edge e G S R is defined to
be monochromatic if B(e) = cr(v), where vertex v G R is incident to e. The distribution
7tb on vertex colourings of R is defined in the same way as nB in Section 2.1.2, only
with B replaced by B . The two colourings B and B are colour-equivalent if, and only
if, for every edge e = (u,v) G SR, where vertex u G dR, the colour B(e) = B(u). If
B and B are colour-equivalent it follows from the definitions of monochromatic edges
that the distributions 7tb and ttb are identical.
Consider a vertex-boundary pair X . There is a pair (B, B') of colourings of
S R x such that B x and B, and B'x and B' are colour-equivalent. We define a coupling
^ x of 7\Bx and nBi (or -nB and 7r£/, equivalently) by composing couplings T'i , . . . , ^
of distributions derived from edge-boundary colourings that differ on only one edge.
Here k = \E\ > 1, where E = ( e i , . . . , ek} C £ R X is the set of boundary edges incident
to w x € dR x- We do not consider any particular ordering of the edges in E. For
i = 0 , . . . , k, let Bi be the colouring of S R x such that
• Bi(e) = B (e) (and hence Bi(e) = B '(e)) if e G S R X \E ,
• Bi(ej) = B'x (wx) if j < i, and
• Bi{ej) = Bx{u>x) if j > i,
where j — 1 , . . . , k and ej G E. In other words, the colouring B 0 is identical to B,
and the colouring Bk is identical to B '. Two colourings B l^ i and Bi differ only on
edge ei G E; B i-i(ei) = Bx(u)x) and

= B'x {wx)- An example with a 3-vertex

region R x of the triangular lattice is illustrated in Figure 5.1. Here the vertex w x on
the boundary is shaded.
For i = 1 , . . . , k, let Tq denote a coupling of TrBi_1 and nBi. A coupling <&x of
nBx and nB’x (or ttBq and ixBk, equivalently) is constructed by composing the couplings
\Pi,. . . ,

in the natural way. To choose a pair (cr0, crfc) from 'I'* we first choose the

pair (<r0, <7i) from ’I' i . Say cr0 = x0 and o\ = x \. Then choose the pair (cri, cr2) from the
conditional distribution ^ 2, conditioned on cr\ = x \. Say that er2 = x 2. Then choose
the pair (<r2, <73) from the conditional distribution <1/3, conditioned on <r2 = x2, and so
on. Hence, 00 is drawn from ttBq and

is drawn from irBk.

For a vertex v e R x and a coupling

define the indicator random variable

for the event that the colour of v differs in a pair of colourings drawn from \Fj.
From the construction of the coupling ^ x it follows that if the colour of v differs in a
pair (c>o,Ofc) drawn from ^ x then it must differ in at least one of the pairs (erj_!, a )
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Figure 5.1. A 3-vertex region R with two colourings B and B' of dR that differ only on the
shaded vertex. The edge colouring B 0 of £R is colour-equivalent to B, and the edge colouring
B3 is colour-equivalent to B'. A pair (£¿-1, Bf) of edge colourings, i = 1,..., 3, differ only on
one boundary edge, and T, denotes a coupling of 7rfli l and nBi.

drawn from iq , where i = 1 , . . . , k. Thus,
k
<

'y '

E[l^ri|t)].

1=1

If, for i = 1

the quantity E [l^i)t)] decreases exponentially with the distance

between edge a (on which £j_i and Bi differ) and vertex v, then the quantity
decreases exponentially with the distance between wx and v. This is the property we
would like to establish. Thus, the difference in the colour of a single vertex on the
boundary is broken into differences in the edges that bound it. It is mainly in this
setting of edge-discrepancies we will operate.
Before introducing the notion of an edge-boundary pair, we define adjacent
edges for planar graphs. Let Q be a planar graph with a fixed layout (such that no edges
intersect). This layout of Q specifies a unique clockwise ordering of the edges that are
incident to a vertex u e Vg. Any two edges e = (u, v ) and e! = (u , v') in Eg that are
incident to the same vertex u are adjacent if e follows directly after e' or if e' follows
directly after e when traversing the edges that are incident to u clockwise around u.
The degree of a vertex v is denoted deg(v).
Definition 5.2 (Edge-boundary pair). An edge-boundary pair X consists of
• a region R x,
• a distinguished boundary edge ex = (wx ,v x ) € £ R X with wx € d R x , vx e R x ,
and
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7

3

Figure 5.2. An example of how an edge-boundary pair X is illustrated. The edge boundary
is labelled with its colouring. The edge ex is marked with a thick line segment and labelled
“Bx (ex )/B'x (ex )”.

• a pair (B X ,B X) of q0-colourings of £ R X that are identical on all edges except on
ex , where they differ. The colour of ex is in Q for both B X and B'x .
Furthermore, if the underlying graph Q is planar, we require
• any two adjacent boundary edges that share a vertex in d R x have the same colour
in at least one of the two colourings B x arid B'x (and so in both of B x and B x
except when edge ex is involved), and
• if deg(wx) > 2 then there is a vertex adjacent to wx which is not in R x .
The definition of an edge-boundary pair X is the analogue of the definition of a
vertex-boundary pair X , with the discrepancy on edge ex instead of vertex wx . For an
edge-boundary pair X , let nx denote the number of neighbours of vx that are in R x .
When illustrating edge-boundary pairs X in the figures, we mark the edges in
the edge boundary with short line segments. The edge ex is marked with a short and
thick line segment, and we often label vertex vx . The edges in the edge boundary are
labelled with their colours in B x and B'x , and edge ex is labelled l‘B x (ex ) /B x (ex )”.
Figure 5.2(a) illustrates an edge-boundary pair X on the triangular lattice, where the
colour of ex is 1 in B x and 2 in B'x .
In the definition of an edge-boundary pair there are two conditions that have
to be satisfied if the graph Q is planar. The first condition imposes a natural restriction
on possible colourings Bx and B x >of £ R X , given a region R x . Edge colourings are
derived from vertex colourings, and hence it makes sense to consider edge colourings
that are colour-equivalent to colourings of the vertex boundary. For instance, consider
edge-boundary pairs X where R x is a region of the triangular lattice (which is planar),
and the colour of edge ex is 1 and 2 in B x and B x , respectively. Figure 5.3(a) illus
trates a colouring of the edge boundary of a valid edge-boundary pair X . The whole
region is not shown. Figure 5.3(b) and (c) on the other hand, illustrate colourings of
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Figure 5.3. A part of the boundary of a region Rx of an edge-boundary pair X. Note that
edge ex has colour 1 in Bx and colour 2 in B'x . (a) A valid colouring of the boundary edges,
(b) An invalid colouring since the two adjacent edges that are encircled have received different
colours, (c) An invalid colour since edge ex does not have colour 3 in either Bx or B'x .

the edge boundary that are not allowed for any edge-boundary pair X . The pairs of
adjacent edges violating the constraint in the definition are encircled in the figures. The
constraint clearly reduces the number of edge-boundary pairs X for a fixed region R x
and a fixed number of colours q. This is of great importance in the computer-assisted
proofs, in which we exhaustively search sets of edge-boundary pairs defined for fixed
regions R x .
The last constraint in the definition of an edge-boundary pair makes sure that
vertex wx is not a “hole” in the region R x . As we will see in subsequent chapters, this
restriction lets us avoid treating several technicalities in the computer-assisted proofs
of exponential decay.

5.3

Strong spatial mixing and A-coupling cover

One way of showing strong spatial mixing for a spin system is to show exponential
decay for every edge-boundary pair X . Exponential decay for every edge-boundary pair
will imply exponential decay for every vertex-boundary pair X (Lemma 5.3), which in
turn implies strong spatial mixing (Lemma 5.4) and that there is a /^-coupling cover
(Lemma 5.5). The three lemmas are stated next.
Lemma 5.3. If, for all edge-boundary pairs X , there is a coupling 4/ o fn Bx and ttb >xsuch
that
E[1* )W
] < a (l - e)d^ ’v\
for every vertex v € R x , where a > 0 and 0 < e < 1 are constants, then, for every
vertex-boundary pair X, there is a coupling

of itBx and irB>
x such that

E [U XtV] < a \ l - e ) d^ ^ ,
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for all vertices v e R x , where a' > 0 is a constant.
Proof. Let X be any vertex-boundary pair. First suppose that wx has a neighbour
y £ Rx- Let k = \E\, where E = {ei , ... ,e k} C £ R X is the set of boundary edges
incident to wX - If Q is planar, label the edges in E clockwise around w x so that edge
(wx, y ) appears between edge ek and e\ when traversing edges around wx in clockwise
direction. This guarantees that e* and e3 are adjacent only if i and j differ by 1. If Q is
not planar, label the edges in E in any well-defined order.
Let B be the edge-boundary colouring of £ R X that is colour-equivalent to BxFor i = 1 , . . . , k, let X{ be the edge-boundary pair consisting of region RXi = R x , the
distinguished edge eXi = (wx 1,v Xi) = ei} and boundary colourings B Xi and B'x , that
are both identical to B on all edges in £ R X .\E . The colours of the edges in E are
assigned as follows.
• B Xi{ef) = B'x .{ej) = B'x (wx ) for j = 1,

—1,

• B Xi{ej) = B x(w x ) and B'x .(ej) = Bx (wx ) for j = i, and

• B x M j) = B x .(ej) = B x(w x ) for j = i + 1 , . . . , k.
Figure 5.1 on page 52 can be used as an illustration of how the sequence of edge
boundary colourings is derived. Let 'Ll be a coupling of itB x and nB, such that
*
E [l$i)t;] < a ( l - e)d(-eXi-v) for all vertices v e R Xi. Let ^fx be the coupling of nBx
and -kB'x defined by composing the couplings \Fj for i = 1 , . . . , A;. See the previous
section for details on this composition. It follows that
k
< (A - !)« (! - e)d{wx'v\

E[l¥*,„] <
i= 1

since k < A - 1.
Now we must deal with the case in which all neighbours of wx are in Rx .
Breaking the discrepancy at vertex w x into edge-boundary pairs X t as above is no
longer straightforward if Q is planar and degty*) > 2. From the definition of an edge
boundary pair X there must be a neighbour of wx that is not in R x .
Let u € R x be any neighbour of wX - Let Rx ,u = #;c\{w} be the region Rx
after removing vertex u. Let Bx ,c be the colouring of the vertex-boundary 0 RX u such
that Bx,c(v) = Bx(v) on all vertices v € dR x n dRx,u, and Bx,c(u) = c (if u € dRx ,u),
where c e Q. Similarly, let Bx c, be the colouring of the vertex-boundary d R x,u such
that B'X d {y) = B'x {v) on all vertices v e dRx D dRx ,u, and B'X c,(u) = d , where
d e Q. Given two colours c and d, note that the colourings Bx,c and B'x c, can differ

on up to two vertices, namely vertex wx and u. We break the difference in the (up to)
two vertices wx and u on the boundary dRx ,u into differences in the edges that bound
them.
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For two (not necessarily different) fixed colours c and c', let B be the edge
colouring of £ R x,u that is colour-equivalent to BX x, and let B' be the edge-colouring of
£ Rx,u that is colour-equivalent to B'x d . Let k = \E\, where E = ( e i , . . . , efc} C £ R XiU
be the set of boundary edges that receive different colours in B and B '. Note that
edges in E can only be incident to wx and u. Thus, k is at most 2A - 2. If Q is
planar, label the edges in E clockwise around wx and u so that

and e\ are not

adjacent. Such a labelling is always possible (since wx and u are neighbours) and
guarantees that if e, and e3 share a vertex in

8

RXu then e* and e3 are only adjacent if

i and j differ by 1. If Q is not planar, label the edges in E in any well-defined order.
Similarly to before, for i = 1 , . . . , k, let X i be the edge-boundary pair consisting of
region RXi = Rx ,u, the distinguished edge eXi = ei, and boundary colourings B Xi
and B'x . defined similarly to before, as a sequence of colourings going from B to B',
differing only on the distinguished edge e*. L e t b e a coupling of nBx and nB> such
< a ( l - s)d(~exi'v'> for all vertices v e RXi. We now construct a coupling

that

'&x of ttBx and ttb^ in the following way.
Let

be any coupling of nBx and 7rB>. Let (C, C') be the random variable

corresponding to the pair of colourings drawn from $!x (yet to be constructed). We
will choose the colour of u in C and C' according to 'h'x . Let c and £ be the colour of u
drawn from ^f'x . To complete the construction of

we colour the remaining vertices

in Rx by choosing two colourings from ^ x ^c', where ^ Xfi,d is a coupling of t:Bx c and
7

t . The coupling ^ x ^c' is constructed by composing the k couplings ^ Xi. For v ± u

it follows that
k

< (2A - 2)q (1 - e ) ^ * - ”) - 1 = (2^ ~ £2 )q (1 - e)d^
i= 1

’v\

'

since k < 2A —2. The - 1 in the exponent comes from the fact that the distance from
the discrepancy edge to a vertex v may be one less than d(wx , v ). For v = u we have
d(wx , v) = 1 so by choosing a ' > 1/(1 —e) we ensure that £ [ 1 ^ ^ ] < q '(1 - e).

□

Lemma 5.4 (Strong spatial mixing). If, for all vertex-boundary pairs X, there is a cou
pling ^ x of nBx and nB'x such that
E[l*x ,v] < a ( l - e ) d(w* ’v\
for every vertex v e Rx , where a > 0 and 0 < e < 1 are constants, then the spin system
has strong spatial mixing.
Proof Consider the vertex-boundary pair X such that, from Definition 2.10 of strong
spatial mixing, we have Rx = R, Bx = B, B'x = B' and wx = w. The total varia
tion distance between nBt\ and ■
kB',k is upper-bounded by the probability that A dif-
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fers under any coupling ^ of ttb ,a and ttB',a - This probability is upper-bounded by
E[l$, v\. With 'P = ty# we have
dtv(7TB,A,7TB',a ) ^

< |A|a(l - e ) d(w* ’A),
veA

which is the desired upper bound.

□

Lemma 5.5 (if-coupling cover). Suppose Q is an infinite graph that is uniformly sub
exponential. If, for all vertex-boundary pairs X, there is a coupling «P* of ttbx and itb >x
such that
E [U XtV} < a ( l - e ) d(w* ’v),
for every vertex v £ R x , where a > 0 and 0 < e < 1 are constants, then the spin system
has a K-coupling cover, where K is a constant that depends on the spin system, a and e.
Proof. Let A" be a vertex-boundary pair. Let nd(wx ) be the number of vertices in Vq
that are at distance d from wx . We will show that
y ]
veRx

< k,

where <Px is a coupling of nBx and irB> such that

< a( 1 - e)d(w* ’v) for every

vertex v £ R x , where a > 0 and 0 < e < 1. Instead of summing over the vertices in
R x , we sum over all vertices in Vq except for wx . The sum can be written as a sum
over all distances d from wx . Thus,

veRx

E [l* * it,] < J 2 a ^ ~ e)d(wx’v) <
Y,
V&Rx
V€Vg\{wx}

~ e)d[wx'v)

= ^ 2 n d(wx )a (l - e)d < K,
d>1
where K is a constant since the graph Q is uniformly sub-exponential (see Defini
tion 2.18) and hence nd{wx ) grows slower than exponentially.

□

Now when the implication from exponential decay of edge-boundary pairs to
strong spatial mixing and JT-coupling cover has been established, it remains to show
for what graphs Q, number of colours q and values A there is exponential decay. In
the next chapter we define a coupling 'P of 7tba and irB> for any edge-boundary pair
X . We use this coupling in subsequent chapters when showing exponential decay for
different lattices and parameters q and A. The coupling *P is defined recursively and
was first introduced by Goldberg, Martin and Paterson in [GMP05],
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Chapter 6

Recursive coupling
In this chapter we describe how to construct a coupling 'I' of ttbx and 7tb> for edge
boundary pairs X . We would like to show that there are two constants a > 0 and 0 <
e < 1 such that for any edge-boundary pair X , the quantity E[lvtjt)] < a ( l —e)d(ex,v\
where E [l^ >t;] is the probability that a vertex v e R x receive different colours in two
colourings of R x drawn from \P. This would imply, by using Lemma 5.3 followed by
Lemma 5.4, that the system has strong spatial mixing. Furthermore, from Lemma 5.3
followed by Lemma 5.5 we have that the system has a /\-coupling cover, provided
the graph Q is uniformly sub-exponential. Applying Theorem 2.15 then implies that
the Glauber dynamics is rapidly mixing (provided A > 0 o r g > A + 2). We use the
construction of

to prove Theorem 3.1.

Goldberg, Martin and Paterson invented in [GMP05] a method for recursively
constructing couplings T' of 7tBx and nBi for edge-boundary pairs X . We use their
technique in this thesis. Couplings that are constructed recursively have been used
in the past for mixing on trees, but was extended in [GMP05] to non-tree-like graphs
such as lattices. From the construction of 'P we derive an upper bound on the quantity
E[l^,,] which is hopefully decreasing exponentially as above. Whether there is expo
nential decay or not depends on the spin system. If we fail to show exponential decay
o fE [l* it;] with the general technique, then it could help to consider the geometry of the
lattice in order to derive an upper bound on E[1$)W] that is decreasing exponentially.
The idea of making use of the geometry has been demonstrated in [GMP05] and has
led to improved results such as strong spatial mixing on the triangular lattice and Z3
with parameters A = 0 and q = 10. In this chapter we present a framework in which
the geometry of a lattice can be exploited in a systematic way, preferably with the help
of a computer. We define the notion of an (A, J^j-set and describe how it relates to
exponential decay of E[l®ji;]. In subsequent chapters we will construct (A, X)-sets for
different lattices and parameters q and A, and derive mixing results that improve the
bounds given by the general theorems for mixing.
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The chapter is organised as follows. In Section 6.1 we define the recursive
coupling \P of 7tbx and irB>
x as a tree, denoted Tx . In Section 6.2 we show how the
tree Tx is related to the quantity E [l$ iW], and in Section 6.3 we examine under what
conditions there is exponential decay of

This is where we state the proof of

Theorem 3.1. In Section 6.4 we define the notion of an (.4, J^j-set and explain how
it is used to improve mixing bounds for specific lattices. In Section 6.5 we introduce
the notion of an extended region which will be useful in subsequent chapters when
constructing {A, T ) -sets.

6.1 The recursive coupling tree
Consider any edge-boundary pair X and let E x = {ei , . . . , en x } be an ordered set of
the edges which connect vx to another vertex in R x . If Q is planar, let e\ , . . . , enx
be the clockwise ordering of the edges in E x around vx such that the discrepancy
edge ex (i.e., edge (wx ,v x )) appears between edge enx and e\. This guarantees that
ei and ej are adjacent only if i and j differ by 1. Recall the definition of adjacent
edges on Page 52. If Q is not planar, take any ordering of the edges in E x . For each
i 6 {1,... ,n x } and two colours c,c' e Q, where c ^ d, let X i(c,d ) be the edge
boundary pair consisting of
• The region

R X i{ c ,cf)

= R x \{ v x } ,

• the distinguished boundary edge eA-j (c1c') = ei5 and
• the pair (B x.fc/). R'Xi(c&)) ° f Qo-colourings o fE R Xi(c,d) such that both colourings
are identical to Bx (and hence B'x ) on all edges in £ R X^ CC,}\ E X . The colours
of the edges in E x are assigned as follows.
- BXi{c,d){ej) = B Xi(c,d)(ej) = c' for j = 1. • • •. * ~ 1,
- BXi{c,c'){ei) = d and B'Xi{ccf){ei) = c, and
- B Xi(c,c')(ej) = B 'X i{cd){ej) = c f o r j = i + l , . . . , n x .
Note that X i(c,d ) satisfies all conditions of being an edge-boundary pair, also when
Q is planar. The edge-boundary pairs Xi(c, d) represent boundary pairs that are con
structed from X after shrinking the region by removing vertex vx and keeping the
colours of all boundary edges. The new boundary edges that are incident to vx (which
is now a boundary vertex) are given colours c and d similarly to the sequence of edge
colourings derived in Section 5.2 when breaking the discrepancy at a vertex into dis
crepancies at edges around it. Figure 6.1 illustrates the idea. Let ^ ( c , c') be a coupling
° f 7Tb „ , ,, and 7tb/
X *(c>c )

X i ( c , c ')

. The coupling
r

°

cc! of 7tr , „ and nB'

C ,t

D X 1 (e,e>)

a x n x ( c ,c ')

is constructed
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Figure 6.1. An edge-boundary pair X on the square lattice, and the three edge-boundary pairs
X i (c, c'), X 2(c, d) and X 3(c, d) that are constructed recursively in the tree Tx .

by composing the couplings \Fi(c, d ) , . . . , '¡/^ (c , d) in the same way as the couplings
'J'i , ... ,vl/fc in Section 5.2 were composed. That is, to choose a pair (a0,a nx) from
ct C first choose the pair (00, 01) from ^ ( c , c'). Suppose that a0 = x0 and g \ — x\.
Then choose the pair (0-1, 02) from the conditional distribution ^ 2(c, c'), conditioned
on 0-1 = x \. Suppose that 0-2 = x 2. Then choose the pair (02, 0-3) from the conditional
distribution ^3 (c,d), conditioned on 02 = x 2, and so on. Hence, 00 is drawn from
, „ and anx is drawn from nw
x l(.c,c')
ax„x (c.c')

ttbv

Recall from Section 5.2 that for a vertex v € R x and a coupling 'F of 7tbx and
7rB'x , ^ , v is the indicator random variable for the event that the colour of v differs in
two colourings drawn from 'F. We define vF£m to be some coupling of irBx and irB'x
minimising E[l^,„x ] over all couplings

That is, if (C, C') is a pair of colourings of

R x drawn from T'™n, then the probability that C (vx) 7^ C '(vx) is minimised. For
every pair of colours c, d € Q, let p*£m(c, d) be the probability that C (vx) = c and
C [ v x ) = d.
In order to construct a coupling

of 7tbx and nB'x we define an edge labelled

tree Tx . After T x has been defined we show how certain properties of the tree can
be related to E[l®,„], the probability that the colour of v differs in the two colourings
drawn from T. The tree T x is defined recursively as follows. It might be helpful to
look at Figure 6.2 which illustrates the tree T x for the edge-boundary pair X from
Figure 6.1. Start with a node r which will be the root of Tx (the edge-boundary pair
X is illustrated in the root of Tx in Figure 6.2). For every pair of colours c ,d € Q,
where c ^ d , add an edge labelled (p™n(ci c')ivx ) from r to a new node rcy . If Ex is
non-empty then recursively construct the trees TXi(c,d)> * =

nx , and join them to
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Tx

Figure 6.2. The recursive coupling tree Tx-
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Tx by adding an edge with the label (1, ) from r CjC/ to the root of each tree TXi(c,d)- If
E x is empty then rCiC/ is a leaf. That completes the construction of Tx . In Figure 6.2,
the edge-boundary pair Xi(c, d) is illustrated in the root of TXi(c,dy
6 .1 .1

The purpose o f th e recursive co u p lin g tree

Before formally describing how properties of the recursive coupling tree Tx are con
nected to the quantity E[l,f ;„], we give a slightly less formal explanation of the connec
tion.
Suppose that X is the edge-boundary pair from Figure 6.1. A coupling^ of 7tbx
and ttb >xis defined as follows (a formal definition is given in the proof of Lemma 6.1
in the next section). We use the coupling 'F™n to choose the colours of the vertex
vx . Hence, the probability that vx receives the colours c and d , respectively, in two
colourings drawn from »F is p™m(c, c')-

order to complete the definition of \F, choose

two colourings of the remaining vertices of R x by using the the coupling 'Fcc/ in the
previous section. As we have seen, the coupling \FCC/ can be defined as the composition
of the couplings \Fj(c, c'). We use this definition of \FC)C/ in order to define

Each of

the couplings <Fj(c, d) is defined recursively in the same manner as *F.
Let v ± vx be a vertex of the region R x . Let (C, C’) denote the random variable
corresponding to a pair of colourings of R x drawn from \F. Conditioned on the event
that C (vx ) = c and C'(vx ) = c', let pc,d{v) be the probability that C{v) ^ C'[y).
From the definition of <F we have th a tp c c/(v) is the probability that v receives different
colours in a pair of colourings drawn from <Fcc>. From the definition of <Fc c> as the
composition of the couplings \Fj(c, c'), it follows that if C(v) ± C'(v) then at least
one of the couplings 'Fjfy, d) must have returned two colourings in which the colour
of v differs. Therefore, pCjC/(v) < pCjC/(u), where pc,d{y) is the sum, over i, of the
probabilities that v differs in colourings drawn from <Fj(c, d). We now have that
< Y 2 p X m (c ^c') ■P c,c'{v ),

( 6 . 1)

where the sum is over all possible choices of colours c and d on vx . The recursive
construction of the coupling >F resembles the recursive construction of the tree Tx .
The sum in Equation (6.1) can be extracted from the tree Tx in the following way.
Identify edges in Tx for which the last component of the label is v. Figure 6.3
illustrates a path from the root of Tx down to an edge e for which the last component
of its label is v. The product of the first components of the edge labels along this path
is

where c, d , b, b1, a and a1 are colours in Q, and X ' and X " are edge-boundary pairs
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Figure 6.3. A path in the recursive coupling tree Tx

6.1. The recursive coupling tree
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defined recursively in Tx . Note that edges that are labelled (1 , •) are given this label
because the first component 1 will enable us to correctly define the product of edge
weights (using the first component of the label) over the edges in a path. We will refer
to the product of the edge weights along a path from the root down to an edge e as the
likelihood of e. The word likelihood is chosen because it is a product of probabilities
which somewhat reflects the probability of choosing a specific colouring of a particular
vertex-path in R x . The cost of the vertex v will be defined as the sum of the likelihoods
over all edges e for which the second component is v. The cost of v is an upper bound
on E [l^ iV]. In fact, the cost of v is the sum in Equation (6.1). The next section will
explain this formally.

6 .1 .2

Properties o f th e recursive cou p lin g tree

We introduce some notation, taken from [GMP05] in order to link properties of the tree
Tx to the probability E [l^ it)]. We say that an edge e of Tx is degenerate if the second
component of its label is

Note that if we follow a path from the root of Tx to any

of its leaves then every second edge is a degenerate edge. For edges e and e' of Tx ,
we write e —* e' to denote the fact that e is an ancestor of e'. That is, either e = e',
or e is a proper ancestor of e'. Define the level of an edge e of Tx to be the number of
non-degenerate edges on the path from the root down to, and including, e. Suppose
that e is an edge of Tx with label (p, v). We say that the weight w(e) of edge e is p. Also
the name n(e) of edge e is v. The likelihood 1(e) of e is fle'-e'-e w (e')- The cost 7 (v, Tx )
of a vertex v e R x is Y le n(e)=v Ke)- If the region R x is not connected and vertex vx
and a vertex v € R x belong to different connected components, then there will be no
edge with name v in Tx and we define 7 (v,Tx ) = 0. We have the following lemma
([GMP05, Lemma 12]). We provide the proof for completeness.
Lemma 6.1. For every edge-boundary pair X there exists a coupling \P of ixbx and b>
such that E[lvt,v] < y(v, Tx ) for all v e R x .
Proof. Let X be an edge-boundary pair. The coupling T' is constructed recursively in
the same manner as the tree Tx , where at each stage, the discrepancy at a given vertex
is broken to discrepancies at single edges, so at every stage of the recursion we only
need to consider a pair of colourings with a discrepancy at a single edge (i.e., an edge
boundary pair).
We will construct \P so that if R x is not connected and v belongs to a connected
component R that does not contain vx , then we always colour R with the same colour
ing in both colourings drawn from ’P, and hence E[l®,i>] = 0. Now consider a region
R x that is connected. Let (C, C') denote the random variable corresponding to a pair
of colourings drawn from the coupling \P that we are constructing. If R x consists only
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of vertex v x then we define ^

If R x consists of more vertices then we use

to couple the colouring of vertex vx- Conditioning on this, we recursively construct a
different coupling in order to choose colourings of the other vertices in R x . We assign
C (vx) = c and C '(yx) = d with probability p™m(c, c').
Let R be the region .Rx\{r7c} and let Bc be the edge colouring of £ R that is
identical to the colouring B x on edges £ R

n £Rx

and which assigns colour c on edges

in £ R that are incident to vx- Let B c' be the edge colouring of £ R that is identical
to B c but assigns colour d on the edges in £ R that are incident to vx- Let vFCCf be a
coupling of 7tbc and irBc, - Thus, in order to construct the coupling 'I', we first choose a
pair (c, d) of colours on v x by using the coupling 'F™in. Once the colours c and d are
selected, we complete the construction of ^ by choosing two colourings from 'FCiC/ in
order to colour the rest of the vertices in R x- How we construct \FCC/ is explained next.
If c — d then let \FCC/ be the perfect coupling where the two colourings drawn
from ^ c,c' are identical. If c ^ d then the coupling ^ c ct is constructed as follows. As
previously described, let E x = {ei , . . . , enx } be the ordered set of edges which connect
v x to another vertex in R X - Let Xi(c, d ), i = 1 , . . . , n x , be the edge-boundary pairs
defined previously. We now have ttb. = 7tr . „ and ttb , =
, and hence
c
xi(c>c)
c
x„„(c,c'r
nX
^c,d is a coupling of ttbXi (CiC,j and ttb / ( c ,c ') As defined earlier in this section, let
71X
V i(c,d) be a coupling of ^ b X (ccI) and -kb^ (
We construct \FC)C/ by composing the
couplings \&i (c, e/),. . . , 'F?lx (c, c') as explained in the beginning of this section.
We will now show that E[l^it;] < 7 (v,Tx) for all v € Rx- The proof is by
induction on |i?x|- If v = v x then E[l^jt)] = 7(1;, Tx) by the construction of ^ and TxThis handles the base case when |i?x| = 1. Suppose v ^ vx and |i?^| > 1. Then
nx
Pxm(c, c')E[l*c c,)V] <

Ef1^ ] =
c ,c 'e Q ,

(c,c'),v J
c .c 'e Q ,
c /c '

c^c'

i=l

nx
c,c'eQ,

c^c'

i= 1

where the first inequality follows from the fact that \FCC/ is constructed as a composition
of the couplings ^¿(c, d), and the second inequality uses the inductive hypothesis.

□

For any edge-boundary pair X and any integer d > 1, let E d(X ) denote the
set of level-d edges in T x , and let r d(X) = Y^eeEd{X) ¿(e)- We will often refer to the
following equivalent definition of r rf(X ). For d = 1 we have
r ‘P O = £
c,c'eQ ,

c^c'
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For d > 1 we have

rd(x) =

nx

p T ^ c '^ r ^ ix ^ c ') ) .

£
c,c'eQ,
c^c'

(6.2 )

i= i

The quantity Fd(X ) has a key role when we show that a spin system has a strong spatial
mixing and a ft'-coupling cover. If Fd(X ) is decreasing exponentially with d, then there
exists a coupling

of n s x and ttb'x such that E [l^ it)] is decreasing exponentially with

the distance between the discrepancy edge ex and a vertex v G R x . This fact is stated
in the following Lemma.
Lemma 6.2. Suppose that there are constants a > 0 and 0 < e < 1 such that, for every
edge-boundary pair X and every non-negative integer d, Td(X) < a ( l —e)d. Then there is
a constant a' > 0 such that for every edge-boundary pair X there is a coupling \F of ttbx
and tcB'x such that for every v € R x,
E [l* it>] < c /(l —e)d(ex,v\
Proof. Suppose that there are constants a > 0 and 0 < e < 1 such that, for every edge
boundary pair X and every non-negative integer d, Td(X) < a ( l —e)d. Let X be an
edge-boundary pair. From Lemma 6.1 there is a coupling ^ of nBx and irB^ such that,
for every v

g

R x , we have E [l^ )t)] < 7 (v,Tx). Let

be such a coupling. Let v be a

vertex in R x . Note that for d < d(ex, v) there is no level-d edge e in Tx with name
n(e) = v. Thus, in order to upper-bound 7(1», Tx) we sum the likelihoods 1 (e) over all

edges e at level d > d(ex,v). Thus,
e

[1<m ] < 7 (v,Tx ) =

^ e) e:n(e)=v

=

1
d>d{ex ,v) e£.Ed(X)

a (1 ~ s )d = a ' ( l - e ) d{ex’v\

r d (x ) <
d>d(ex ,v)

d>d(ex ,v)

where a' = a /e.

□

Thus, if Td(X) < a ( l - e)d then it follows that the system has strong spatial
mixing and that the Glauber dynamics is rapidly mixing (provided Q is uniformly sub
exponential and either A > 0 or q > A + 2). We state this in the following lemma,
which we will use in subsequent chapters when showing strong spatial mixing and
rapid mixing.
Lemma 6.3. Suppose that there are constants a > 0 and 0 < e < 1 such that, for every
edge-boundary pair X and every non-negative integer d, r d(X) < a (l — e)d. Then
(1) the spin system has strong spatial mixing, and
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(2) ifQ is uniformly sub-exponential, and A > 0 or q > A+2, then the Glauber dynamics
is rapidly mixing for any region R and any q0-colouring B of dR. More precisely,
the mixing time t (8) € 0 ( n 2 + n log |) , where n is the number of vertices in R.
Proof. To prove (1), we use Lemma 6.2, 5.3 and 5.4. To prove (2), we use Lemma 6.2,
5.3 and 5.5 to show that the spin system has a AT-coupling cover. The mixing time of
the Glauber dynamics then follows from Theorem 2.15.

6.2

□

Bounding the costs in the recursive coupling tree

Consider any edge-boundary pair X . A key ingredient from the construction of Tx
which affects the cost y(v, Tx) is the quantity E[l^minjt,x ] which we denote v(X ). Thus,
v(X ) = E[l*mi> x ] =

Pxm( ^ c')-

^ 2

c.c'eQ,

c/c'

If we obtain upper bounds on u(X ), then these upper bounds can be used to upperbound the costs in the tree Tx, from which we derive an upper bound on r d(X ).
Goldberg, Martin and Paterson [GMP05] observed that v{X ) is upper-bounded by a
value which they denoted p (X ). The value p (X ) is defined in [GMP05] only for A = 0.
It was demonstrated in [GMP05] (for A = 0) that p (X ) is upper-bounded by p (X ‘),
where X 1 is an edge-boundary pair derived from X such that the region RX’ is a subset
of R x ■ In particular, if Rx > consists of only vertex v x’, then an upper bound on the
value fi(X') can be computed by hand and would provide an upper bound on v(X ) for
all edge-boundary pairs X . This idea has led to improved mixing results on general
graphs (Theorem 3.1). However, in order to obtain better results, larger regions have
to be considered, which, as we will see, involves computer-assisted computations. We
give the definition of p (X ) next.
Recall from Section 5.2 that mon(TvBx (.E) is the number of monochromatic
edges in E C E (R x ) under a colouring a of Rx and boundary colouring B x . For
each colour i e Q, let

(vx = i) denote the set of colourings in

that assign

colour i to vertex vx- Let an be the weight of these colourings, ignoring edge ex . That
is,
Ui =

/\monffiSx(£:(Hx )-{ex})

<Tei)fix (vx=i)
For any two colours c, d € Q, let
d>c,d =

U i'
ieQ\{c,c'}
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We now define
(1 - A)oic

He,A X )

(1 + A)tJc + U>c,c'

and
H(X) - max[pBx(ex)iB>
x (ex)(X ), PB'x (ex ),Bx (ex )(X )}The following lemma enables us to use p (X ) as an upper bound for u{X).

Lemma 6.4. For every edge-boundary pair X , u(X ) < p(X ).

Proof. Let nBx,Vx(i) and -kB'x ,Vx (i) be the probability that vertex vx receives colour i
in a colouring drawn from ttBx and nB'x , respectively. Without loss of generality (to
simplify notation) suppose B x (ex ) = 1, B'x {ex ) = 2, and uji > u>2. Since the weight
LUi does not include edge ex we have
Au>i_____

if i = 1;

^Bx ,vx (*) —

77B'x ,vx (*)

\ u)i +U2+&1,2 1 otherwise,
ALJ2
if i = 2;
< UJl+\ul2 +&l,2 ’
____ Uj __
. UJl +\ix)2~\-&l ,2 5 otherwise.

In order to compare the probabilities itBxiVx and ttB'x ,Vx, we scale them with their
common divisor Z = (Aui + u 2 + ^ 1,2) (<^i + Au2 + a>i,2). Thus,

nBx ,vx (i)

<

Au;i (o2i -f- \u>2 + ^ 1,2)/^)
1 + \(a>2 + UUl^/Z,

77B'x ,vx (*)

<

if i = 1;
otherwise,

Au72(Au;i + lj2 + Ul>\ 2 )/ Z,

if i = 2;

U>i(Xu>1 + U)2 + wli2)/Z,

otherwise.

Since a;i > u 2 and A e [0,1], it is now straightforward to verify that the scaled numer
ator in the expression for n bx ,vx (1) is less than or equal to the scaled numerator in
nB'x ,vx (l)- For * = 2 , . . . , q, the opposite is true. That is, the scaled numerator in the
expression for nBxtVx(i) is greater than or equal to the scaled numerator in rcB^ Vx(i).
The coupling T'^U1 of nBx and nB^ is therefore constructed such that a disagreement
at vertex vx occurs only when the sample from nB> assigns colour 1 to vx . If the
sample from nBi assigns colour i > 2 to vx then we choose a sample from nB that
also assigns colour i to vx . Thus, the probability of having a disagreement at vx is
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7'B 'v x W ~ kb Xivx {!)• We have
V{X)

,v x ( 1 ) ~ ^ B x ,vx iX) =

U)\ ( AixJi

Ul2 + ¿71,2) — A u i (wi + \u )2 + <¿1,2)

=

txB 'x

<

(1 - A)wi
id\{\ — A)(iJ2 + Aa>2 +<^1,2)
<
= M uP O
(1 + A)cJl + U)lt2
(Awi + U>2 + ùl,2){u>l +
+ ^ 1,2)
n (X )

(A lJ i + CJ2 + ^ l , 2 ) ( w l + Aw 2 + ^ 1 ,2 )

□

which proves the lemma.

The next lemma says that an upper bound on p c^ { X ) can be obtained by con
sidering another edge-boundary pair X ', whose region Rx> is a subregion of R x . If
p CjC>(X') is maximised over possible boundary colourings of Rx> then this value is an
upper bound on p c^ { X ) .
Lemma 6.5. Suppose that X is an edge-boundary pair and suppose c and c' are the two
colours of edge e x in B x and B'x , in any order. Let R! be any subset of R x which includes
vx- Let S be the set of edge-boundary pairs X ' such that Rx> — R', the distinguished edge
ex' = ex, and the boundary colouring B x 1 is identical to B x , and B'x , is identical to B'x
on the edges £ R x C\£R'. Then p c^ { X ) < m ax^'es pc,d{X').
Proof Without loss of generality, suppose c = B x (e x ) and d = B'x {ex)- Let H =
R x \R '. For colour i £ Q and colouring 6 £ f l e t
a £

ie be the set of colourings

with cr(vx) = i and cr(H) = 6. Let
U ifi

\ mon°,Bx (E (R x ) - { e x } )

=

CT6f2flx,i,0
and let
Wc,c' ,6 -

u ji<ei£Q\{c,c'}

Then
(1 - A)u>c
P c ,c '{ X )

S e e n + i1

^)u c,e

—
(1 +

<

\)u > c

+

0>c,

~F ^)u c,e + wc,d,e)

max - — —
r-r--- ^—^7------ < max p,cci(X ').
0€tì+ (1 + A)cjCie + wCyCifi
x ’es

To see the last inequality, take any 6 £ f l j and construct the edge-boundary pair X ’
with the following parameters: R x ’ = R 1, B x ' is identical to B x , and B x , is identical
to B x on the edges £ R x D £R !. For each boundary edge e £ £R! such that e f £ R x ,
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1
1
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-
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1

2

1
1

-

-vx -

-

2

1

1/2

(a)

-

-vx [ - -

2

1

I— 1

— 1— 1

(b)

-VX'2— 1— 1

1/2

v ( X) = 30/91

-

1/2

u(X[) = 30/100

(c)

v(X'2) = 30/100

Figure 6.4. An example where v(X) is decreasing when considering smaller regions. This can
only happen when A > 0. Here we have A = 1/2 and q — 2.

let B X'(e) = B'x ,(e) = 0(v), where vertex v e dB! is one endpoint of e. Now,
(1 \ ) ^ e
(1 + A)cjC;0 +
-

(1 \)J C
(1 + A)uj'c+ ui'cc,
-

e

where w' and u/c c, are the weights for the edge-boundary pair X '. The first equality
holds since u>'c = aujCto and u'cc, =

where the factor a = x mon».BX{E(Rx)\E(R'))

is the contribution by edges that do not belong to E (R ') and are monochromatic under
6. Finally, note that X ' e S.

□

The lemma enables us to find upper bounds on pCjCt(X). The corresponding
lemmas, [GMP05, Lemma 13] and [GJMP06, Lemma 6], are different in that they are
stated for the value p( X) rather than pc^ ( X ) . However, since p( X) is defined as the
maximum of pCiC>(X) and pc>tC(X ) it follows that also p( X) can be upper-bounded as
the lemma suggests. We state this fact in the following corollary.
Corollary 6.6. Suppose that X is an edge-boundary pair. Let R! be any subset of R x
which includes v x ■ Let S be the set of edge-boundary pairs X ' such that R X' = R', the
distinguished edge ex' = ex, and the boundary colouring B X' is identical to B x , and B'x ,
is identical to B'x on the edges £ R x D £R'. Then p( X) < m ax^'es p(X').
Lemma 6.5 is stronger than Corollary 6.6 since it guarantees that an upper
bound on p,CtC>(X ) can be obtained from a value pCiC>(X ') where the order of the colours
c and c' is preserved. This is a crucial fact we make use of when showing exponential
decay of r d(X) for the kagome lattice in Chapter 9.
One remark should be mentioned with regards to the values u(X) and p(X).
We want to obtain an upper bound on u(X) that is as tight as possible but still feasible to
compute. From the proof of Lemma 6.4 it follows that if A = 0 then u(X) = p(X). It is
only for positive A that p( X) is strictly greater than u(X). This means that Corollary 6.6
above could be stated with u(-) instead of p(-) for the special case A = 0. To see why this
would not be correct if A > 0, consider the following example with the square lattice,
number of colours q = 2 and A = 1/2. Figure 6.4(a) shows an edge-boundary pair X for
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which the region R x contains two vertices. By explicitly working out the probabilities
in 7tbx and 7tB'x for each of the four colourings in

it is straightforward calculate

that v ( X) = 30/91. Now, if we shrink the region R x , in accordance with Corollary 6.6,
so it only contains vertex vx, then we have two edge-boundary pairs X[ and X'2 in
S for which we have to compute u(-). They differ on the colour of the edge that
was connecting v x with the vertex we just removed. The two edge-boundary pairs
are shown in Figure 6.4(b) and (c), respectively. By working out the probabilities of
colouring v x with colour 1 and 2, respectively, we find that both u(X[) = 30/100 and
^(X^) = 30/100. Thus, each boundary pair X ' in S has a value u(X') that is lower than
v(X). This is not what is stated by Corollary 6.6 for //(•). The conclusion is that p(X)
as an upper bound on u(X) is not necessarily tight. However, as Corollary 6.6 says,
an upper bound on p( X) can be obtained by considering smaller regions, which is not
necessarily possible for u{X).

6.3

Exponential decay in general

To see how the value of p{X) is linked to the decay of Fd(X) we give the following
lemma, which corresponds to Lemma 18 in [GMP05].
Lemma 6.7. Suppose there is a constant 0 < e < 1 such that for every edge-boundary
pair X , we have
1 —e
p ( X ) < max
Then
r d(X) <

(1

- e ) d.

Proof. The proof is by induction on d. For the base case, d — 1, we have
r\X) = v(X)<p(X)<(l-e).
Recall that u(X)
V(x)

=

<

p(X) from Lemma 6.4. For the inductive step we have

£
c ,c 'e Q ,

<

__
£

nx

c,c'eQ,

i=1

c^c'
^ p{X) ■„nx ■{l
t-i ~ e)1
„\d-l
u[X) • nx ■(1 - e \d-l
r l <
1 —e nx - { l - e )'d—
* -11 _= n( l - e ) d,
nx
c=^c'

=

Pr M

nx
) £ r ‘i- 1( x i (c,c0) <
¿=1

where the first equality is from the definition of Td(X) in Equation (6.2) on page 67,
and the first inequality uses the induction hypothesis.

□

Lemma 6.8 below gives an upper bound on p( X) for any edge-boundary pair
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4

5

1/2

1/2

q= 5

q= 9

Figure 6.5. Two examples of boundary colourings that maximise p{X) when the region Rx
consists of only a single vertex.

X . The upper bound clearly depends on the maximum degree A of the graph, the
number of colours q and A. We will use the lemma in order to prove Theorem 3.1, for
which we give a full proof shortly.
Let X be an edge-boundary pair. From Corollary 6.6 we have that an upper
bound on p{X) can be obtained by maximising p(X' ) over all edge-boundary pairs X '
for which the region R x >consists only of vertex vXi. Suppose X is an edge-boundary
pair for which R x consists only of vertex vx . In order to find the boundary colour
ings B x and B'x that maximises p(X), it turns out that choosing vx to be a ver
tex with maximum degree A, and spreading colours evenly over the boundary edges
£ R X will maximise p(X). More precisely, if the colour of edge ex is 1 and 2 in Bx
and B'x , respectively, then spreading the colours 3 , . . . , q evenly over the remaining
A — 1 edges will maximise p(X). That is, each colour in {3, . . . , q) is first assigned to
a = [(A - 1)/{q - 2)J edges. Now there are r = (A - 1) mod (q - 2) < q - 2 edges
left to be assigned a colour. These r edges are given distinct colours in {3, . . . , q}. See
Figure 6.5 for two concrete examples. We have the following lemma.
Lemma 6.8. Consider the anti-ferromagnetic Potts model on an infinite graph Q with
maximum degree A and parameters q and A € [0,1], Let a = [(A - l)/(q - 2)J, r =
(A — 1) mod (q - 2) (so a(q —2) + r = A —1) and
____________ 1 —A__________
1 + A + rAa+1 + (q — 2 —r)Aa
Then p{X) < nfor every edge-boundary pair X.
Proof. From Corollary 6.6 it follows that p( X) is maximised if X is an edge-boundary
pair for which the region R x consists of only vertex vx . Let X be such an edge
boundary pair. We want to choose two colourings B x and B'x that maximise p(X).
Without loss of generality, suppose that B x (ex ) = 1 and B x (ex ) = 2, and suppose
that the weight u>\ > u>2- Let E x = £ R x \{ e x } be the set of edges that are incident to
vx> excluding edge ex . Note that \Ex \ < A - 1. For i £ Q, let rij be the number of
edges in Ex that are assigned colour i by B x . Note that Wj = Xni, so the constraint
u>\ > U2 just says ri2 > n\.
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Now we wish to choose B x in order to maximise p(X). Since
ui x ) =

;

a - A)“ ‘

(l+AVi+wu

=

> u;2, we have

1
i±»+
1—
A (1—X)uJi

So equivalently to maximise p{X), we wish to minimise
z _

¿1,2
(1 - A)wi

First note that n\ = 0, and hence lji = 1, since Z can be reduced by recolouring
edges that are coloured 1 with 2. This does not affect u>ii2.
Next we want to set n 2, . . . , n q in order to minimise
¿ 1,2 = A ” 3 H--------- b A n ? ,

where n 3 q------ )- n q < A - 1. Since A < 1, we want to take n3 -I------ h nq = A - 1. That
is, in order to find the maximum value of p(X), we let X be an edge-boundary pair for
which \E x\ = A —1.
It remains to distribute A - 1 over n 3, . . . , n q. In order to minimise d>ij2 we want
to spread the colours evenly over the edges in E x ■That is, there is an optimal solution
in which all rij and n k are within 1 of each other. To see this, consider a solution with
rij > n k + 2. The boundary obtained by reassigning the colour of one of the edges

coloured j with k has a Aij2-value that is not bigger since the new Aij2-value minus the
old one is
(A"’ “ 1 + An*+1) - (An> + \ nk) = (1 - A)(Anj_1 - Anfc) < 0.
So the optimum value of wi]2 is rAa+1 + (q - 2 — r)Aa, which together with u>i — 1
proves the lemma.

□

We now have all the pieces we need in order to give a complete proof of Theo
rem 3.1. We repeat the theorem and give the proof.
Theorem (3.1). Consider the anti-ferromagnetic Potts model on an infinite and uniformly
sub-exponential graph Q with maximum degree A and parameters q and A 6 [0,1]. Let
a = [(A —1)/(q — 2)J, r = (A —1) mod (q — 2) (so a(q — 2) +
1- A
K ~ 1 4- A + rAa+1 + (q - 2 -

r)

r

= A —1) and

Aa '

The system has strong spatial mixing if k < 1/(A —1). Furthermore, if k < 1/(A —1),
and <7 > A + 2 or A > 0 , then the Glauber dynamics is rapidly mixing for any region R
and any q0-colouring B of OR. The mixing time t (S) € 0 ( n 2 + nlog j), where n is the
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number of vertices in R.
Note, if q > A + 1 and q > (2A —1)(1 - A) then k < 1/(A - 1).
Proof. Suppose that there is a A, q and A such that k < 1/(A —1). Since k is a constant,
there must be an e > 0 such that

From Lemma 6.8 we have
p( X) < K <
for every edge-boundary pair X . We apply Lemma 6.7, which gives that r d(X) <
(1 - e)d for every edge-boundary pair X . Using Lemma 6.3 gives us strong spatial
mixing and the mixing time of the Glauber dynamics.
For the last statement of the theorem, suppose that q > A + 1. Then a — 0 and
r = A —1, which implies that
___________ 1 - A___________
1 + A + (A —1)A + {q — 1 —A)

(6.3)

If q = A -F 1 then a = 1 and r = 0, which implies that
-

1- A
1 + A + (q —2)A

(6.4)

Now, if q > (2A — 1)(1 —A) it is straightforward to verify that the right hand side of
Equation (6.3) and (6.4) are both strictly less than 1/(A - 1).

□

From Theorem 3.1 it follows that the system has strong spatial mixing if q >
2 A -1 and A = 0. As mentioned in Section 3.1, Goldberg, Martin and Paterson [GMP05]
have provided a better result than this for A = 0. Their result is stated in Theorem 3.8.
We will not repeat the proof of their theorem here, but we will briefly explain the idea
behind it. The idea is very similar to the proof of Lemma 6.8 but is more involved. We
consider edge-boundary pairs X with small regions R x and construct colourings B \
and B'x that would maximise p{X). In the proof of Lemma 6.8 we considered regions
R x that contained the single vertex v x ■In order to prove Theorem 3.8, Goldberg, Mar
tin and Paterson considered regions R x that contain v x and neighbours of vx- They
showed that if the vertex v x has n x > 1 neighbours in R x then p{X) < l / n x . By
applying Lemma 6.7, exponential decay of Td(X) follows.
Let X be an edge-boundary pair for which R x contains vertex v x and nx > 1
neighbours v\ , . . . , vn x . Note that Theorem 3.8 holds only for triangle-free graphs, so
there are no edges connecting any pair of vertices in R x , except for the edges between
v x and its neighbours. The reason why the theorem is restricted to triangle-free graphs
is because otherwise the increased interaction between neighbouring vertices in R x
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Figure 6.6. An example of a boundary colouring (c) that maximises n(X) when q = 1.3, A = 0
and the region Rx consists of vertex vx and four of its neighbours. Note that we draw the
neighbours of vx slightly apart to give room for the labels. Also, the graph is supposed to be
triangle-free.

would make the system much harder to analyse. The value p( X) will be maximised
if all vertices in R x are incident to as many boundary edges as possible. That is,
each vertex in R x has degree A. The following procedure will assign colours to the
boundary edges such that p{X) is maximised. We refer to Figure 6.6 for a concrete
example, where A = 6, q = 13 and vx has n x = 4 neighbours in R x .
1. Without loss of generality, suppose B x (ex ) = 1, B'x (ex ) = 2. See Figure 6.6(a).
2. The edges in £ f? x \{ e x ) that are incident to vx are assigned colour 3 , . . . , (A nx + 1), respectively. See Figure 6.6(a), in which the only edge adjacent to vx is
given the colour 3.
3. For each neighbour v of vx , edges incident to v are assigned the colours that have
been used so far (one edge per colour). That is, A - nx + 1 of the edges incident
to v are assigned the colours 1 , . . . , (A —nx + 1), respectively. See Figure 6.6(b).
4. The colours (A — nx + 2) , . . . , q have still not been used. These colours are
now spread evenly over the remaining edges. See Figure 6.6(c), in which the
remaining 8 edges are given the colours 4 , . . . , 11, respectively.
Boundary colourings B x and B'x that are constructed according to this procedure will
maximise p(X). The optimisation is rigorously proved in [GMP05] and shows that
p{X) < l / n x if q > q A - 7 , where a is the solution to a Q = e (so a « 1.76322) and
7 = 4a32 (^ -i)a+4 ~ 0.47031.

6.4 Exponential decay for specific spin systems
In the previous section we stated Lemma 6.7, which says that Td(X) is decreasing ex
ponentially if p(X) < l / n x for all edge-boundary pairs X. This is not a necessary
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condition for exponential decay. The quantity Td(X) is determined by the weights of
the edges in the tree Tx, and if some edges are too “heavy” then this can be com
pensated by other edges being “lighter”. In terms of the value p(X), it means that
if p ( X ) > l / n x then Td(X) could still be decreasing exponentially if there are other
values p(X' ) that are sufficiently small, where X ' is an edge-boundary pair constructed
recursively in the tree Tx- In order to capture this fact, we will introduce some no
tation that might seem rather artificial. As we will see, this notation will be useful
in subsequent chapters where we prove exponential decay for various spin systems.
These proofs are computer assisted, and the definitions we introduce will provide an
easy-to-use framework for the computations. We start with the following definition of
an (A, F)-set, which is used to describe how edge-boundary pairs are related in the
recursive-coupling tree Tx- The idea behind the notation will be explained after the
definition.
Definition 6.9 ((A, .Fj-set). Let A and T be two collections of sets of edge-boundary
pairs. A subset
S Q A x F x 2 ^ uW )a-1
is an (A, F)-set, where A is the maximum degree of the graph Q.
Let A be a collection of sets of edge-boundary pairs, which do not need to be
disjoint, but the union of them have to contain all edge-boundary pairs. Similarly, let T
be a collection of sets of edge-boundary pairs, not necessarily disjoint, but the union of
them contains all edge-boundary pairs. An edge-boundary pair X is associated with an
element (A, F, H) € S. The first component A is a set in A to which X belongs. Note
that X can belong to several of the sets in A. Similarly, the second component F is a
set in T to which X also belongs. The roles of A and F differ; A will be used to classify
X , and F will be used to obtain an upper bound on p(X). The third component, H,
is a set of (A - l)-tuples ( Ai , . . . , Aa - i ), such that A* is a set in A or is the empty set
0. In the construction of the tree Tx , we derive edge-boundary pairs Xi(c, d) from X,
where i = 1, . . . , n x and c, d € Q are two distinct colours such that p™m(c, d) > 0. For
a fixed pair (c,d) e Q x Q of colours, such that c ± d and px m(c, d) > 0, there is a
tuple H = ( Ai , . . . , Aa - i ) G H that contains sets in A to which X \ (c, d ) , . . . , X nx (c, d)
belong. The ordering of A i , . . . , Aa - i is not important, but each of the A - 1 sets in H
can only be associated with one of the edge-boundary pairs Aj(c, d). That is, if n of the
nx edge-boundary pairs Xi (c, d) belong to A e A, and if we want to associate them
with A, then n distinct elements in ( Ai , . . . , Aa - i ) are equal to the set A.
The idea of the set H is that each tuple ( Ai , . . . , A a - i ) in H is associated with a
choice c, d of colours and each Aj is a set in A to which an edge-boundary pair Xi(c, d)
belongs. The colours c, d are distinct colours in Q with p™n(c, d) > 0. The following
definition of a valid (A, J')-set formally summarises the idea.
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Definition 6.10 (Valid (.4, JF)-set). An (A , T)-set S is valid if
(1) A and F are two collections of sets of edge-boundary pairs, such that any edge
boundary pair X belongs to at least one set in A and to at least one set in T, and
(2) for every set A G A and every edge-boundary pair X e A, there is an element
(.A , F, Ti) in S such that X G F, and for all distinct colours c,c' G Q for which
pT

( c,d) > 0, there is a tuple (Ax, . . . , Aa _ i ) € H and an injective function g :

{ 1 , . . . , nx } -> { 1 , . . . ,

A - 1}, such that Xi(c, d) G A g^ , where i G { 1 , . . . , nx }

and Xi(c, d) is the edge-boundary pair constructed recursively in the tree Tx .
The notion of a good (A, F)-set S below is linking S to some values pp, where F
is a set in T . The value pp is an upper bound on p( X) over all X G F. By using different
upper bounds on p ( X ) for different edge-boundary pairs X , we can afford some values
being “too large”, if they are compensated by other values being “sufficiently small”.
The word “good” here is referring to the fact that the values p F enables us to show
exponential decay of Td(A).
Definition 6.11 (Good (A, F)-set). Let S be a valid (A ,F )-set, and for each set F G T,
let pp be a value in [0,1]. The set S is good with respect to a constant e G (0,1) and the
values p f if the following is true:
(1) For every F G T ,
max p ( X ) < p f X&F

v

' ~

(2) For each set A € A there is a constant c*a > 1/(1 - e) such that for every element
(A, F, H) G S, and every tuple ( Ai , . . . , AA- i ) € H,
R F { o t /ii

H-----+ o j4a _ 1) < 0^(1 - e),

where a %= 0.
The next lemma relates good (A, F)-sets to exponential decay of r rf(X).
Lemma 6.12. Let S be a valid (A , F)-set that is good with respect to a constant e G (0,1)
and some values pp, where F G T . Then there is a constant a > 0 such that Td(X) <
a ( l —e)d for all edge-boundary pairs X .
Proof For any set A of edge-boundary pairs, let Td(A) denote the maximum of Td(X)
over all X G A. Let Td(0) = 0 for all d > 1. In order to show that r d(X) < a ( l - e ) d for
every edge-boundary pair X, we will show that Td(A) < a ^ ( l - e)d for every A e A,
and take a as the maximum of a.a over all A £ A. Note that any edge-boundary pair
X belongs to at least one of the sets in A.
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The proof is by induction on d. We start with the base case d = 1. Consider
A € A . We wish to show T^A ) < a ^ ( l -

Consider an edge-boundary pair X € A.

e).

Since a a > 1/(1 —e), we have
T \ X ) = v (X ) < g (X ) < 1 < a A(l - e),
where the first inequality is from Lemma 6.4. Now consider the inductive step for
d > 1. Consider X e A for A £ A . We wish to show Td(7l) < a A(l -

e)d.

Now by

Equation (6.2) on page 67 we have

rdP0 =

(6.5)

Y , p T { c , c ' ) Y r d~ \ X i M ) ¿=1

c ,c 'e Q ,
c /c '

Let (A, F ,H ) be a set in S such that condition (2) in Defintion 6.10 holds. For every
pair of distinct colours c,c' £ Q for which p ^m(c, c') > 0, we know that there is a
tuple (i4 i,. . . , j4a - i ) € H and an injective function g : { 1 ,..., n x } —» { 1 ,..., A —1},
such that Xi(c, c') £ A g^ , where i = 1, . . . ,n x and Xi(c, d) is the edge-boundary pair
constructed recursively in the tree Tx- We have,
nx

nx

< Y Td~1(A aii)) <
i=1

i=l

A —1

A —1

i= 1

1=1

(6.6)

where the last inequality uses the induction hypothesis. In the second last inequality
we sum over all elements in the tuple (A \ , . . . , .Aa - i ) and not only over those n x
distinct elements mapped to by the injective function g. Since X e F we have p (X ) <
g F. Suppose that the tuple (Tli,. . . , Aa - i ) G H is maximising the right-hand side of
Equation (6.6) over all tuples in H. Then using Equation (6.6) with Equation (6.5)
gives

r-'(X) <

Y . P T ^ d ) Y c Ai( \ - e ) d- '
c.c'eQ,

i= 1

c^c'

=

P x m^ c' ) - ( a A 1 + --- + a AA_ 1) ( l - £ ) d~ 1
c,c'eQ,

— u (.X )(.a A i + • • • +

— e)d

1

^

+

••• + CMA-

i

)(1 -

t)d 1

< 0^(1 - e ) d,
where the last inequality follows from the fact that S is good with respect to e and the
values p F, and hence pF{aAl H------1- &Aa_J < a A( 1 -

e).

□
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The problem of showing exponential decay of Td(X) can be reduced to the
problem of defining two collections A and T of sets of edge-boundary pairs, deriving
values pp for the sets F G F , and constructing a valid (A, F)-set that is good with
respect to the values pp. This process can be done in a systematic way. With the
help of a computer it is possible to work with rather large number of sets in A and
T , and consider (.4, ^)-sets that contain thousands of elements. Also, with computer
assistance, p (X ) can be calculated for edge-boundary pairs X for which the region R x
contains more vertices than only vx and its neighbours.
In practice, the constants a a in Definition 6.11 are obtained by solving a linear
program, for which the constraints are given by the inequalities that have to be satisfied
by the {A, .Fj-set in order for it to be good with respect to the values pp. That is, for
a fixed choice of e > 0, the inequalities are a a > 1/(1 - e), A e A , and for every
element (A ,F ,H ) £ S and every tuple (A i,. . . , AA- i ) 6 H, we have the inequality
Pf (o a 1 H-----+ cMa- i ) ^ <*¿(1 _ e). Note that solving a linear program is not a goal
in itself. We are only interested in a solution to the set of inequalities. Therefore we
can optimise any objective function, subject to the set of inequalities. As we will see
in subsequent chapters, the number of inequalities we want to satisfy is rather large.
Using a large-scale linear program solver on a computer will provide a useful tool when
searching for a solution to the set of inequalities.

6.5 Extended regions
When constructing (A, .Fj-sets it will be convenient to introduce the notion of an ex
tended region TZ, which is a region with the following additional information:
• Every vertex in TZ is labelled either “in” or “out”.
• One of the boundary edges of 7Z is referred to as the designated edge.
When illustrating extended regions 7Z in the figures, we let non-shaded faces represent
vertices in 7Z that are labelled “in”, and we let shaded faces represent vertices in TZ that
are labelled “out”. We mark the designated boundary edge with a short and thick line
segment. Figure 6.7(a) illustrates an extended region 1Z of the square lattice, consisting
of three vertices that are labelled “in”, and one vertex that is labelled “out”. A region
R and an extended region 7Z are matching with respect to an edge e £ E (R ) if there is
a way of overlapping R with TZ such that the designated edge of TZ coincides with the
edge e, and every vertex that is labelled “in” in 7Z coincides with a vertex that is in R,
and every vertex that is labelled “out” in 7Z coincides with a vertex that is not in R. For
example, the extended region in Figure 6.7(a) is matching the region in Figure 6.7(b)
with respect to the edge that is marked in the figure. The overlap is illustrated in

6.5. Extended regions
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r
(a)

fb)

frl

Figure 6.7. (a) An example of how an extended region is illustrated. A non-shaded vertex is
“in”, and a shaded vertex is “out”. In (c) we see that the extended region in (a) matches the
region in (b) with respect to the edge that is marked in (b).

Figure 6.7(c). Note that the overlapping takes place under any rotation or reflection of
the regions.
We will use extended regions to define sets of edge-boundary pairs. For in
stance, we could define a set A to be the set of all edge-boundary pairs X such that the
region R x is matching the extended region in Figure 6.7(a) with respect to edge ex .
Then A would contain all edge-boundary pairs X on the square lattice, for which vx
has exactly two neighbours v\ and v2 in R x , such that v\ and v2 are both neighbours
to a vertex vj, that is not the same vertex as vx .
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Chapter 7

The square lattice
In this chapter we prove Theorem 3.2. We define a collection A of seven sets A i , . . . , A 7
of edge-boundary pairs, and a collection F of eight sets F i,...,F g of edge-boundary
pairs. We define a valid (A, F)-set S which contains no more than 47 elements. It is
straightforward to verify by hand that the set S is valid. In order to show exponential
decay of Td(X) for every edge-boundary pair X , we compute eight values qiFl, . . . ,
and show that S is good with respect to these values. The values clearly depend on
the number of colours q. We consider q = 3 , . . . , 6. The values fxFl, . . . , fj,Fs, which are
upper bounds on fi(X ) for a llX € Fi : . . . , F8, respectively, are derived with the help of
a computer, which makes the proof of Theorem 3.2 computer assisted.
The organisation of the chapter is as follows. In Section 7.1 we define the
collection F of sets of edge-boundary pairs and present the values //F for each F e F .
In Section 7.2 we define the collection A of edge-boundary pairs and present a valid
(.4, JF)-set. In Section 7.3 we show that this (A, F)-set is good with respect to the
values n F, and we give the proof of Theorem 3.2. Finally, in Section 7.4 we discuss
some of the issues we have to deal with when implementing the computational part of
the proof.

7.1

Upper-bounding n ( X )

For a fixed number of colours q, we note that the quantity /i(X ) is a rational function
in A. For example, let q = 5 and consider the edge-boundary pair X illustrated in
Figure 7.1. For this edge-boundary pair we have the weights u>i — X, uj2 = A2 and
U>3 = U>4 =
n {X ) =

= 1. Thus,
H2 ,i)

(1

(1 - A)ui
+ A)co>i + LJit2

(1 —A)A
A -A 2
(l + A)A + 3 ~ A + A2 + 3'

(7.1)
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-vx 1/2

Figure 7.1. An edge-boundary pair X. The value p(X) = (A - A2)/(A + A2 + 3) when q = 5.
3
11
(a)

0
11
vx

4
11

—i - 41 1/2 1

-2

1 (b)

1
11
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2
11

- 4H—
1 1/2 2

Figure 7.2. Two edge-boundary pairs X (a) and X ' (b) such that p{X) > p(X') when A = 0
and q = 4, but p(X) < p(X') when A = 1/2 and q = 4.

In general, p (X ) is not monotonically decreasing in A, which is confirmed by the value
of p (X ) in Equation (7.1). Here p (X ) — 0 for both A = 0 and A = 1, but p {X ) = 1/15
for A — 1/2. Hence we cannot assume that A = Ao is maximising p{X ) on the interval
A G [A0, 1], where A0 G [0,1] is a constant. Nevertheless, for a fixed region R and
boundary edge e 6 SR , it seems like m ax^ /¿(A) is monotonically decreasing in A,
where the maximum is taken over all edge-boundary pairs X such that R x = R and
ex = e.
Suppose X is an edge-boundary pair. In order to obtain an upper bound on
p (X ) for A G [Amin, Amax], we divide the interval [Amin,Amax] into m > 1 intervals. Let
Ao = Amin and \ m = Amax. We consider the m intervals [A0, Ai], [Ai, A2], [A2, A3] ,. . . ,
[Am_i,A m]. For every i G {0, . . . , m — 1}, let pt be an upper bound on p (X ) for
A € [Aj,Aj+i]. The upper bound m is the value of p (X ) computed by taking A = A*
for negative terms in the numerator of p (X ) and A = Aj+i for positive terms in the
numerator. We take A = A* for the terms in the denominator since they are all positive.
An upper bound on p (X ) for A G [Amin, Amax] is then obtained by maximising pi over
i G { 0 ,..., m - 1}.
We make the following remark. For two edge-boundary pairs X and X ’, such
that R x = R x 1 and ex = eX ', the quantity p (X ) could be strictly less than p (X ') for
some A, and strictly greater than p (X ' ) for some other A. Thus, there is not necessarily
some “worst” edge-boundary pair X such that p (X ) > p (X ') for all A G [0,1] and all
edge-boundary pairs X 1, where X and X ’ only differ on the colours of the boundary
edges. The two edge-boundary pairs in Figure 7.2 confirm this fact. Suppose q = 4
and let X be the edge-boundary pair in Figure 7.2(a). The weights for X are

=

u>2 = (A2 + 2A + l )2 and ^3 = ^4 = (A2 + 2A + 1)(4A). Let X ' be the edge-boundary
pair in Figure 7.2(b), which has the weights u i = u 2 = (A4 + 3) (A3 + A + 2) and
a>3 =

= (A3 + A + 2)2. Now, if A = 0 then we have p (X ) = 1 and p (X ') = 6/14, so

7.1. Upper-bounding p( X)
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Figure 7.3. Extended regions we use when defining the collection T of sets of edge-boundary
pairs. All vertices are labelled “in”.

p (X ) > p (X '). If A = 1/2 then p (X ) = 9/59 and p (X ') — 7/45, so p (X ) < p (X ').
We define a collection T of eight sets F \ ,. . . , Fg of edge-boundary pairs X . For
i = 1 ,.. •, 8, the set F, contains all edge-boundary pairs X such that the region R x is
matching the extended region lZFi in Figure 7.3 with respect to edge ex . Note that F7
is defined to contain all edge-boundary pairs X such that the region R x is matching
either the extended region lZFl or 7l'F? with respect to ex . That is, F7 contains all
edge-boundary pairs X such that vx has at least one neighbour in R x .
Fix a number of colours q and an interval [Amin, Amax]. For i = 1 ,..., 8, we want
to compute a value p Fi such that for any A e [Amin, Amax] and any edge-boundary pair
X e Fi, p (X ) < p Fi. In order to do so, we use Corollary 6.6 and consider every edge
boundary pair X e Fi for which the region R x is identical to the extended region 1ZFi.
Each such edge-boundary pair consists of a pair (B x , B ’x ) of boundary colourings, from
which we derive p (X ) as a rational function in A. As described in the previous section,
an upper bound pUp(X) on p (X ) for A e [Amin,Amax] is obtained by using a suitable
partition of the interval [Am;n, Amax]. The value p Fi is obtained by maximising /iUp(X)
over all pairs (Bx , B'x ) of boundary colourings. Doing this by hand for all eight regions
is not feasible. Instead we let a computer calculate p Fi by looping through boundary
colourings of the regions (see Section 7.4). The upper bounds on pFi that we obtain
are used in the following lemmas.
Lemma 7.1. Suppose q = 6 and A e [0,1]. For i € { 1 ,..., 8} and any edge-boundary
pair X € Fh we have p (X ) < p Fi, where pFl = 20559/59000, p Fi = 179501/501000,
fJLFa = 4951/13500, pFi = 37601/101000, p Fs = 49129/129000, pF& = 27071/71000,
p Fl = 3007/7000 and pFa = 1.
Lemma 7.2. Suppose q = 5 and A e [0.127,0.286]. For i e { 1 ,..., 8} and any edge
boundary pair X e Fi, we have p (X ) < p Fi, where p Fl = 351/1000, p Fi = 361/1000,
Hf3 = 381/1000, p Fi = pFs = pFe = 401/1000, pFl = 501/1000 and p Fs = 1.
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Figure 7.4. Extended regions we use when defining the collection A of sets of edge-boundary
pairs.

Lemma 7.3. Suppose q = 4 and A € [0.262,0.373]. For i e { 1 ,..., 8} and any edge
boundary pair X e Fi, we have p ( X ) < pp., where ppx = 351/1000, pf 2 = pf 3 = pf 4 =
p Fe = 381/1000, p Fs = 401/1000, p F? = 501/1000 and p Fs = 1.
Lemma 7.4. Suppose q = 3 and A € [0.393,0.474]. For i e {1,.. .,8} and any edge
boundary pair X € Fi, we have p (X ) < pf {, where

= 1751/5000, pp 2 —

=

361/1000, pp 3 = 77/200, p Fs = 391/1000, pFe = 371/1000, p Fl = 501/1000 and
PFa = 1.

7.2

Defining a valid

( A , T )- s e X .

We define a collection A of seven sets

of edge-boundary pairs X . For i e

{ 1 ,..., 7}, the set A x contains all edge-boundary pairs X such that the region R x is
matching the extended region TZAi in Figure 6.7 with respect to edge ex- Note that A^
is defined to contain all edge-boundary pairs X such that the region R x is matching
either the extended region 1ZAr or 7Z'A? with respect to exWe construct a valid (A, F)-set S. The elements in S are listed in Figure 7.57.6. It is straightforward, although rather tedious, to verify that this set is valid. For
instance, let X be any edge-boundary pair in A \. Then R x matches, with respect to
edge e x, exactly one of the six extended regions listed under A \ in Figure 7.5. Let
71 be the extended region in the top right corner of Figure 7.5. Suppose that R x
matches TZ. We see that X belongs to F4 . For any pair of distinct colours c, d € Q, the
edge-boundary pairs X \ (c, c'), X 2(c, c') and X 3 (c,cf) that are constructed recursively
in the tree T x belong to the sets A (i, A 5 and A 2, respectively. Figure 7.7 illustrates
how the extended regions 71Ae, 7ZA- and 7ZA2 match region R x with respect to the
three edges between v x and its three neighbours in Rx , respectively. These three
edges are the distinguished edges eX l(c,c')> ex 2 (c,c') and eXz{c,c')- Thus, the element
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i------ ,—
(Ai, Fi, {(A2, Ai, A2)})

(Ai, Fj (0 4ö, 1

CO

rCT-,

( A \ , F j , { ( A 3, 0 , A 3 ) } )

{(^44,¿

-a«

Ai

(-41, F4 , {(-46, A5, A2)})

(-4i, F q , {(Ae, A j , As )})

(A i ,F 7, {(A6,0, Aß)})

-42

(A2,F i ,{(A5,A i ,A 2)})

(-42, F i , {(A5, A i , A2)})

(A2, -£2, {(-47, Ai, A4)})

I
1

I
1

I
1

(a 2, f 4, {(a 7, a 5, A,)})

(A2, Ff, {(Ae, 0, A3)})

(a 2, f 4, {(a 5, a 5, a 6)})

(A2,F 7, {(A?,©, A3)})

(a 2, f 6, {(a 7, a 7, a 6)})

(A2,F 7,{(A 6,0 ,A 6)})

( A 2, F j ,

{(A?, 0, A7)})

I
1

-43

(A3,F 2, {(As , A i , As)})

—

(-43, -F4, {(-47, A5, As)})

I—

(A3,F 7,{(A 6,0 ,A 6)})

I
1

(A3,F 7, {(A7,0, Ae)})

(A3, F e ,

{ ( A j , A j , A j ) })

(A3, F j ,

Figure 7.5. Elements in the (A, F)-set (part 1 of 2).
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A4
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(A 4,F 7, {(A q, 0, -A3)})

(A4, F7, {{A7, 0, v43)})

—

{A4, F7, {{As,®, As)})

1—

{A4, F7, {{A7, 0, A6)})

l_l_|---As

{As,F3,{{<b,A2,A 2)})

{As, Fs, {(0, As, A 2)})

{As, F7, {(0,0, A3)})
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As

A7

( A s , F 7, { ( 0 , ^ 6 , ^ 6 ) } )

{As, F7, {(0, A 7,A s)})

{As ,F7, {(0,0, ^46)})

{As, F3, {(0) A 2, .A5)})

(^6, Fs, {(0, As, ^ 5)})

{As, F7, {(0,0, .<46)})

(^6, F7, {(0, As, ^ 7)})

{A s ,F 7, {(0, A 7A 7)})

(¿ 6 ,F 7, { ( 0 , M 7)})

(A7,F 7,{(0,0,A 3)})

( ¿ 7, F 7, { ( 0 ,0 ,4 ,) } )

(7L7,F 7,{(0,0,A>)})

J
(A7, F7, {(0,0, ^ 7)})

—

11 ...

L+ J —

{Aj, F7, { ( M 3,0)})

{A7, F7, {(0, A6, 0)})

l_L|J-(A7, Fs , {(0,0,0)})

(A7,F 7, { ( M 7,0)})

Figure 7.6. Elements in the (^ h ^ -set (part 2 of 2).
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wXAc.c ')

vX1(c,c') -

=

Vx

vX2(c,c')
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Figure 7.7. An example of a region of an edge-boundary pair X g A\. The extended re
gions 7Za 6, 7Za 5 and TZAl match region Rx with respect to the three edges between vx and
its neighbours in Rx . Thus, the recursively constructed edge-boundary pair Xi{c,c') g A6,
X 2 (c, c;) g A 5 and X 3 (c, d) g A 2 .

(4 i, F4, {(A6, A 5, A 2)}) is in S, as stated in Figure 7.5 below the extended region 77.

7 .3

Strong spatial mixing and rapid mixing

In order to show that Td(X) is decreasing exponentially for every edge-boundary pair
X , we verify that the (.4, JFj-set S is good with respect to the values p Fl, . . . , p Fs in
Lemma 7.1-7.4. For g = 6w e have the following lemma.
Lemma 7.5. Suppose q = 6 and A € [0,1]. The (4, F)-set S is good with respect to
e = 1/1000 and the values p Fl,.. , , p Fs defined in Lemma 7.1.
Proof. From Lemma 7.1 we have that p Fi is an upper bound on n (X ) for all edge
boundary pairs X G Fiy i = 1 ,..., 8. Let a Al = 100, a A2 - a As = 92 and a Ai = a Ab =
a Ae = ctAr — 70. For every element (A , F, {(A hl, A h2, A h3)}) g S we successfully verify
that p F(aAhi + a Ah2 + a Ahs) < a A( 1 - e).
We make the following remark. We use the mathematics software Mathematica
in order to verify that all inequalities are satisfied. The Mathematica file, including
comments, can be accessed on the webpage h ttp ://w w w .c sc .liv .a c .u k /~ m a rk u s/
p h d th e s is /

□

Similarly, for q = 5, 4 and 3, we show that S is good with respect to pFl, . . . , pFs
in Lemma 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4, respectively. Each of these three cases requires their own
set of constants a ^ j , . .. ,a Aj that satisfy the inequalities in Definition 6.11. We have
the following lemmas.
Lemma 7.6. Suppose q = 5 and A e [0.127,0.286]. The (A , F)-set S is good with respect
to e = 1/1000 and the values p Fl, . . . , p Fs defined in Lemma 7.2.
Lemma 7.7. Suppose q = 4 and A G [0.262,0.373]. The (4, F)-set S is good with respect
to £ = 1/1000 and the values p Fl, . . . , p F& defined in Lemma 7.3.
Lemma 7.8. Suppose q = 3 and A G [0.393,0.474]. The (4, F)-set S is good with respect
to £ = 1/1000 and the values p,Fl, . .., p Fs defined in Lemma 7.4.
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We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.2, which is restated below.
Theorem (3.2). The anti-ferromagnetic Potts model on 1? with parameters q and A < 1,
has strong spatial mixing in the following cases.
(i) q > 6 and A > 0,
(ii) q — 5 and A > 0.127,
(Hi) q = 4 and A > 0.262, and
(iv) q = 3 and A > 0.393.
Furthermore, for these values of q and A, and any region R of 1?, the Glauber dynamics
is rapidly mixing for any qo-colouring B of dR. The mixing time t (S) G 0 { v? + nlog A),
where n is the number of vertices in R.
Proof Let e = 1/1000. From Lemma 7.5-7.8 and Lemma 6.12 it follows that there is
a constant a > 0 such that Td(X) < a ( l - e)d for every edge-boundary pair X , for
q = 6, A G [0,1], and q = 5, A G [0.127,0.286], and q = 4, A G [0.262,0.373], and
q = 3, A G [0.393,0.474]. From Lemma 2.21 we have that the square lattice is uniformly
sub-exponential. Using Lemma 6.3 gives strong spatial mixing and the mixing time of
the Glauber dynamics. Combining the mixing bounds with Theorem 3.9 finishes the
proof.

□

7.4 The computational part
Lemma 7.1-7.4 are based on computation. Carrying out the computations by hand is
not feasible since we have to consider millions of edge-boundary pairs X , and for each
edge-boundary pair we will have to compute p (X ). We have implemented programs in
C in order to compute the maximum value of p (X ) over all X G Fi, i = 1 , . . . , 8. We
chose C for this task because it is fast. The programs use only standard libraries. Even
though the sizes of the regions Fi are rather small, and the number of colours q is not
very high, we still do not want to implement the task in a brute-force manner. This
would result in programs which could take days, maybe weeks, or even months, to run
on a powerful PC.
The next sections describe how we deal with certain issues in order to keep
the running time sufficiently short. Some of the ideas described here are also used
in the computational part of the proofs of exponential decay for the triangular lattice
(Chapter 8) and the kagome lattice (Chapter 9). Details on the implementation are
referred to the webpage h t t p : //www. e s c . l i v . a c . u k /~ m ark u s/p h d th esis/
We make the remark that all calculations carried out by the programs are ex
act in the sense that no “digits are lost” due to floating-point arithmetic. That is, all
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Figure 7.8. (a) A labelling of the boundary edges of an edge-boundary pair, (b) A labelling of
the vertices used in the dynamic programming when computing the weights ujc.

variables are integers, no divisions take place and a rational number is stored with its
numerator and denominator.

7.4.1

L ooping through colourings o f the ed g e boundary

Let F be the set of all edge-boundary pairs X such that the region R x is identical
to some extended region 7Z and ex is the designated edge in U. We wish to find the
maximum value of p (X ) over all edge-boundary pairs X in F. There are many different
edge-boundary pairs in F that share the same value p (X ), so in order to maximise p (X )
we would like to consider as few edge-boundary pairs as possible in F, but still make
sure we cover one with the largest p (X ).
The edge-boundary pairs in F differ only on the colourings of the edge bound
ary. Therefore, edge-boundary pairs in F are considered by looping through colourings
of the edge boundary. In order to cut down the search space, we consider, without
loss of generality with respect to p (X ), only edge-boundary pairs X with the following
constraints. We assume B x (ex ) = 1 and B'x (ex ) = 2. Let z i , . . . , z k be the colours
of the boundary edges £ R x \{ e x } in Bx , taken in any order. The colour of the first
edge, zi, is restricted to 1, 2 and 3 only. For every i e { 2 ,..., k}, at least one colour in
{ z i, . . . , z ^ i} is ¿ ¿ - I if Zi > 4. That is, when considering the colours z i , . . . , z k in order,
we introduce a next colour c > 4 only if all colours in { 3 ,..., c - 1} have been used on
preceding edges. Note that any pair of colourings (BXl B ’x ) can be transformed into
a pair of colourings satisfying these constraints, only by permuting the q colours. This
will not change the value of p{X ).
We cut down the search space further by considering a defined ordering of the
colours on boundary edges incident to “corner vertices”. For j > i, let Zi and Zj be the
colours on two boundary edges that are incident to the same vertex v € R x . If z%and
Zj defines the colour on only one boundary edge each, then we require Zj > Zi. For
instance, see Figure 7.8(a). Here the ordering of the colours z2 and 23 is irrelevant in
terms of the value p (X ). Therefore we require z3 > z2. The same holds for z7 and z8,
and

zg

and 210. Note that colour 24 is defining the colour on two boundary edges.
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C om puting p { X )

For each edge-boundary pair X we consider, we have to compute p (X ). In fact, due
to the symmetry between colour 1 and 2 in the previous section, we want to compute
p (X ) as pi, 2 (X ). Since we need to compute an upper bound on p (X ) over an interval
of A, we want to derive p (X ) as a rational function in A. We do this using a dynamic
programming approach, which is demonstrated with the following example.
Consider the edge-boundary pair in Figure 7.8(a). For c e Q, we derive the
weight uic as follows. Assign colour c to vertex v x and let v i, . . . , ve be the other vertices
in R x according to Figure 7.8(b). For vertex vlt let ujj{i) be the weight contributed by
the subregion consisting of vertices t>i,. . . , i>*, such that Vj has colour j . Let W (i) =
22j=1 Uj(i), and hence u>c = W {6). Let rij(i) be the number of boundary edges with
colour j that are incident to v, . So, for vertex vq, the colours z9, z 10 and c count towards
the values nj(6). Starting with vertex v\, we have Uj( 1) = A"^1) for j = 1 , . . . , q. For
i > 2, let
Uj(i) = W (i — 1) —Uj{i — 1) + ALJj(i — 1),
where A in the last term is the contribution from the monochromatic edge between
Vi- 1 and Vi when they both have colour j. We now adjust for monochromatic boundary
edges, which gives us uij(i) — uj'Ai) ■XnAl).
When implementing the dynamic programming procedure we keep track of the
coefficients in the polynomials ujj(i).
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The triangular lattice
In this chapter we prove Theorem 3.3. We define a collection A of 2048 sets of edge
boundary pairs, and a collection F of 39 sets of edge-boundary pairs. We construct a
valid {A, Fj-set S which contains 126,967 elements and is therefore generated with
computer assistance. For every set F € F we compute a value ¡ip which is the max
imum value of n( X) over all edge-boundary pairs X e F. These values are obtained
with the help of a computer, and it is an important task to keep the running time short.
Here short means that we are able to obtain the values in a matter of two weeks. We
show that the set S is good with respect to the 39 values

/ip,

which implies exponential

decay of r d(X) for every edge-boundary pair X.
The organisation of the chapter is as follows. In Section 8.1 we define the col
lections A and F of edge-boundary pairs and present the 39 values

/ip.

We explain

how the {A, F)-set S is constructed and give the proof of Theorem 3.3. In Section 8.2
we explain how we tackled the main difficulties with the implementation of the com
putational part of the proof.

8.1

Exponential decay

For i = 1 ,..., 39, let H Fi be the extended region illustrated in Figure 8.1, and let Ft be
the set of edge-boundary pairs X such that R x matches 7? p with respect to ex- Let
F = { F i,. . . , F39}. The following lemma is proved with the help of a computer.
Lemma 8.1. Let q = 9 and A = 0. For i = 1 ,..., 39 and any edge-boundary pair X e Fi,
we have p( X) < /¿p^ where the value of p,F, is given in Figure 8.1.
Like Lemmas 7.1-7.4 for the square lattice, we prove the lemma by apply
ing Corollary 6.6. That is, in order to obtain the value p p , we consider every edge
boundary pair X with region R x = R-f,- The value /ip is obtained by maximising p( X)
over all colourings of the boundary of the region 7?p. Details on the computational part
of the proof will be discussed in Section 8.2.
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p Fl = 68809973/310505657
Pf 2 = 11623551/51797443
Pf3 = 456459/2005687
Mf 4 = 408609/1601573
p Fs = 33/127
Pf6 = 18199/78779
Pf 7 = 75312/325193
PFs = 14165/58613
liFg = 70661/293514
p Fl0 = 31648/123341
PFu = 2655/10063
PF\2 = 521/1853
p Fl3 = 208/757

MFi4 = 25/91
P f 15 = 9334/40215
Mf 1 6 = 11332/46633
Pf 17 = 11332/46633
Pf 18 = 7067/29188
Pf 19 = 11332/46633
Pf20 = 775/2941
Pf21 = 4248/16015
Pf 22 = 21/73
hjF23 5/17
PF24 = 5 /1 7
Pf25 5/17
Pf26 = 32/113

P f27 = 21/73
P f28 = 2833/11551
Pf 29 = 2833/11551
/jf 3 0 = 620/2321
Pf31 = 620/2321
Pf32 = 688/2389
L^f 33 5/17
P/F34 = 4/13
MF3 s 4/13
Mf 3 6 = 4/13
MF3 7
5/17
Mf 38 = 4/13
h*F39 1/3

Figure 8.1. Extended regions we use when defining the collection T of sets of edge-boundary
pairs. Below are the values pFi.
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Figure 8.2. (a) The extended region Ela - (b) The extended region 77big with all vertices labelled
“in”. Note that the shaded vertex is not a part of the region, (c) The vertex vx is always labelled
“in” and at least one of the five vertices within the thick border is labelled “out”. Hence there
are 212(25 - 1) = 126,967 combinations of “in”- and “out”-labels of the vertices of 1Zbig that
match an edge-boundary pair X.

Let Ela be the extended region in Figure 8.2(a), consisting of 12 vertices. There
are 211 = 2048 different combinations of labelling the vertices in Ela “in” and “out”,
such that the vertex that is incident to the designated edge is labelled “in”. We define
EIa 1, • • •, EIa 204s t0 be all those different extended regions. For i = 1 , . . . , 2048, let Ai
be the set of edge-boundary pairs X such that R x matches ElAt with respect to edge
e x, and let A — {A \ , . . . , ^ o ts} We now define a valid (A, R)-set S. The set S contains 126,967 elements and
is therefore constructed with the help of a computer. Let El^ g be the extended region
in Figure 8.2(b). For any edge-boundary pair X , the region R x will match T^big with
respect to ex for a suitable combination of the labels “in” and “out” on the vertices of
"^big- The vertex v x is always in R x and at least one of the vertices adjacent to w x
is not in R x (recall Definition 5.2 of an edge-boundary pair). That is, at least one of
the five vertices within the thick border in Figure 8.2(c) has to be excluded from Rx .
There are 25 —1 ways of assigning labels “in” and “out” to these five vertices such that
at least one is “out”. With vertex v x always being “in”, there are 12 remaining vertices
that are either “in” or “out”. Hence there are 212(25 — 1) = 126,967 combinations of
“in”- and “out”-labels of the vertices of 7^-big that match an edge-boundary pair.
Fix an edge-boundary pair X and suppose that El^g (with some “in” and “out”
labels) is the extended region matching X . Now, let A 6 A be the set of edge-boundary
pairs such that 7I a matches R x with respect to e x, and hence X e A. It follows that
Ela is the subregion of 72-big that is outlined with a thick border in Figure 8.3(a).
For any pair of distinct colours c, c' € Q, and i e ( 1 , . . . , 5}, let Xi(c, d) be the
edge-boundary pair that is constructed recursively in the tree Tx , where i is the index in
the clockwise ordering of the neighbours of v x, starting with the vertex after wx- If the
ith neighbour of v x is not in R x , then let hi = 0, otherwise let hi € { 1 ,..., 2048} be the
index such that 7lA h. is one of the subregions of 72-big in Figure 8.3(b)-(f), depending on
which neighbour of v x is considered. Note that the designated edge of 7lA h. coincides
with the edge between v x and its ?th neighbour. It follows that the edge-boundary
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Figure 8.3. The extended region TZA, outlined with a thick border, as a subregion of 7£big, taken
such that the designated edge of 1ZA coincides with different edges of 7£big.

Figure 8.4. An example of an extended region 7£big (a). The extended regions 7ZFm (b) and
TZf30 (c), outlined with a thick border, are subregions of TZbig such that all vertices are labelled
“in” in 72.big.

pair Xi(c,c') belongs to the set A hi, provided the ith neighbour of v x is in R x . That
is, R Xi{c,d) is matching n Ah. with respect to eXi{c^ y Thus, the 5-tuple ( Ah
represents the sets A h

l

l

A hb)

A h5 to which the recursively constructed edge-boundary

pairs Xi (c, c ') ,. . . , X5(c, d) belong. We define A 0 = 0.
Let T ' C T contain the sets F in F , such that X e F. That is, F e F is in F 1if
TZf is a subregion of 7^big such that the designated edge in 11F and R big coincide, and
all vertices of U F are labelled “in” in 7^big- Let Fmin be the set in F ' that minimises pF
over all F e F '. From Lemma 8.1 we have that p{X) < p,fmm■ For example, consider
R-big in Figure 8.4(a). In Figure 8.4(b) we see that R F20 is a subregion of 7?.big for
which all vertices are labelled “in”. Similarly, in Figure 8.4(c) we see that R FiQ is also
a subregion of R hig f°r which all vertices are labelled “in”. Hence F2o and F30 are in
F '. There are more sets in F ', but the the set F € F ' that minimises pF is F 20. Thus,
■Fjnin = F2qThe procedure above describes how an element (A, .Fmjn,{(.<4/,1, . . . , ^4bs)}) in
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the (.4, ;F)-set S is uniquely derived from an extended region 7£big- The procedure is
implemented as a computer program, which is generating the whole set S by looping
through all 126,967 extended regions Tl^g. From the construction of S it follows that
S is valid. The next lemma, which is proved by computer assistance, says that S is good
with respect to the values p Fl, . . . , p Fsg in Figure 8.1. See Section 8.2 for details on the
computational part of the proof.
Lemma 8.2. The (A ,F )-set S is good with respect to e = 1/1000 and the 39 values
p,Fl, . . . , p F39 in Figure 8.1.
Proof. Lemma 8.1 says that maxxeF, p( X) < p Fi for i = 1 ,..., 39. For every A e A
there is a constant 1.1 < a a < 5. The exact value of a a can be found on the webpage
h t t p : //www. e s c . l i v . a c . u k /~ m arku s/p h d th esis/
By using a computer, we successfully verify for each element (A , F, {(Ahx, . . . , A/^)})
in S that p F(aAhl + ■■• + a Ah5 ) < a A( l - e ) .

□

Next is the proof of Theorem 3.3. First we restate the theorem.
Theorem (3.3). The anti-ferromagnetic Potts model on the triangular lattice with pa
rameters q = 9 and A = 0 has strong spatial mixing, and the Glauber dynamics is
rapidly mixing for any region R and any qo-colouring B of dR. The mixing time t (5) e
0 ( n 2 + nlog j), where n is the number of vertices in R.
Proof. From Lemma 8.2 and Lemma 6.12 it follows that there is a constant a > 0
such that r d(7f) < a (l - e)d for every edge-boundary pair X , where e — 1/1000.
From Lemma 2.22 we have that the triangular lattice is uniformly sub-exponential.
Strong spatial mixing and the mixing time of the Glauber dynamics now follow from
Lemma 6.3.

8.2

□

The computational part

The computational part of the proof of exponential decay consists of two tasks: com
puting the values p.Fl, . . . , p Fsg in Figure 8.1, and constructing the (A, F)-set S and
verifying that it is good with respect to pFl, . . . , p F3g.
8 .2 .1

Verifying that the (^4, J")-set S is good

Due to the large number of inequalities, we use a computer to find values of the vari
ables a A l, ■■■, «.42048 that satisfy them. As explained on page 80, at the end of Sec
tion 6.4, a solution to the set of inequalities can be obtained by solving a linear pro
gram. We have implemented a program in C, using only standard libraries, that follows
the procedure described above. The program outputs a file which represents a linear
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Figure 8.5. A labelling of the boundary edges of an edge-boundary pair.

program that contains all the inequalities that have to be satisfied in order to make S
good with respect to p Fl, . . . , p,p3g. The linear program is specified in the CPLEX LP for
mat which is a widely used format used by many linear-program solvers. We solve the
linear program with the GNU Linear Programming Kit, which is a free large-scale linearprogram solver. Doing this with the constant e set to 1/1000, we successfully satisfy all
inequalities with a Ax, . . . , a A2048 being values in the interval [1.1,5]. For details on these
computations, see the webpage h t t p : //www. e s c . l i v . a c . u k /~ m ark u s/p h d th esis/
8 .2 .2

C om puting th e v alu es p Fl, . . . , p F3g

In order to compute the values p,Fl, . . . , p,Fsg in Figure 8.1, we loop through colourings
of the edge boundaries of the regions in Figure 8.1 in the same manner as explained
in Section 7.4. Unlike the regions we considered for the square lattice, some of the
regions we deal with here have boundary edges incident to vertex w x , where X is the
edge-boundary pair we consider. These edges can only be coloured 1 and 2, supposing
the edge e x has colour 1 and 2 in B x and B'x , respectively. Since we are maximising
p{X) by computing the value m ^ ( X ) , we have to consider combinations of the two
colours on the edges incident to wx- For example, the colours z\ and z18 in Figure 8.5
are either 1 and 2, or 2 and 1, respectively. Note that, unlike the situations with the
square lattice in the previous chapter, A = 0 here. We do not have to deal with a range
of A as before. Instead of treating p,(X) as a polynomial in A, p( X) is here a rational
number.
We have implemented programs in C that compute the 39 values p Fl, . . . , n Fsg.
We chose C because it is fast. We only use standard libraries. Some of the 39 re
gions we consider are rather large. Also the number of colours q = 9 is a fairly large
number. Therefore the running time of the program is somewhat long, despite im
plementation optimisations of the C-code. Examples of optimisations are that we try
to avoid unnecessary memory allocation (we pass on pointers instead of duplicating
large memory blocks when calling functions), and we avoid unnecessary traversal of
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arrays (using pointers and linked lists when possible). On a fairly powerful home-PC
as of year 2006, it takes a couple of weeks to obtain all values p Fl, . .., p Fsg. Most of
the running time is spent on only a few of the regions, in particular the ones with a
large edge boundary. We left a computer running day and night. For details on the
implementation, see webpage h t t p : / /www. e s c . l i v . a c . u k /~ m ark u s/p h d th esis/

8 .2 .3

The experim en tal p h ase

When taking on the task of showing exponential decay for the triangular lattice with
nine colours, it was not clear how to define the collections A and T of sets of edge
boundary pairs. There has been a process of trial-and-error prior to the final definitions
of A and T . We started with a few regions that were not very large, and step by
step we increased the size and the number of regions until we successfully could show
exponential decay. During this experimental phase we had to compute pF for many
more regions TZF than the 39 regions in Figure 8.1. Some of the regions we considered
were even larger than the ones in the figure. Obtaining the exact values of p F would
take weeks, or months of running time, per region. Furthermore, it would have been
a tedious job writing the code and optimising it for every single region. Therefore,
instead of exactly computing the maximum value of p F for a given region Tip, we first
computed the value approximately using a hill-climbing heuristic.
For a given region Tip we did not loop through all colourings of the bound
ary. Instead we considered edge-boundary pairs X with R x = Tip and for which the
colouring of the boundary was randomised. We maximised n{X) over such randomised
edge-boundary pairs X. The maximum value of p,(X) that we obtained could of course
be less than the true maximum value, since we might have missed the “worst” colouring
of the boundary. However, by maximising p( X) over some randomised edge-boundary
pairs enables us to obtain some value that could be used when constructing the (A, T)set and defining the inequalities in the linear program. In order to obtain a “maximum”
value of p( X) , we repeatedly randomised boundaries until the largest value of p( X)
that was computed did not seem to get any larger. The total running time per region
could be from a few minutes up to a few hours. The “maximum” value of p( X) was
often found within the first few minutes. However, for the biggest regions there could
be a slight increase of the largest value after a couple of hours running time. When
randomising colourings of the boundary it turned out to be efficient to make repeated
random changes to the colouring of the boundary that had generated the largest value
of p ( X) found so far. This approach let us obtain the “maximum” p( X) much quicker
than generating new colourings of the whole boundary at each step. During the exper
imental phase we built a library of heuristically approximated values of p.F for a large
set of regions Tip.
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The first solvable linear program that we obtained made use of many more
regions U p than the 39 regions in Figure 8.1. Since the exact value of p p had to be
computed for each region Tip, we first reduced the number of regions by replacing
some of them with a suitable choice of subregion such that the linear program could
still be solved. The outcome of this procedure resulted in the 39 regions in Figure 8.1,
for which we exactiy computed the maximum value pp as described in the previous
section. We make the remark that the approximated values we had been using during
the experimental phase were actually identical to the 39 true values pp1,

■ • • , P f 39-
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The kagome lattice
In this chapter we prove Theorem 3.4 and 3.5. We define a collection A which contains
684 sets of edge-boundary pairs, and a collection T which contains 9440 sets of edge
boundary pairs. Unlike in previous chapters, the collections A and T contain sets
of edge-boundary pairs X that depend not only on the vertices in R x but also on
the colour of one of the boundary edges. Incorporating colours of boundary edges
enables us to be more specific about the boundary colourings of the edge-boundary
pairs that are constructed recursively in the tree Tx . For instance, Let X be an edge
boundary pair for which edge ex has colour c in B x and colour d in B'x , and for which
HCyCf ( X) > /.ic'tC(X ). Let (C, C ) be a pair of colourings of R x drawn from v[>£in. If C
and C' differ on vx then it follows that vx has colour c in C '. Hence, for any edge
boundary pair Xi(-, •) that is constructed recursively in Tx , the colour of edge eXj(v ) is
c in either B x .^.^ or B'x ^ y Thus, if there is a boundary edge e e £ R x that has colour
c in X , then the colour of e in X,(-, •) must be the colour of eXy. ^ in either T?x .(v) or
B'x y y Restricting the possible colours of boundary edges of an edge-boundary pair X
implies that the value ix{X) is likely to be lower than if maximised over all colourings of
the boundary. As we have seen in the definition of a good (A, F)-set, it is desirable to
have small values of n(X). In this chapter we introduce four sets M i,. . . , M4 of edge
boundary pairs which capture the colour of one of the boundary edges. When defining
the two collections A and T we combine these four sets with sets of edge-boundary
pairs X that depend only on the vertices in R x .
For each set F £ T, we compute a value up such that n( X) < ¡j,p for all edge
boundary pairs X £ F. The values hf are obtained with computer assistance, and we
use certain tricks to keep the running time of the program short. When maximising
n ( X) we note that some colourings of the boundary give very low values of n(X). For
instance, n( X) will most likely not be maximised if all boundary edges are set to the
same colour. When looping though colourings of the boundary we would like to avoid
colourings that would surely not maximise ^{X). In order to filter out such colourings,
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Figure 9.1. These diagrams illustrate how the sets M i,..., M4 of edge-boundary pairs X are
defined. Note that pc<c'(X ) > pc'tC(X).

we split the region into two halves and consider each half separately. We throw away
colourings for each half before combining them to obtain the value p{X). As will be
explained later, the colourings we throw away are guaranteed not to maximise p(X).
By splitting the region and filtering out colourings enable us to obtain all 9440 values
Pf in a matter of a couple of days running time. It would not be feasible to compute
all values in a reasonable amount of time if we use the same approach as with the
triangular lattice in the previous chapter. We construct a valid (A, T)-set S and show
that it is good with respect to the values pp, which implies exponential decay of r d(X)
for every edge-boundary pair X . Due to the large size of the collections A and X , we
have to construct S with the help of a computer. In order to show that S is good, we
solve a linear program containing around 160,000 inequalities and 684 unknowns.
We have to be careful when proving rapid mixing of the Glauber dynamics
(Theorem 3.5) since the number of colours q — 5 is less than A + 2. Hence we cannot
use Lemma 6.3 to establish rapid mixing. We will deal with this in detail in Section 9.3.
The organisation of this chapter is as follows. In Section 9.1 we define the
two collections A and T . In Section 9.2 we define a valid (A, T)-set and prove the
strong spatial mixing result in Theorem 3.4. In Section 9.3 we prove that the Glauber
dynamics is rapidly mixing. Here we present the proof of Theorem 3.5. Lastly, in
Section 9.4 we discuss the method of splitting regions when computing the values pp.

9.1 Defining

A

and

T

We define four sets M i,. . . , M4 of edge-boundary pairs. Let X be any edge-boundary
pair and suppose that the colour of edge e x is c in B x and d in B'x , and suppose
the weight u>c > ujc>. Hence p( X) = pCiC>(X) > ^ C/ C(A). Let v be the vertex that
is a neighbour to both vx and wx . The sets M i,. . . , M4 are defined as follows (see
Figure 9.1).
• Mi contains X if v GRx and the colour of edge (wx ,v) is c.
• M2 contains X if v 6 Rx and the colour of edge (wx ,v) is d .
• M3 contains X if v £ R x and the colour of edge (v, vx )is c or d.
• M4 contains X if v £ R x .
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Figure 9.2. (a) The extended region TZa ■ (a)-(c) Examples of three of the extended regions
TZAl , . . . , TZa 342• The region Rx of any edge-boundary pair X matches exactly one of the ex
tended regions TZAl ,■■■■, TZa 342 with respect to ex .

Figure 9.3. (a) The extended region Tip- (a)-(c) Examples of three of the extended regions
1Zf1, . . . , TZf4720- Note that all vertices in these extended regions are labelled “in”.

Let 7Za be the extended region in Figure 9.2(a). For i = 1 ,..., 342, we define
the extended regions TZa , to be subregions of TZa - These extended regions are defined
such that for any edge-boundary pair X , the region R x matches exactly one of them
with respect to edge ex ■ We are not explicitly stating all 342 extended regions here,
however, as an example, the extended regions in Figure 9.2(a), (b) and (c) illustrate
three of the extended regions TZa 4, ■■■, TZa 342- For a = 1, • • ■, 342, let A a be the set of
edge-boundary pairs X such that R x matches TZau with respect to edge ex . Further
more, for m = 1 ,..., 4 we define Aa>m = A a n M m, and define .4 to be the collection
of all sets A atm such that A a)m

0. From the definition of M i,. . . , M i it follows that A

contains 684 sets.
Let TZp be the extended region in Figure 9.3(a). The 4720 extended regions
TZp l , . . . , 7Z f 4720

are all defined to be subregions of 7?.^. All vertices are labelled “in” for

each of these extended regions. Figures 9.3(a), (b) and (c) illustrate three examples
of the extended regions TZFl, • • •, T^f 4720- F°r / = 1, - - -, 4720, let Ff be the set of edge
boundary pairs X such that R x matches 7Zpf with respect to edge ex . Furthermore,
for m = 1 ,..., 4 we define Ff jTn = Ff n M m, and define TF to be the collection of all
sets F f}Tn such that Ff rn f 0. It follows that F contains 9440 sets. One of the extended
regions JZFl, . . .,

TZf 4720 *s

defined to contain only the single vertex that is incident to

the designated edge. Therefore, any edge-boundary pair X is guaranteed to belong to
at least one of the sets in TF. The following lemma is proved with computer assistance.
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Lemma 9.1. Let q = 5 and A = 0. For every f e { 1 ,..., 4720} and m e { 1 ,..., 4 }
there is a constant giFf<rn such that for any edge-boundary pair X e F f m, we have
p(X) < PFf:m- The constants can be found on the webpage h t t p : //www. e s c . l i v . a c . uk/
~ m ark u s/p h d th esis/
Unlike the similar lemmas for the square lattice and the triangular lattice in the
previous chapters, we do not prove this lemma by applying Corollary 6.6. The reason
for this is that we include information about colours of boundary edges in the sets F /im.
Instead of using Corollary 6.6 we use Lemma 6.5. In order to obtain the value p Ff m,
we consider every edge-boundary pair X with region R x = TLfs - The value pFfm is
obtained by maximising pCtC>(X) over all colourings (Bx , B'x ) of the boundary of the
region 7Zf} such that B x {ex ) = c and B'x (ex ) = d and X is in set Mm. Corollary 6.6
would upper-bound p (X ), but here we are more precise and upper-bound pc^ { X ) un
der the constraint that X is in Mm. If we would use Corollary 6.6 to maximise p(X )
then we would have to consider both pcy ( X ) and fic^c(X ), or equivalently, disregard
the constraint that X belongs to Mm. This would result in larger values pFf m since
removing the constraint gives us more freedom to choose boundary colourings, in par
ticular one which might yield a higher value of p {X ). Details on the computational
part of the proof will be discussed in Section 9.4.

9.2

Defining a valid

(A,

J^)-set

We now describe how to construct a valid (A, F)-set S. Let 7Zbig be the extended region
in Figure 9.4(a). For any edge-boundary pair X , the region R x will match 7lbig with
respect to ex for a suitable combination of the labels “in” and “out” on the vertices of
72-bigFix any edge-boundary pair X , and suppose 7Zbig (with some “in” and “out”
labels) is the extended region matching R x . Suppose that X belongs to the set M m,
where m e { 1 ,..., 4). We will construct an element (A a,m, F />m, 7i) in S. Let A a:m be
the unique set of edge-boundary pairs in A such that 1ZAa matches R x with respect
to ex , and hence X e 4 a TO. Note that all vertices of lZAa ate contained in the region
in Figure 9.2(a), which is repeated in Figure 9.4(b). The extended region 7ZAa is the
subregion of 7Zbig, taken such that the designated edges coincide. All vertices of 71Aa
are therefore contained within the thick border in Figure 9.4(c), which illustrates how
71Aa is a subregion of 7Zbig.
For any pair of distinct colours c, c' e Q, and i e {1,2,3}, let Xj(c, d ) be the
edge-boundary pair that is constructed recursively in the tree Tx , where i is the index
in the clockwise ordering of the neighbours of vx , starting with the vertex after wx . If
the ith neighbour of vx is not in Rx , then let aj = 0, otherwise let a* e
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vertex is not a part of the region, (b) The extended region TZA repeated, (c)-(f) The extended
region TZA, outlined with a thick border, is a subregion of 7lbig, taken such that the designated
edge of 1lA coincides with different edges of 7vLbig.

be the index such that TZAa. matches R x with respect to the edge between v x and its
ith neighbour. That is, 7ZAai is the subregion of 7?.big contained within the thick border
in Figure 9.4(d), (e) and (f), depending on which neighbour of v x is considered. It
follows that the edge-boundary pair X f c , d ) belongs to the set A ai, provided the ¿th
neighbour of v x is in R x . In order to derive which set A aitTni e A that Xi(c, c') belongs
to, we must take into account the colours c and d and the set M m to which X belongs.
We do the following case study.
Consider Figure 9.5 in which twelve cases are listed. Each case illustrates a set
of edge-boundary pairs X , where, for each neighbour of vx , shading specifies whether
or not the neighbour is in R x . Also the colours of some boundary edges are specified
(c and d in the diagram). We will see that an edge-boundary pair X belongs to at least
one of these cases, depending on which neighbours of vx are in R x and to which set
Mm X belongs. Suppose the colour of edge ex is c in B x and d is B'x , and suppose
the weight u c > ujc

That is, n{X) = nc^ ( X ) > /v.cP O - Note that, since A = 0,

the probability p™m(ci, c2) *s strictly positive only if C2 = c. That is, if (C, C') is a pair
of colourings of R x drawn from Tr™n, then C(vx) ^ C '(v x ) only if C '(v x ) = c. If
C '{vx) # c, then we would choose C{yx) = C '(v x ) under the coupling \F™in.
From above we had that X € Aa>m and Xj(-, •) e A aumi) where a and

are

uniquely specified by the region 7£big- As an example, suppose that three neighbours of
v x are in R x and suppose that X e M \ (that is, m = 1). Then X belongs to the case
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(3.1.1) , (3,1,2),
(3.2.1) , (3,2,2)

(4.1.1) , (4,1,2),
(4.2.1) , (4,2,2)

(0 , 1, 1), (0 , 1, 2 ),
(0 , 2 , 1), (0 , 2 , 2)

Figure 9.5. Twelve cases which cover all possible combinations of the sets M i,..., M4 to which
the recursively constructed edge-boundary pairs X i(ci,c2), X 2{cl ,c2) and X 3{ci,c2) belong.

in Figure 9.5(a). Let ci, c2 e Q be two distinct colours such that p™in(ci, c2) > 0. Then
the recursively constructed edge-boundary pair X i{c\, c2) must belong to M3 since the
colour of eX l(ci,c2) is c in either B X l(ci,c2) or ^Xi(cx c2y The other two recursively
constructed edge-boundary pairs X 2(ci,c2) and X 3(ci,c2) will belong to Mi or M2.
Either both belong to Mi or both belong to M2, or one belongs to Mi and the other
to M2. Hence there are four possible combinations of the values of mi, m2 and m3
such that X i(c1,c2) € A ai,mi. Namely, (m i,m 2,m 3) is (3,1,1), (3,1,2), (3,2,1) or
(3,2,2). These are listed under the diagram in Figure 9.5(a). For each of these tuples
we construct a 3-tuple that contains the sets to which X i(ci, c2) , . . . , X 3(ci, c2) could
belong. These 3-tuples are (A n,3, A a3li, A a3,i), (A au3, A a2ti, A a3t2), {Aau3,A a2,2,A a3ii)
and (v4aii3, A a2y2, A a3)2), and they define the set H in the element (Aa,m, Ffim, H) in the
(^4, ^)-se t S. Similarly, for all other cases in Figure 9.5, we specify possible values of
m i, m 2 and m3. If the neighbour vt of vx is not in Rx then we define

= 0 and

-4():o = 0- Thus, from the extended region 1lbig (with some “in” and “out” labels) and
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the value m e { 1 ,..., 4}, we use the case analysis in Figure 9.5 to derive the set Ti of
3-tuples, containing the sets in A to which the recursively constructed edge-boundary
pairs Xi(-,

X 3(-, •) could belong. It remains to derive the set F />m € F in order

to complete the construction of the element {A a^m , F y m , H ) in S.
Let P C P contain the sets

m in P , such that X e F*. That is, Fj m G F is in

P ' if TZpi is a subregion of Fb,g such that the designated edge in TZFl and 77big coincide,

and all vertices of

are labelled “in” in Fbig. Let F / m be the set in P ' that minimises

PFi}m over all Fj,m G P , where PFiirn is the value in Lemma 9.1. From the lemma we
have that p ( X ) < PFf m The procedure above describes how the element (Aa,m, Ff,m, 'hi) in the (A, P)set S is derived from an extended region Fb ig (with some “in” and “out” labels) and
a value m e {1, . . . , 4}. The procedure is implemented as a computer program, which
generates the whole set S by looping through all extended regions Fbig and values of
m. From the construction of S it follows that S is valid. The next lemma, which is
proved by computer assistance, says that S is good with respect to the values PFfm in
Lemma 9.1.
Lemma 9.2. The (A, F)-set S is good with respect to e = 1/1000 and the values PFfm in
Lemma 9.1.
Proof. Lemma 9.1 says that maxxeF firn P(X) ^ PFf m for / € {1,... ,4720} and m G
( 1 , . . . , 4}. For every A aiTn e A, let 2 < aAa,m < 5 be constants (that are not listed here).
See Section 9.4 for more on the computational part of the proof. For each element
(Aa,m, Ffim, H) € S , we successfully verify for each 3-tuple (Aaurni,A a2tm2,A a^ m3) e
H that HFS m (a/101,mi + a Aa2,m2 + a Aa3>ms) < a Aa m(1 - e).

□

Strong spatial mixing now follows from Lemma 9.2. Next is the proof of Theo
rem 3.4. First we restate the theorem.
Theorem (3.4). The anti-ferromagnetic Potts model on the kagome lattice with parame
ters q = 5 and A = 0 has strong spatial mixing.
Proof. Let e = 1/1000. From Lemma 9.2 and Lemma 6.12 it follows that there is a
constant a > 0 such that r d(X ) < a ( 1 —e)d for every edge-boundary pair X . Strong
spatial mixing now follows from Lemma 6.3.

9.3

□

Rapidly mixing Glauber dynamics

Since the number of colours q = 5 is less than A + 2, we cannot apply Lemma 6.3
to show that the Glauber dynamics is rapidly mixing. However, we conclude from
Lemmas 6.2, 5.3, 2.23 and 5.5 that the spin system has a F-coupling cover. Thus, by
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Figure 9.6. In every proper 5-colouring the region in (a) there is a vertex that has two neigh
bours with the same colour, (a)-(f) A step-by-step procedure that colours the region and even
tually forces us to introduce a vertex that has two neighbours with the same colour.

Lemma 4.5 there is an integer d > 0 such that M d is rapidly mixing on any region R
and go-colouring B of OR. Recall from Section 2.3.1, in particular Figure 2.2, that there
are regions of the kagome lattice for which the Glauber dynamics is not irreducible
if q = 5 and the colouring of the boundary is an arbitrary g0-colouring. However, as
we will see, if we restrict the colouring of the boundary to the free boundary (the
0-colouring) then the Glauber dynamics is irreducible.
For a region R, a g-colouring a of R and a go-colouring B of dR, a single
vertex update of a vertex v e R means that we obtain a new g-colouring a' of R from
a by changing the colour of v to a colour in Q that is not used by the neighbours
of v (under a or B). In order to show that the Glauber dynamics is rapidly mixing
under the 0-colouring of the boundary, we will show that at most a constant number of
single-vertex updates are required to go from one colouring a i of the region to another
colouring cr2, where a\ and 02 differ at only a constant number of vertices. We will use
this fact to provide an alternative proof of Lemma 4.8, which requires that q > A + 2
when A = 0. That is, we will show that the congestion A(<f>) is bounded by a constant
in the comparison between the Markov chain M d and M o, even for q = 5. Once we
have established this fact, we show rapid mixing by applying existing lemmas. Here
follows two lemmas that we use to construct a series of single-vertex updates to go
from a colouring o\ to 02.
Lemma 9.3. Consider the region in Figure 9.6(a). In every proper 5-colouring of this
region there is a vertex that has two neighbours with the same colour.
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Proof. We will try to colour the region such that no vertex have two neighbours with the
same colour, and we will see that it impossible to do so. First we assign colours to five
of the vertices of the region, making sure that no vertex has two neighbours with the
same colour. Without loss of generality we choose colours according to Figure 9.6(b).
A vertex is labelled with its colour. It follows that the two vertices adjacent to the vertex
coloured 5 must receive colour 3 and 4. Otherwise we would have a vertex that has two
neighbours with the same colour. Similarly, the vertices adjacent to the vertex coloured
3 must receive colour 1 and 5, and therefore the two bottom left vertices are forced to
receive colour 2 and 4. Figure 9.6(c) illustrates this fact, where a square contains the
two colours that have to be assigned to the two vertices it is overlapping. From the two
leftmost squares we see that the colour 4 has to be assigned to the vertices that are as
far apart as possible, forcing us to choose the colouring in Figure 9.6(d). Figure 9.6(e)
illustrates how we are forced to assign colours to other vertices of the region, and
Figure 9.6(f) shows how the four rightmost vertices at the top must be coloured. To
finish the proof we note that it is now impossible to colour the two leftmost vertices at
the top without introducing a vertex such that two of its neighbours receive the same
colour.

□

Lemma 9.4. Let R b e a region of the kagome lattice and let B be the 0-colouring of the
boundary OR. Suppose that q = 5 and let o\ and

02

be any two proper q-colourings

of R that differ on m vertices. We can go from o\ to <r2 by applying a series of 0{m)
single-vertex updates.
Proof. Let v e R be a vertex on which <ti and cr2 differ. We will show how to recolour v
to the colour it has in er2 by doing at most a constant number of single-vertex updates.
A vertex in R that has the same colour in both a\ and cr2 will not change colour after
v has been updated. First we analyse situations where no boundary vertices in OR are
involved. We note at the end of the proof that if boundary vertices are present, then it
only makes it easier to recolour v. That is, assume for now that all vertices we consider
belong to the region R. The proof goes through a series of cases.
If possible, simply recolour v to the colour it has in cr2. If this is not possible
then there must be one or two neighbours of v that have colour cr2(i;) in <j\. It cannot
be more than two such neighbours since a 1 is a proper colouring.
Without loss of generality, assume that ai(v) — 1 and er2(v) = 2. If v has two
neighbours with colour 2 in o\ then we will first recolour one of these two neighbours
to some other colour than 2. Let w be the neighbour of v with colour 2 that we are
going to recolour. Note that cr2(it;) ^ 2 since er2 is a proper colouring. If possible,
recolour w to some other colour than 2. If this is not possible then w is “locked” and
must have three neighbours coloured 3, 4 and 5, respectively. In this case, first recolour
v (which is possible since v has two neighbours with colour 2) and then recolour w to
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 9.7. The colours 1 and 2 are going to swap place. Lemma 9.4 guarantees that this can
be done with a constant number of single-vertex updates.

colour 1. Now only one neighbour of v has colour 2. We deal with this case next.
Without loss of generality, assume that a i(v ) = 1 and a2(v) = 2, and exacdy
one neighbour w of v has colour 2 in cri. Note that a2(w) ± 2 since a2 is a proper
colouring. If possible, recolour w to something else than 2 and then recolour v to 2.
If this is not possible then w is “locked” and must have four neighbours (including v)
with colours 1, 3, 4 and 5, respectively, in o\. Without loss of generality, consider the
region in Figure 9.7(a), which is a subregion of R. Call this region R '. The vertices of
R ' are labelled with their colours in <j\. The vertex with colour 1 is v and the vertex
with colour 2 is w. We assume without loss of generality that the two neighbours of v
that are below v are the two neighbours with colour 3 and 4 in o\.
Three of the vertices in R' are given the colours a, b and c, which are to be
determined. Since w is “locked”, the colours a, b and c is any permutation of the
colours 3, 4 and 5. If a is 3 or 4 then we recolour v to 5 and then recolour w to 1, and
then recolour v to 2. If this is not the case then a must be 5, and hence the colours b
and c are 3 and 4 in any order. Figure 9.7(b) illustrates this. We now analyse this case.
We will use Lemma 9.3 to show that we can recolour v to 2 without changing
the colour of any other vertex except w (which will be recoloured to 1). Consider Fig
ure 9.7(c) which illustrates the region R' extended with vertices in R. The vertices we
extend R' with correspond to the region that we used in Lemma 9.3. From Lemma 9.3
we know that there must be at least one vertex u among the vertices we extend R! with
such that u has two neighbours with the same colour. Let P be a shortest path from v
to u such that the path goes from v to the neighbour above that has colour 5 and then is
entirely inside the region we added to R '. Figure 9.7(d) illustrates an example of such
a path. The path is shaded in the figure. Suppose that the vertex u is chosen such that
all vertices on the path P (except from u itself) are “locked” (have four neighbours of
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different colours). Note that if the vertex coloured 5 above v does not have four neigh
bours of different colours then we let u be this vertex and hence the path P consists
only of the two vertices u and v.
Suppose that the path P contains k vertices. Let c i , . . . , q . be the colours in o\ of
the vertices from u to v along the path. That is, a\ (u) = c\, Cfc_i = 5 and c* = 1. Since
u has two neighbours with the same colour, we recolour u from c\ to another colour c'x.
Now the vertex after u on P has two neighbours with the same colour (namely c'x),
since all its neighbours had different colours before recolouring u. We recolour this
vertex from C2 to c'2. We continue this recolouring procedure along the path P all the
way to vertex v, which will be recoloured to 3. Note that the vertex above v which
had previously colour 5 now must have colour 3 or 4. We can now recolour w to 1
and then recolour v to 2. It remains to recolour the vertices on the path back to their
original colours in a \. We do this by reversing the recolouring procedure, starting with
the vertex above v, which is recoloured back to 5. When u is recoloured back to c\ we
are done.
We have now shown how a constant number of single-vertex updates are ap
plied in order to recolour a vertex v to the colour it has in er2 without changing the
colour on vertices that have the same colour in o\ and cr2.
We note that if any vertices involved in the recolouring procedure of v are
boundary vertices then this will only make it easier. Note from the statement of the
lemma that we assume that a boundary vertex has colour 0. As we have seen, the tricky
situations arise when a vertex is “locked” with four neighbours of different colours (ex
cluding colour 0). Such a vertex is tricky because we cannot just change its colour
to another colour in Q. A vertex that is adjacent to a boundary vertex can never be
“locked” since there is always at least one colour in Q that it can be recoloured to.
Thus, although the part of the proof above assumes that all vertices are in R, we note
that the presence of boundary vertices only makes the recolouring procedure easier. Of
course, depending on which vertex v we are going to recolour, and which neighbour
w is “locked”, the path P might go in a direction that is different from the one in Fig
ure 9.7(d). However, the same technique is applied in order successfully to recolour v.
Finally, in order to go from a i to cr2, we recolour each vertex v at which a x and
cr2 differ. For each such vertex it takes only a constant number of single-vertex updates
to do so. Since o\ and cr2 differ only at m vertices, the total number or updates is

□

0(m).

We are now ready to prove the following lemma, which replaces Lemma 4.8 in
the proof of rapidly mixing Glauber dynamics for five colours on the kagome lattice.
Recall the definition of the congestion A(</>) in Section 4.4.
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Lemma 9.5. Consider any region R of the kagome lattice and let the colouring B of dR
be the O-colouring. If q = 5 and A = 0, then there is a flow <j) such that the congestion
A{<t>) € 0(1).

Proof The proof is identical to the proof of Lemma 4.8, only with the difference that
the path

7<Tl)(T2 € Vaua2 from

a colouring

<xi of the

region to another colouring a2 is

constructed differently. Here we define the path 7CTl](T2 by applying Lemma 9.4. We
update vertices in the order specified by

It follows that the path length

|7CTl,CT2| is

upper-bounded by a constant since o\ and <r2 differ only on vertices inside a ball of fixed
radius d. For each vertex v that is updated, we do a constant number of recolourings
of vertices that are within constant distance from v. With these modifications and
observations, the proof of Lemma 4.8 also proves this lemma.

□

We are now able to show that the Glauber dynamics is rapidly mixing for five
colours on the kagome lattice. Next is the proof of Theorem 3.5. The theorem is
restated below.
Theorem (3.5). For any region R of the kagome lattice, q = 5 and A = 0, the Glauber
dynamics is rapidly mixing for the O-colouring B of dR. The mixing time r(<5) g 0 ( n 2 +
n log j ) , where n is the number of vertices in R.

Proof. From Lemma 9.2 and Lemma 6.12 it follows that there is a constant a > 0 such
that Td(X) < a ( l - e)d for every edge-boundary pair X , where e = 1/1000. From
Lemmas 6.2, 5.3, 2.23 and 5.5 it follows that the system has a Fi-coupling cover. From
Lemma 4.5 it follows that M d is rapidly mixing on any region R for some integer d > 0.
From Lemma 9.5 we have that the congestion A(<f>) G 0(1) if the colouring B of OR is
the 0-colouring, and hence Lemma 4.7 implies that the Glauber dynamics .Mo is rapidly
mixing with the stated mixing time.

9.4

□

The computational part

The computational part of the proof of exponential decay consists of two tasks: comput
ing the values PFf<m for / = 1 ,..., 4720 and m = 1 ,..., 4 in Lemma 9.1, and construct
ing the {A, X)-set S and verifying that it is good with respect to the values PFfm - Like
for the triangular lattice (see Section 8.2.1), the latter task is rather straightforward.
We have implemented a program in standard C that constructs the set S. The program
outputs a file which represents the linear program that contains all inequalities that
have to be satisfied in order to make S good with respect to the values PFfm - The lin
ear program contains the 684 unknown variables c*A0,m, where A a,m G A. We use the
GNU Linear Programming Kit to find a solution, which is found with the constant e set
to 1/1000 and each variable a ^ a m being in the interval [2,5]. Before actually feeding
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Figure 9.8. The region Rx of the edge-boundary pair X in (a) is split into two: (b) and (c).
The split is along the vertices labelled v and vx ■

the linear program to the GNU Linear Programming Kit, we filter out inequalities that
are redundant. We have written a C-program that goes through the linear program and
checks if there is a pair of inequalities, say x < yi and x < y2, such that yi < y2. If there
is such a pair of inequalities then it is unnecessary to keep the inequality x < y2. This in
equality will be removed from the linear program. After removing redundant inequali
ties, we have a linear program that contains around 160,000 inequalities. For details on
the implementation, see webpage h ttp ://w w w .c sc .liv .a c .u k /~ m a rk u s/p h d th e sis/

9.4.1

C om puting

We face a serious problem when computing the 9440 values p>Ffm . We must be able
to compute a single value in rather short time, otherwise the total running time for
all values will be too long. Using the same approach as for the triangular lattice in
Section 8.2 is not feasible here. Instead we use a technique that is explained with the
following example.
Consider an edge-boundary pair X e F ftm. Suppose TZf, is the extended re
gion in Figure 9.8(a), and suppose that m = 1 (meaning X e Mi). In order to compute
PF,m, we will maximise fi(X ) over pairs of colourings (Bx , B'x ) of the boundary. We
assume without loss of generality that B x {ex) = 1 and B'x (ex ) = 2. Since X e Mi, we
want to maximise p it2(X ), where the boundary edge between u>x and the left neigh
bour of vx is given colour 1. Figure 9.8(a) illustrates the edge-boundary pair X where
boundary edges are labelled with their colour. Thus, in order to maximise p,\}2(X ), we
loop through all combinations of the colours z \ , . . . , z\z and compute pi.2(X ) for each
such combination. We make the following observation. If, say z i , ... ,z$ are all colour
1 , then p it2(X ) will most likely not be maximised, regardless of the remaining colours
27, . . . , 213. That is, setting all the colours z i , . . . , zq to 1 is a “stupid” choice if we want
to maximise p it2(X ). The idea we explain next captures this observation by filtering
out certain “stupid” colourings of the boundary, and thereby speeding up the process
of finding the highest value p ^ 2(X ).
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We “split” the extended region TZFf into two extended regions 7£left and 7?.right.
Figure 9.8(b) and (c) illustrate TZleh and 7Zught, respectively, which are obtained by
splitting the region in Figure 9.8(a). The two regions share the vertices in the split.
In this case they are the vertices vx and v, both labelled in the figure. Let ATleft and
X nght be the two edge-boundary pairs with region 7Zleft and 7£right, respectively, and for
which the boundary edges receive the same colouring as in X . Boundary edges that
are introduced from the split are given colour 0. Figure 9.8(b) and (c) illustrate X left
and X right.
Recall from Section 6.2 that when A = 0, the weight

loc of

the edge-boundary

pair X is exactly the number of proper colourings a of R x that agree with the boundary
(excluding edge ex ) such that the colour <
j (vx ) = c. We now define the weight u c c! as
the number of proper colourings a of R x that agree with the colouring of the boundary
(excluding edge ex ) such that a(vx ) = c and a(v) = d , where v is the second vertex
in the split. That is,

9
Ulc = ^ ' C0c(j ■
c'=l

The weights u>cle£ and

are defined similarly for X left and X nght. It now follows

that
_ , .left
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Let B leh be a choice of the colours z i, . . . , z6, and let f?right be a choice of the
colours z j , . . . , Z13. Thus, L?left defines the colouring of the boundary of X left and hence
the weights uo*e^. Similarly, L?nght defines the colouring of the boundary of A"nght and
the weights w”®,l. In order to maximise p it2(X ) over all colourings of the boundary,
we consider all combinations of colours B left and B nght, and use Equation (9.1). Now,
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let B1^ ' 1 and B left'2 be two different choices of the colours z \ , . . . , z$, such that
left-1

u i,k

<

tj
for all i

G

{ 1 ,3 ,4 ,5 } ,

j

G

{ 1 , . . . , 5}

and k

left-2
UJi,k
.left-2

1J

G

{ 1 ,. .. , 5}.

Then we have from Equa

tion (9.1) that p i^ (X ) can only get smaller if we take B leh = £?left"2 instead of B leh =
jBleft l . In other words, there is no point considering the colours defined by B leh'2 when
maximising p it2{X). This observation suggests that we loop through all colours B ]eh,
and perform pairwise comparisons, and keep only those that cannot be ruled out like
Bleft>2 above. This gives us a set of colours z \ , . . . , z§ that turns out to be much smaller
than the set containing all combinations of colours. Similarly, we obtain a set of colours
z7, . . . , zis by looping through colours

J5 nght

and performing pairwise comparisons. We

combine the two sets as in Equation (9.1) in order to find the maximum value p lt2(X ).
As described in previous chapters, the weights ujc (and here wc c/) are obtained by using
a dynamic programming approach.
The technique of splitting regions and filtering out colourings that are guaran
teed not to maximise p ii2(X ) turns out to have a huge impact on the running time of
the program. We have tried to compute ¿¿-values in the same manner as for the trian
gular lattice. That is, by looping through colourings of the whole boundary of a region,
and for each boundary colouring compute the ¿¿-value. We wrote a C-program that
did this for some of the larger regions. While running the program we monitored the
progress of which boundary colouring was being processed. We could immediately tell
that the speed at which the program was working through boundary colourings would
result in a running time of several months (for the larger regions). When implementing
the technique of splitting the regions we managed to finish all computations is about
two days. We run the program on a fairly powerful home-PC as of year 2006. We left
the computer running over night without disturbing it. It should be mentioned that a
downside with the splitting-technique is the amount of time it takes to implement the
program since the program is rather involved. A vast amount of time has been spent
implementing and making sure the program is correct and reliable.
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Chapter 10

Systematic scan on the grid
In this chapter we prove Theorem 3.6. We will make use of a recent result by Ped
ersen [Ped07] to prove rapid mixing of systematic scan. We will use a heuristic to
mechanically construct sufficiently good couplings of uniform distributions on proper
colourings of a 2 x 2-block. We will hence use a heuristic-based computation in order
to establish a rigorous result about the mixing time of a systematic scan Markov chain.
This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 10.1 we provide some defi
nitions and notations that are used specifically in the context of systematic scan. In
Section 10.2 we describe the method we use in order to show that the systematic
scan Markov chain is rapidly mixing. Here we present the proof of Theorem 3.6. In
Section 10.3 we explain how to construct the couplings that were used in this proof.
Finally in Section 10.4, we consider the possibility of proving rapid mixing of system
atic scan for 6-colourings of the grid by increasing the size of the blocks. We show
that the proof technique we employ does not imply rapid mixing of systematic scan for
6-colourings of the grid when using 2x2-, 2x3- and 3 x 3-blocks.

10.1

Preliminaries

Let R be a torus (see the end of Section 2.4.1 on page 25). Note that d R = 0. By
working on the torus we avoid treating several technicalities regarding the vertices
on the boundary of an arbitrary region of

Z2.

This lets us present the proof of rapid

mixing in a more “clean” way. In this chapter, let il+ =

denote the set of all q-

colourings of R and H = Qr denote the set of proper g-colourings of R. Let n be the
uniform distribution on il. For each vertex u G R, let fi+2(u) denote the set of pairs
(o-i, cr2)

£ il+ x i!+ of colourings that only differ on the colour assigned to vertex u.

That is, (cri, £72) € fi+2(u) if and only if cri(u) ± cr2(n) and ai(v) = <x2(v) on all vertices
v g R \{u }. Recall that an nxm-block is a rectangular region of the square lattice that
has height n vertices and width m vertices.
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Recall Definition 2.16 of a general systematic scan Markov chain M scan. The
systematic scan Markov chain we use here (denoted M scm) is specified as follows.
Each subset 0 e { © i,. . . , 0 m} of the vertices of R is a 2x2-block. We will choose
the number m of blocks to be as small as possible. In Section 10.4 we will consider
systematic scan Markov chains that are defined with bigger block sizes. For each block
@k, k £ { 1 ,..., m }, and any two colourings o\, a2 £ fi+, we write V i = <r2 on 0 fe” if
ai(v) = (72(v) for each v £ ©&. Similarly we write V i = a2 off 0 fe” if a\{v) = a2{v) for
each v £ R \ Q k. For a block 0 fc and a colouring a £ fi+, let Clak C Cl+ be the set of
colourings a' such that a 1 = a off ©^ and cr'(@k) is a proper colouring that agrees with
the boundary a(dQ k). Let nk be the uniform distribution on flk.

10.2

Bounding the mixing time of systematic scan

This section contains the proof of Theorem 3.6 although the proof of a crucial lemma,
which requires computer assistance, is deferred to Section 10.3. We will bound the
mixing time of M scan by bounding the influence on a vertex, a parameter which we
denote by a. For any two colourings a u a2 £ ft+, let
distributions n p and 7t£2. We let

be a coupling of the

<r2)) denote the probability that a vertex

v £ 0 k is assigned different colours in a pair of colourings drawn from the coupling
^/c(cri, cr2). We then let
Pv{^k(o- i,a 2))
be the influence of u on v under 0 fc, where u £ R and v £ @k. The parameter a,
denoting the influence on any vertex, is defined as
a =

If a is sufficiently small then Theorem 2 from Pedersen [Ped07] implies that any sys
tematic scan Markov chain, whose transition matrices for updating each block satisfy
two simple properties, mixes in O(logn) scans, where n is the number of vertices in R.
One scan takes

l©fc| vertex updates and is therefore of order O(n). Note that Ped

ersen [Ped07] actually defines a with a weight associated with each vertex, however,
as we will not use weights in our proof we have omitted them from the above account.
For completeness we restate Theorem 2 from [Ped07].
Theorem 10.1 (Theorem 2, Pedersen [Ped07]). If a < 1 then the mixing time of M scan
is
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Let Pk be the |il| x |0|-transition matrix under a heat-bath update with respect
to 0 fc, and let Pk(a 1, 02) denote the probability of making a transition from colouring
0 1 to 02. In order for Theorem 10.1 to apply, the following two properties must hold.
(1) If jPfc(cri, 02) > 0 then 01 = 02 off @k, and
(2) 7TPk = 1r.
From Definition 2.13 of a heat-bath update and the proof of Lemma 2.17 (saying that
7r, the uniform distribution on Q, is the stationary distribution of M Scan) we have that

both properties are satisfied. Hence we are able to use Theorem 10.1 to bound the
mixing time of M SCanSo, in order to upper-bound a we are required to upper-bound the probability
of a discrepancy at each vertex v e @k under a coupling ^ ( c r i , 02) for any pair of
colourings (0 1, 02) € fl+2(u) that only differ at the colour of vertex u e R. Our main
task is hence to specify the coupling (^*,(01, 02) of n f 1 and 7r£2 such that we have a < 1.
Consider any block

and any pair of colourings (01, 02) € fi+2(rx) that differ

only on the colour assigned to some vertex u e R. Clearly the distribution on colourings
of 0 fc that is induced by 7r^1 only depends on the boundary colouring ai(d& k). Sim
ilarly, the distribution on colourings of Qk induced by n f2 depends only on

02

(dOk).

If u £ dQk then the distributions on the colourings of @k, induced by 7xff and 7r£2,
respectively, are the same and we let 'F/c(0i, 02) be the coupling in which any pair of
colourings drawn from ^ ¿ (01, 02) agree on 0 fc. That is, if the pair

a'2) of colourings

are drawn from ^ ^ (01, erf) then a[ = 01 off Qk, a2 = a2 off @k and a[ = a2 on Qk.
This gives p£ v = 0 for every u ^ d@k and v e Qk.
We now need to construct ^ ^ (01, 02) for the case when u 6 8Qk■ If the val
ues p \ v are too big then the parameter a will be too big (that is greater than one)
and we cannot make use of Theorem 10.1. Constructing ^ ( c i , 02) by hand such that
pv(f^k{cj1, 02)) is sufficiendy small is a difficult task. It is, however, possible to use com
puter assistance in order to construct a coupling that is good enough for our purposes.
We need to construct a specific coupling for each pair of colourings o\ and 02 that differ
only at a single vertex u € d&k. In order to do this we will make use of the following
lemma, which is proved in Section 10.3.
Lemma 10.2. Let v \ , . . . , V4 he the four vertices in a 2x2-block and let z \ , . . . , z% be the
boundary vertices of the block and let the labelling be as in Figure 10.1. Let Z and Z' be
any two 7-colourings of the boundary vertices such that Z and Z' are identical on each
vertex except on z\. Let 7xz and 7r^/ be the uniform distributions on proper 7-colourings
of the block that agree with Z and Z', respectively. For i = 1 ,... ,4, let pVi (\F) denote
the probability that the colour of vertex Vi differs in a pair of colourings drawn from a
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Zi Z5
Z3 v 2 v 3

«6

Z2 Vi V4

27

Zi Z8

Figure 10.1. General labelling of the vertices in a 2 x 2-block 0 fc and on the boundary of the
block.

Figure 10.2. A 2x2-block 0^ showing all eight positions of a vertex u e dOk on the boundary
of the block in relation to a vertex v e @k in the block.

coupling

of nz and ntz >. Then there exists a coupling ^ such that

< 0.283,

pV2{V) < 0.079, p„3(^ ) < 0.051 a n d p V4(^f) < 0.079.

Thus, if u € d@k we let ^ ( a i , a2) be the coupling of n f 1 and nk2 that draws the
colouring of @k from the coupling # in Lemma 10.2, where Z is the boundary colouring
obtained from <Ji(dQk) and Z ' is obtained from cr2(<9©fc)3 and leaves the colour of the
remaining vertices R \Q k unchanged. That is, if the pair
drawn from ^ ( c r i, cr2) then a[ =

of colourings are

off ©*., a'2 = 02 off 0 k and the colourings of

©fc in o\ and a'2 are drawn from the coupling

in Lemma 10.2. Note that due to the

symmetry of the 2 x 2-block, with respect to rotation and mirroring, we can always label
the vertices of @k and d&k such that label z\ in Figure 10.1 represents the discrepancy
vertex u on the boundary. Therefore Lemma 10.2 will provide us with upper bounds
on the parameters p„ v. We summarise the values p^ v in the following corollary of
Lemma 10.2. Note that due to the symmetry of the block, we assume that vertex
v G 0^ in the corollary is located in the bottom left corner, as Figure 10.2 shows.

Corollary 10.3. Let @k be any 2x2-block, let v £ @k be any vertex in the block and let
u e 8Qk be a vertex on the boundary of the block. Then
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0.283,

if u and v as in Figure 10.2(a) or (b),

0.079,
pk = ,
max
Pv(9k(<ri,a2)) < <
(tri,CT2)6n+2(w)
0.051,

if u and v as in Figure 10.2(c) or (h),
if u and v as in Figure 10.2(e) or (f),

0.079,

if u and v as in Figure 10.2(d) or (g).

If u f. d@k is not on the boundary of the block then pk v = 0.
We now use Corollary 10.3 to prove Theorem 3.6. The theorem is restated
below.
Theorem (3.6). Let R be a rectangular region of 7? that is folded into a torus (hence
OR = 0). For q - 7 and A = 0, the systematic scan Markov chain M SCan is rapidly mixing
with 2x2-blocks. More precisely, the mixing time TMscan(<S) G 0(log ^), where n is the
number of vertices in R.
Proof. For every block Qk and v e Qk, let a k,v = Y ,ueR Pu,v be tbe influence on v
under @k. We need a ktV to be strictly upper-bounded by one for each block Qk and
vertex v 6 @k in order to ensure that a = maxk max„e©fc a kjV is less than one. Fix
any block 0 fc and any vertex v e Qk. A vertex u G dQk on the boundary of the block
can occupy eight different positions on the boundary in relation to v, as showed in
Figure 10.2(a)-(h). Thus, using the bounds from Corollary 10.3, we have
a ktV =

Pu,v <

2(0.283 + 0.079 + 0.051 + 0.079) = 0.984,

u&R

which means that a = 0.984 < 1. We obtain the stated bound on the mixing time of
-A/iscan by applying Theorem 10.1.

□

We have yet to establish a proof of Lemma 10.2, which we do in the next sec
tion. Our method of proof is computer assisted and we will be focusing on minimising
the probability of assigning different colours to vertex v\ in the constructed couplings.
Our approach is similar to the one Achlioptas et al. [AMMV04] take, however we do not
have the option of constructing an “optimal” coupling for each given pair of colourings
of the boundary since each of the quantities p\ v maximises separately over the pair of
boundary colourings. However, we get the mixing of systematic scan and not just of
random-update dynamics.

10.3

Constructing the coupling by machine

In order to prove Lemma 10.2 we will construct a coupling \F of ixz and ixz' for all
pairs of boundary colourings Z and Z' that differ only at vertex z\. For each coupling
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constructed, we verify that the probabilities pVl(^ ), i = 1 ,..., 4, are within the bounds
of the lemma. The method is well suited to be carried out with the help of a com
puter and we have implemented a program in C to do so. Before stating the proof of
Lemma 10.2 we will discuss how a coupling can be represented by an edge-weighted
complete bipartite graph. We make use of this representation of \k in the proof of the
lemma.
10.3.1

R epresen tin g a cou p lin g as a bipartite graph

Let S' be a set of objects and let W be a set of |S| pairs (s, ws) such that s e S and
ws > 0 is a non-negative value representing the weight of s. Each element ,s e S is
contained in exactly one of the pairs in W . If the value ws is an integer (which it is in
our case) it can be regarded as the multiplicity of s in a multiset. The set W is referred
to as a weighted set of S. Let irs,w be the distribution on S such that the probability of
s is proportional to ws, where (s, ws) is a pair in W . More precisely, the probability of
s in

tt S i w

is ns,w(s) = ws/ J2(t,wt)ew wt-

The reason for introducing the notion of a weighted set is that it can be used
when specifying a coupling of two distributions. Let S be a set and let W and W ' be
two weighted sets of S such that the sum of the weights in W equals the sum of the
weights in W '. Let wtot denote this sum. That is,
wtot =

^2

ws =

(s,ws) € W

w'S'( s ',» ',) 6 r

The two weighted sets W and W ' define two distributions ns.w and ns,w on S. We
want to specify a coupling \I> of ■nsyv and

Let AjS| ^ be an edge-weighted

complete bipartite graph with vertex sets W and W '. That is, for each pair (s, ws) e W
there is an edge to every pair in W '. Every edge e of

has a weight we > 0 such

that the following condition holds. Let (s,w s) be any vertex in -Kjs|,|,s| and let E be
the set of all |Sj edges incident to (s,w s). Then J2eeEwe = ws. It follows that the
sum of the edge weights of all |Sj2 edges in ^f|5|,|5| equals wtot. The bipartite graph
^ |s|,|s| represents a coupling T' of irs,w and

In order to draw a pair of elements

from <!', we randomly select an edge e in

with probability we/w tot. If edge

e = ((s, ws), (s', w's,)) is chosen, it means that we have drawn s from 7rs ,w and s' from
ns,w 1 0 .3 .2

The p ro o f o f Lem m a 10.2

The bipartite graph representation of a coupling will be used when we construct cou
plings of colourings of 2 x 2-blocks in the proof of Lemma 10.2. We restate the lemma
before giving the proof.
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Lemma (10.2). Let v i ,...,V 4 be the four vertices in a 2x2-block and let z \ , . .., z% be the
boundary vertices of the block and let the labelling be as in Figure 10.1. Let Z and Z' be
any two 7-colourings of the boundary vertices such that Z and Z ' are identical on each
vertex except on z\. Let irz and -k z 1 be the uniform distributions on proper 7-colourings
of the block that agree with Z and Z', respectively. For i = 1 ,.. .,4 let pVifi>) denote
the probability that the colour of vertex Vi differ in a pair of colourings drawn from a
coupling 4' of 7xz and itz >. Then there exists a coupling 'F such that pVl (\F) < 0.283,
< 0.079, pV3(V) < 0.051 and pV4{V) < 0.079.
Proof. Fix two colourings Z and Z ' of the boundary that differ only on vertex z \ . Let c
be the colour of vertex z\ in Z and let d ± c be the colour of z\ in Z '. Let Q(Z) and
fi(Z') be the two sets of proper 7-colourings of the block that agree with Z and Z ' ,
respectively. For ease of notation in this proof, let Q+ denote the set of all 7-colourings
of the block. Let Wz and WZ' be two weighted sets of Q+. The weights are assigned as
follows.
• For the pair {a,wa) € W z let the weight

= \Fl{Z') \ if a € Fl(Z), otherwise let

wc = 0.

• For the pair (a, w„) € Wz' let the weight wa — \Ll(Z)\ if a e fI(Z'), otherwise let
wa = 0 .

It follows from the assignment of the weights that the distribution 7rci+,wz ]S the uni
form distribution on fl(Z). That is, 7rn+,wz — nz- Similarly, nn+ Wz, is the uni
form distribution ttZ' on fl(Z'). Note that wt01 = \Fl(Z)\\Cl(Z')\. Then a coupling ^
of 7Tu+,wz and Trn+,wz, is specified with an edge-weighted complete bipartite graph
K = iT|n+|,|n+| as described in the previous section. Let E be the set of all edges
e = ((a, wa), (a', w'a,)) in K such that <r and a' differ only on vertex Vi. Then

=

^ 2 e e E w e / w tot-

In order to obtain sufficiently small upper bounds on pVi (\F) for the four vertices
v i , . . . , v 4 in the block, we would like to assign weights to the edges of K such that as
much weight as possible is assigned to edges between colourings that agree on many
vertices in the block. In general it is not clear exactly how to do this. For instance, if
we assign too much weight on edges between colourings that are identical on vertex
V2 then we might not be able to assign as much weight as we would like to on edges
between colourings that are identical on vertex v\. Thus, the probability of having
a mismatch on V4 would increase. Intuitively, a good strategy would be to assign as
much weight as possible on edges between colourings that are identical on the whole
block. This implies that we try to assign as much weight as possible on edges between
colourings that are identical on vertex vi, the vertex adjacent to the discrepancy vertex
z\ on the boundary. If there is a mismatch on vertex v\ it should be a good idea to assign
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as much weight as possible on edges between colourings that are identical on the whole
block apart from vertex v \ . This idea leads to a heuristic in which the assignment of
the edge weights is divided into three phases. The exact procedure is described next.
In phase one we match identical colourings. For all colourings a e

of the

block the edge e = ((a, wa), (a, w'a)) in K will be given weight we = min(u;(T, w,<y). That
is, we maximise the probability of choosing the same colouring a from both

Wz

and nn+ Wzl.
For the following two phases we define an ordering of the colourings in fl+.
We order the colourings lexicographically with respect to the vertex order v3, v2, v4,
v\. That is, if the seven colours are 1 ,..., 7 then the colouring of v3, v2, v4, v4 will
start with 1, 1, 1, 1, respectively. The next colouring will be 1, 1, 1, 2, and so on.
This ordering of colourings in fi+ carries over to an ordering of the pairs in Wz and
Wz >. That is, we order the pairs (a, wa) in Wz with respect to the lexicographical
ordering of a. Similarly we order the pairs in WZ<. This ordering of the pairs will be
important in the next two phases. It provides some level of control of how colourings
are being paired up in terms of the assignment of weights on edges in K . Edges will
be considered with respect to this ordering because an arbitrary ordering of the edges
would not necessarily result in probabilities pt,i ('F) that would be within the bounds of
the lemma.
In the second phase we ignore the colour of vertex v 4 and match colourings that
are identical on all of the remaining three vertices v2, v3 and v4. More precisely, for
each pair (a, wa) € Wz , considered in the order explained above, we consider the edges
e = ((a, wa), (a',w'a,)) where a and a’ are identical on all vertices but vi. The edges

are considered according to the ordering of the second component

e

wz,t

keeping the first component fixed. We assign as much weight as possible to e such that
the total weight on edges incident to (a, wa) e Wz does not exceed iva and such that
the total weight on edges incident to (a \ w'a,) e Wz >does not exceed w'a,. Note that in
the lexicographical ordering of the colourings, vertex v4 is the least significant vertex
and therefore the ordering provide some level of control of how to pair up colourings
that are similar on the remaining three vertices.
In the third and last phase we assign the remaining weights on the edges. As
in phase two, for each pair (<r, wc ) e W z we consider the edges e = ((er, wa), (a w 'a,)).
The pairs and edges are considered in accordance with the ordering explained above.
The difference between the second and third phase is that now we do not have any
restrictions on the colourings a and a'. We assign as much weight as possible to e such
that the total weight on edges incident to (a , wa) e W z does not exceed wa and such
that the total weight on edges incident to (cr',w'a ,) € Wz , does not exceed w’a, . After
phase three we have assigned all weights to the edges of K and hence K represents a
coupling 'F of 7rz and irZ'. It turns out that the resulting coupling is sufficiently good
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for proving the lemma.
From K we compute the probabilities pVl('&), pV2(\V), pV3{^) and p„4(\I>) by
summing edge weights as described above. We have written a C-program which loops
through all colourings Z and Z ' of the boundary of the block and constructs the bipar
tite graph K as described here. For each boundary the probabilities

p„2(\l>),

pV3(^ ) and p„4(\F) are successfully verified to be within the bounds of the lemma.
Details on the C-program are referred to the webpage h ttp ://w w w .c s c .liv .a c .u k /
~ m arkus/phdthesis/

10.4

□

Partial results for 6-colourings of the grid

In previous sections we have seen that systematic scan on the grid using 2 x 2-blocks
and seven colours mixes rapidly. An immediate question is whether we can do better
and show rapid mixing with six colours. This matter will be discussed next, and we
will show that even with bigger block sizes (up to 3 x3), it is not possible to show
rapid mixing using the technique described in this chapter. More precisely, we will es
tablish lower bounds on the parameter a for 2 x 2-blocks, 2 x 3-blocks and 3 x 3-blocks.
All three lower bounds are greater than one and hence we cannot make use of The
orem 10.1 to show rapid mixing. We would need to either consider larger blocks or
use a different approach. Considering larger blocks is not a feasible option since the
number of required computations would result in a computer program with too long
running time.

10.4.1

E stablishing lo w er bou nds for 2 x 2 blocks

We start by examining the 2 x 2-block again but this time with six colours. Lemma 10.2
provides upper bounds (under any colourings of the boundary) on the probabilities of
having discrepancies at each of the four vertices of the block when two 7-colourings
are drawn from the specified coupling. For six colours we will show lower bounds
on these probabilities under any coupling and a specified pair of boundary colourings.
Once again, let tq ,. . . , v4 be the four vertices in a 2 x 2-block and let z \ , . . . , z$ be the
boundary vertices of the block, and let the labelling be as in Figure 10.1. Let Z and Z'
be any two 6-colourings of the boundary vertices that assign the same colour to each
vertex, except for z\ on which they differ. Let -nz and itz >be the uniform distributions
on the sets of proper 6-colourings of the block that agree with Z and Z ', respectively.
For k = 1 ,..., 4, let 'F™m(Z, Z') be a coupling of nz and nZ' that minimises pVk{^)
over all couplings \F of irz and nz >. Let

= maixZtZ>pVk( ^ n(Z, Z')), where the

maximum is taken over all pairs (Z, Z') of colourings of the boundary that differ only
on z\. From the definition of p[°w it follows that, for each Vk, there are two 6-colourings
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Z and Z ' of the boundary of the 2 x 2-block that differ only on z\ such that, for all
couplings 'F of txz and -kZ' we have pVk(\F) > pxf f . We have the following lemma,
which is proved with computer assistance.
Lemma 10.4. Consider 6-colourings of the 2x2-block in Figure 10.1. We have p[°w >
0.379, p£w > 0.107, pl™ > 0.050 and pjf4w > 0.107.
Proof. Fix one vertex Vk in the block and fix two 6-colourings Z and Z ' of the boundary
of the block such that they differ only on z\. Let fl(Z) and Q(Z') be the two sets of
proper 6-colourings of the block that agree with Z and Z 1, respectively. Let nz and nz >
be the uniform distributions on fl(Z ) and Cl(Z'), respectively. For c — 1 ,..., 6, let wc be
the number of colourings in Cl(Z) for which vertex v^ is assigned colour c. Similarly, let
wc be the number of colourings in tt(Z ') for which vertex

is assigned colour c. Let

nz,vk (c) be the probability that vertex Vk receives colour c in a colouring drawn from
nz . Then nz ,Vk(c) = wc/\Cl(Z)\. For c = 1 ,..., 6, let mc = wc\£l(Z')\, m'c = w'c\Q.(Z)\
and M — \Q(Z)\\Cl(Z')\. It follows that nZiVk(c) = m c/M and nZitVk(c) = m'c/M .
Observe that the quantities m c, m'c and M can be easily computed for a given pair of
boundary colourings.
Now, let ^ be any coupling of ttz and 7tz >. The probability that vertex vk: is
coloured c in both colourings drawn from \F can be at most min(mc, m'c)/M . Therefore,
the probability of drawing two colourings from 'F such that the colour of vertex
the same in both colourings is at most

is

min{mc,m'c)/M , and the probability of

assigning different colours to vertex Vk is at least
6

^ 1 -J 2

c= 1

min(mc, m'c)
M

We have successfully verified the bounds in the statement of the lemma by maximising
this lower bound on

over all boundary colourings Z and Z' and for each vertex

Vk in the block. The computations are carried out with the help of a computer program
written in C. For details on the C-program, see webpage h t t p : //www. e s c . l i v . a c . uk/
~ m ark u s/p h d th esis/

□

For seven colours, Corollary 10.3 makes use of Lemma 10.2 to establish up
per bounds on the influence parameters pku v. These parameters are used in the proof
of Theorem 3.6 to obtain an upper bound on the parameter a. The upper bound on
a is shown to be less than one which implies rapid mixing for seven colours when
applying Theorem 10.1. We can use Lemma 10.4 to obtain lower bounds on the influ
ence parameters pk v by completing the coupling in a way analogous to the coupling
in Corollary 10.3. This in turn will result in a lower bound on the parameter a that
is greater than one. That is, following the proof of Theorem 3.6 and making use of
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Figure 10.3. (a) General labelling of the vertices in a 2x3-block Qk and the vertices dOk on
the boundary of the block, (b)-(c) All ten positions of a vertex u e <90^ on the boundary of the
block in relation to a vertex v e ©it in the comer of the block.

Lemma 10.4, a lower bound on a will be
a > 2(0.379 + 0.107 + 0.050 + 0.107) = 1.286 > 1.
Hence we fail to show rapid mixing of systematic scan with six colours using 2x2blocks.

10 .4 .2

Bigger blocks

We fail to show rapid mixing of systematic scan with six colours and 2 x 2-blocks, and
we will now show that increasing the block size to both 2 x3 and 3 x 3 will not be suffi
cient either. Lemma 10.5 below considers 2 x 3-blocks and is analogous to Lemma 10.4.
We make use of the same notation as for Lemma 10.4, only the block is bigger and the
labelling of the vertices is different (see Figure 10.3(a)). Lemma 10.5 is proved by
computation in the same way as Lemma 10.4. For details on the C-program used in the
proof, see webpage h ttp : //www. e s c . l i v . ac . uk /~ m ark u s/p h d th esis/

Lemma 10.5. Consider 6-colourings of the 2 x 3-block in Figure 10.3(a). We have p^°w >
0.3671,

> 0.0298, p|?4w > 0.0997 and p|?6w > 0.0174.

We will now use Lemma 10.5 to show that a > 1 for 2 x 3 blocks. Let Qk be
any 2 x 3-block and let v e @k be a vertex in a corner of the block. A vertex u e d@k
on the boundary of the block can occupy ten different positions on the boundary in
relation to v. See Figure 10.3(b) and (c). We determine lower bounds on the influences
pk v of u on v under 0*. from Lemma 10.5. However, Lemma 10.5 provides lower
bounds on pk v only when u e dQk is adjacent to a corner vertex of the block, as in
Figure 10.3(b). If u is located as in Figure 10.3(c) we do not know more than that pku v
is bounded from below by zero. Nevertheless, the lower bound on a exceeds one. Let
a k,v

=

J 2 u e d e k Pu,v

t>e

influence on v under Qk. Following the proof of Theorem 3.6
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Figure 10.4. (a)-(b) General labelling of the vertices in a 3 x 3-block Qk and two different
labellings of the vertices c)Qk on the boundary of the block. The discrepancy vertex on the
boundary has label z\. (c)-(d) All twelve positions of a vertex u e c)Qk on the boundary of the
block in relation to a vertex v e Qk in the corner of the block.

and using the lower bounds in Lemma 10.5 we have
v =

pku,v +
u in Fig. 10.3(b)

pku>v > 2(0.3671 + 0.0298 + 0.0997 + 0.0174)
u in Fig. 10.3(c)

= 1.028,
where we set the lower bound on the second sum to zero. Thus, a > 1.028 > 1 which
means that we cannot use Theorem 10.1 to show rapid mixing of systematic scan with
six colours and 2 x 3-blocks.
Lastly, we increase the block size to 3x3 and show that a lower bound on a is
still greater than one. We have the following lemma which is proved by computation
in the same way as Lemmas 10.4 and 10.5. For details on the C-program used in the
proof, see webpage h ttp ://w w w .c sc .liv .a c .u k /~ m a rk u s/p h d th e sis/

Lemma 10.6. For 6-colourings of the 3 x 3-block with vertices labelled as in Figure 10.4(a),
we have p\°f > 0.3537, p[°w > 0.0245,

> 0.0245 and p|°9w > 0.0071. Furthermore, for

6-colourings of the 3x3-block in Figure 10.4(b), we have pl™ > 0.0838, pj,°w > 0.0838,
pl™ > 0.0138 and pl™ > 0.0138.

Note that Lemma 10.6 provides lower bounds on the probabilities of having a
mismatch on a corner vertex of the block when the discrepancy vertex on the boundary
(labelled z\) is adjacent to a corner vertex (Figure 10.4(a)) and adjacent to a middle
vertex (Figure 10.4(b)). Let 0 fc be any 3x3-block and let v € &k be a vertex in a
corner of the block. A vertex u € <90*, on the boundary of the block can occupy twelve
different positions in relation to v. See Figure 10.4(c) and (d). Analogous to Corol
lary 10.3, lower bounds on the influences p^ v of u on v under 0*. can be determined
from Lemma 10.6. Let

= YluPu.v be the influence on v under @k. Following the

10.4. Partial results for 6-colourings of the grid
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proof of Theorem 3.6 and using the lower bounds in Lemma 10.6, we have
®k,v

=

^ ^

>

^ ^
Pu,v
in Fig. 10.4(d)
2(0.3537 + 0.0245 + 0.0245 + 0.0071) + (0.0838 + 0.0838 + 0.0138 + 0.0138)

=

1.0148.

u in Fig. 10.4(c)

Pu,v

T

u

Thus, a > 1.0148 > 1, which means that we cannot use Theorem 10.1 to show rapid
mixing of systematic scan with six colours and 3 x 3-blocks.
A natural question is whether we can show rapid mixing using even bigger
blocks. It seems possible to do this although the computations rapidly become in
tractable as the block size increases. Already with a 3 x 3-block the number of bound
ary colourings we need to consider (after removing isomorphisms) is in excess of 106,
and for each boundary colouring there are more than 107 colourings of the block to
consider. In addition to the number of colourings to consider, the time it would take
to construct the required couplings, as we did in the proof of Lemma 10.2, would in
crease. Also, when using a larger block size, different positions of the vertex v in the
block need to be considered whereas we could nicely make use of the symmetry of the
2 x2-block and only consider one position of v (a corner vertex). If different positions
of v have to be considered this has to be captured in the construction of the coupling
and would likely require more computations. The conclusion is that in order to show
rapid mixing for six colours of systematic scan on the grid we would most likely have
to rely on a different approach than the one presented in this chapter.
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Conclusion
In this thesis we give improved mixing bounds for spin systems under the anti-ferro
magnetic Pott’s model. The results are stated in Chapter 3. As pointed out in Chapter 3,
there is room for improvement. Often the believed mixing bounds do not match the
mixing bounds that haven been rigorously proved. For instance, Salas and Sokal [SS97]
say that it is believed that strong spatial mixing occurs for the square lattice for every
q > 4 and A € [0,1]. To prove mixing for q = 4 and q = 5 for values of A all the down

to 0 therefore remains an open problem. For the triangular lattice is it believed that
there is strong spatial mixing for every q > 5 and A € [0,1]. As we have seen in this
thesis, mixing has only been proved for q > 9. Furthermore, the proof of mixing for
q = 9 and the proof of mixing for q = 10 [GMP05] only hold for A = 0. For the kagome

lattice it is believed that there is strong spatial mixing for every q > 4 and A € [0,1].
That is, to prove mixing for q = 4 and small values of A (A = 0 in particular) is still an
open problem.
The parameter A controls the level of interaction between neighbouring ver
tices. For A = 0 only proper colourings are allowed. It is reasonable to believe that
if strong spatial mixing has been shown for A = Ao, where Ao G [0,1], then there
should be strong spatial mixing for every A G [A0, 1]. However, proving this is still
an open problem. Recall from Chapter 7 how we proved mixing for an interval of A
by analysing small subintervals. The proof of Goldberg, Martin and Paterson’s general
theorem on strong spatial mixing for A = 0 (Theorem 3.8) does not extend naturally to
positive values of A. It would be interesting to have more mixing results that span over
a larger range of A.

11.1

Further improvements

In this thesis we have shown mixing by defining suitable sets of edge-boundary pairs
X and then using these sets with the recursive coupling tree to show that the quan
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r d( X )

Theorem

decreases exponentially with d. As explained in Section

3 .8

6 .3 ,

the proof of

uses this technique with sets of edge-boundary pairs X whose region Rx

only contains the vertex vx and neighbours of vx . From Theorem

3 .8

we have strong

spatial mixing for A = 0 and the following values of q and A. The table below lists
(approximate) lower bounds on q for A = 4 , . . . ,
A

A

4

9
6.5826

5

9

9
15.3987

8.3458

10

6

10.1090

7
8

23.

A

A

14

9
24.2148

19

9
33.0309

17.1619

15

25.9780

20

34.7941

11

18.9251

16

27.7412

21

36.5573

11.8723

12

20.6883

17

29.5044

22

38.3205

13.6355

13

22.4516

18

31.2677

23

40.0838

From the table above it follows that there is mixing for any 6-regular (triangle-free)
graph with q > 1 1 colours. However, the value of q in the table for A = 6 is only
slightly above 10. This suggests that a slight improvement of the the general mixing
result in Theorem 3.8 would push the mixing bound on q below 10 and thereby imply
mixing for q - 10 colours and A = 6. Goldberg, Martin and Paterson [GMP05] made
this observation and used the recursive couple tree with a collection of only a handful
sets of edge-boundary pairs to show mixing for the triangular lattice and the integer
lattice Z3 for q = 10. These lattices are both 6-regular graphs. The small number
of sets of edge-boundary pairs that were needed for this improvement did not require
computer assistance when deriving the inequalities. However, computer assistance was
used to compute some of the /¿-values.
In the table above we have highlighted values when A is 6, 19 and 23. A small
improvement of the general mixing result in Theorem 3.8 might imply that the mixing
bound on q for A = 6, A = 19 and A = 23 will drop from 11 to 10, 34 to 33 and from
41 to 40, respectively. An improvement of Theorem 3.8 could be possible by using sets
of edge-boundary pairs X whose region Rx contains neighbours of neighbours of vx .
It is not obvious how to analyse this in a general setting with an arbitrary maximum
degree A. How to maximise the /¿-values for edge-boundary pairs X whose region R x
contains vx , neighbours of vx and neighbours of neighbours of vx is a problem that
must be dealt with. For small values of A it could be possible to do this with computer
assistance, however, the number of edge-boundary pairs to consider would be rather
large for A = 6 already.
11.1.1

Som e lattices seem trickier to w ork w ith than others

Theorem 3.8 assumes that the graph Q is triangle-free. The reason for this assumption
is that the absence of triangles made it easier to compute upper bounds on the /¿-values
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(see Section 6.3). An interesting observation is that the presence of triangles seems to
make it easier to derive recurrences from the recursive coupling tree.
Let X be an edge-boundary pair. When branching in the recursive coupling tree
T x we recursively consider neighbours of vx- A path in T x from the root corresponds
to a self-avoiding walk in R x , where a self-avoiding walk is a path from one vertex
to another which never intersects itself. The presence of many triangles in the graph
clearly reduces the number of short self-avoiding walks. Both the triangular lattice and
the kagome lattice contain triangles. These triangles played an important role in the
mixing proofs in Chapter 8 and Chapter 9 since they kept the branching factor in the
tree T x sufficiently low. A low branching factor naturally allows higher ¿¿-values. This
has been discussed extensively in Chapter 6.
On the contrary to the triangular lattice and the kagome lattice, the square lat
tice does not contain triangles. The shortest path in the square lattice that intersects
itself has length 4. The kagome lattice and the square lattice both have maximum de
gree A = 4. However, the absence of triangles in the square lattice implies a higher
branching factor in the recursive coupling tree compared to the kagome lattice. A
higher branching factor requires lower ¿¿-values. Lower /¿-values are obtained by con
sidering larger regions. Larger regions imply more computation. This is probably the
reason why we have failed to prove strong spatial mixing for q = 5 and A = 0 on the
square lattice but succeeded in doing so for the kagome lattice. We have tried to define
good (A, JF)-sets by considering large regions of the square lattice. The required com
putations have turned out to be too involved to be feasible to work with. The idea of
incorporating colours of boundary edges in the recursions (as for the kagome lattice in
Chapter 9) might be a possible approach. However, the lack of triangles does not allow
for the same straightforward use of edge colours. Again, the required computations do
not seem feasible to deal with in practice.
We have tried and failed to show strong spatial mixing for q = 9 and A = 0 on
the lattice Z3. As for the triangular lattice, Z3 is 6-regular, however, the lack of triangles
implies a higher branching factor. Another disadvantage with Z3 is that it is not planar.
Planar graphs allow for a straightforward visualisation of regions. If the graph is not
planar then it is harder to visually get a good intuitive feeling for the recursions in the
recursive coupling tree, especially when the number of sets of edge-boundary pairs that
are considered is large. When Goldberg, Martin and Paterson [GMP05] showed strong
spatial mixing for q = 10 and A = 0 on Z3 they worked with a small collection of sets
of edge-boundary pairs.
If one attempts to improve the mixing bounds for a specific lattice using the
techniques in this thesis then it is worth to keep in mind that some lattices are more
“friendly” to work with than others; lattices with triangles seem to be easier than lat
tices without triangles, and planar graphs allow for a straightforward visualisation that
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might be important when the sizes of the regions grow and the complexity of the re
currences increases.
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